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Abstract

Plasmid pTC-F14 is a 14.2kb promiscuous, broad-host range IncQ-like mobilizable plasmid isolated from Acidithiobacillus caldus f. At. caldus is a member of a consortium of bacteria (along with Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans and Leptospirillum ferrooxidans) that is used industrially for decomposing metal sulphide ores and concentrates at temperatures of 40ºC or below which is now a well-established industrial process to recover metals from certain copper, uranium and gold-bearing minerals or mineral concentrates. These biomining microbes are usually obligately acidophilic, autotrophic, usually aerobic iron- or sulphur-oxidizing chemolithotrophic bacteria. Their remarkable physiology allows them to inhabit an ecological niche that is largely inorganic and differs from those environments populated by the more commonly studied non-acidophilic heterotrophic bacteria. At. caldus, is a moderately thermophilic (45 to 50ºC), highly acidophilic (pH1.5 to 2.5) sulphur-oxidizing bacterium, and its role as one of the major players in the industrial decomposition of metal sulphide ores has become evident in recent years. At. caldus f from which pTC-F14 was isolated was found to be one of two dominant organisms in a bacterial consortium undergoing pilot-scale testing for the commercial extraction of nickel from ores.

The majority of the plasmids studied to date have been isolated from a clinical or a non-acidophilic heterotrophic background and little is known about plasmids from acidophilic autotrophic microorganisms. Work on the plasmid biology of these microbes is important to the understanding of the nature of plasmids, and the genes which participate in the horizontal gene pool of biomining bacteria. In this study it has been of particular interest to discover what accessory genes are carried on plasmid pTC-F14 and this question was addressed by the cloning, sequencing and analysis of this region.

The accessory gene region of pTC-F14 has been sequenced and sequence analysis revealed six open reading frames which gave putative translation products of 9 kDa or larger. Two of these open reading frames, ORF13 and ORF9.5 gave no meaningful similarity hits using the BLAST program. ORF33 gave relatively weak similarity and identity to approximately one third of the amino acid sequence of an aminotransferase. The remaining three open reading frames showed strong amino acid sequence similarities and identities to protein sequences already deposited in the NCBI database. ORF20.8 had the strongest match to an invertase or recombinase gene. ORF17.4 showed a close relationship to a hypothetical protein that is highly conserved in a
wide variety of bacteria. The remaining ORF had very high sequence identity to the transposase of an insertion sequence, ISAfe1, previously identified in a different but related biomining bacterium, *At. ferrooxidans*. Analysis of the nucleotide sequence of the regions upstream and downstream of this open reading frame revealed that it conformed to the criteria of a bacterial insertion sequence element and was designated here as ISAtc1.

In this study an attempt was made to partially characterize this insertion sequence. The study revealed that ISAtc1 is 1,303bp in size with imperfectly conserved 26-bp terminal inverted repeats. Amino acid sequence comparisons revealed that it is 92% identical to ISAfe1 and the analysis of the overall organization of ISAtc1 showed that it is also a member of the ISL3 family of insertion sequences. We have showed that ISAtc1 is present on the chromosome of three *At. caldus* strains isolated from South Africa but not present in three *At. caldus* strains from Europe or Australia. The presence of insertion sequences on both a plasmid and the chromosome allows for plasmids to integrate into the chromosome and provides an enhanced level of genome plasticity. We showed that ISAtc1 is actively transposing in its natural *At. caldus* host. This study also revealed that ISAtc1 has the ability to from cointegrate-like structures in an *Escherichia coli* background.
Opsomming

Die plasmied pTC-F14 is ‘n 14.2-kb IncQ-tipe, mobiliseerbare plasmied geisoleeer uit *Acidithiobacillus caldus* f. pTC-F14 kan in ‘n wye reeks gashere repliseer en tesame met die vermoë om gemobiliseer te word is die plasmied ‘n hoogs uitruilbare plasmied. *At. caldus* is ‘n lid van ‘n konsortium van bakterië (tesame met *Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans* en *Leptospirillum ferrooxidans*) wat industrieël aangewend word in die biologiese afbraak van metaal sulfied ertse by temperature van 40°C of laer. Die aanwending van hierdie mikrobes in die biologiese myning van sekere koper, uranium en goud-bevattende minerale of mineraal konsentrate is tans ‘n goed-ontwikkelde kompetitende, maar steeds groeiende, industriële fermentasie proses. Hierdie organismes is gewoonlik verpligte asidofiliese, outotrofiese, aerobiese yster-en swawel-oksiderende chemolitotrofiese bakteriëë. Hulle interessante en unieke fisiologie maak dit vir hulle moontlik om ‘n hoogs anorganiiese ekologiese nis te bevulk wat baie verskil van daardie omgewings wat bevulk word deur die meer algemene nie-asidofiliese heterotrofiese organismes. *At. caldus* f is ‘n matigde termofiel (45-50°C), hoogs asidofiliese (pH1.5-2.5), swawel oksiderende bakterium en wie se rol as een van die domineered organismes in hierdie prosesse onlangs aan die lig gekom het. Die ras *At. caldus* f, waaruit pTC-F14 geisoleer was gevind om een van die twee dominerende organismes te wees in a bakteriese konsortium wat betrokke was in die kommersiële ekstraksie van nikkel uit mineraal ertse.

Die meerderheid van plasmied studies tot datum was gedoen op plasmiede wat geisoleer was vanuit ‘n kliniese of ‘nie-asidofiliese heterotrofiese gashere en min kennis aangaande plasmiede afkomstig vanuit asidofiliese mikrobes. Biologiese plasmied studies van hierdie mikroorganismes is belangrik vir die begryp van die aard en gedrag van plasmiede, en die gene wat bydrae en deelneem aan die horisontale gene pool van die hierdie lae pH, hoogs anorganiiese bakteriëë. Dit was spesifiek interessant om te ontdek watter bykomstige gene gedra word op die plasmied pTC-F14 en hierdie vraag is aangespreek deur die klonering, DNA volgordebepaling en analise van hierdie area.

Die bykomstige geen area van pTC-F14 se DNS volgorde was bepaal en die DNS volgordes is ge-analiseer. Ses oopleersame was geidentifiseer met waarskynlike translasie produkte van 9 kDa of groter. Twee van hierdie oopleersame, ORF13 en ORF9.5 het geen rekenbare ooreenkoms en identiteit getoon tydens ‘n aminosuurvolgorde vergelyking met die BLAST
program. ORF33 het ‘n relatiewe swak ooreenkoms en identiteit getoon met gemiddeld een derde van die aminosuurvolgorde van ‘n aminotransferase. Die oorblywende drie oopleesrame het sterk aminosuurvolgorde ooreenkomste en identiteitete getoon met aminosuurvolgorde wat alreeds gedeponeer was in die NCBI databasis. ORF20.8 het die grootste ooreenkoms getoon met ‘n invertase of rekombinase geen. ORF17.4 het ‘n baie nou verhouding getoon met ‘n hipotetiese proteïen wat hoog gekonserveer is in ‘n wye reeks van bakterieë. Die oorblywende oopleesraam het hoë volgorde identiteit en ooreenkoms op die aminosuur en DNS vlak getoon met ‘n transposase geen van ‘n eenvoudige transposon, ISAfeI, voorheen geidentificeer in ‘n verskillende maar naverwante organismes, *At. ferrooxidans*. Analise van die nukleotide volgorde van die areas opstroom en afstroom van hierdie oopleesraam het getoon dat dit voldoen aan die kriteria van ‘n eenvoudige bakteriese transposon en is hier genoem ISAtcI.

In hierdie studie was dit aangewend om hierdie eenvoudige transposon gedeeltelik te karakteriseer. Dit is bevestig dat ISAtcI 1303bp in grootte is met 26-bp onperfekte gekonserveerde terminale herhalings. Aminosuur volgorde vergelykings het getoon dat ISAtcI is 92% identities aan ISAfeI is en analise van die algemene organisasie van ISAtcI het getoon dat ‘n lid is van die ISL3 familie van eenvoudige bakteriese transposons. Die studie het getoon dat ISAtcI is teenwoordig op die chromosoom van drie *At. caldus* rasse geisoleer vanuit Suid-Afrika maar is nie teenwoordig op die chromosoom van drie *At. caldus* rasse van Europa of Australia. Die teenwoordigheid van hierdie element op beide die chromosoom en die plasmied pTC-F14 skep ’n ideale toestand vir plasmiede om te integreer in die chrosomale DNS en verhoog die plasitisiteit van die genoom. In die studie is ook getoon dat ISActI funksioneel is binne die natuurlike gasheer naamlik *At. caldus* f asook binne ’n *Escherichia coli* gasheer.
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1.1. Microbial Mining: A General Introduction
Microbial encounters with metals and metalloids are unavoidable in the environment; it is therefore not surprising that they should interact. These interactions are sometimes for their benefit and sometimes to their detriment (Ehrlich, 1997). Metals of particular interest include the base metals vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper, zinc, molybdenum, cadmium and lead and the precious metals gold and silver. Metalloids include arsenic, selenium and antimony. Whether prokaryotic or eukaryotic, all microbes require metals that play a role in structural and/or catalytic functions. The levels of interaction with metals depends in part whether the organism is prokaryotic or eukaryotic. Some metals can exist in more than one oxidation state and several prokaryotes can employ them as electron donors or acceptors in their energy metabolism. Such metals include Fe, Co, Cu, As and Se. When used for this purpose, sufficiently high concentrations are needed to meet the demand of the organisms, resulting in a noticeable impact on the metal distribution in the environment. It is these interactions that have a potential role in biotechnological applications and are commercially exploited. One of the most important biotechnological applications is biomining, which is the main focus of this part of this chapter.

Biomining is a general term that refers to bioleaching and biooxidation processes. Bioleaching or bacterial leaching, as it is commonly also referred to, is generally accepted as the conversion of an insoluble metal, usually a metal sulphide, into its water soluble form, usually a sulphate. The metal is extracted into water and the metal can be said to have been bioleached (Kelly et al., 1979). Biooxidation describes the microbial decomposition of the host minerals that contain the metal compound of interest, but the metal is not solubilized. As a result, the metal values remain in the solid residues in a more accessible form (Rawlings, 2002). An example is in the recovery of gold from refractory arsenopyrite ores where the gold remains in the mineral after
biooxidation and is extracted subsequently by cyanidation. All these processes are oxidations performed by specialized chemolithotrophic organisms.

Prior to using bioleaching technologies in the recovery of metals, conventional methods such as roasting or pressure leaching of sulphide minerals were used. The cost of these operations was high and the pollution levels were unacceptable. The use of microbially-assisted mining has grown in recent years (Rawlings and Silver, 1995). The growing interest in such processes is attributed to the following:

a) In many places, high-grade mineral deposits resources have been depleted resulting in the tendency for mining to be extended deeper underground and miners being forced to mine lower-grade surface deposits (Brierley, 1982; Rawlings and Silver, 1995). The recovery of metals from low-grade ores using the conventional physico-chemical methods is uneconomic and bioleaching provides a more economical method for the recovery of metals from these low-grade mineral deposits. Bacterial leaching can be as effective in removing all the metal from a 0.3% ore as from a 0.03% ore (Rawlings and Silver, 1995). Leaching of metals from deep or low-grade ores could also be carried out in situ thereby saving the cost of bringing the waste rock to the surface.

b) Biological processes, such as bioleaching, are generally less energy intensive in comparison to the traditional methods used in the treatment of recalcitrant ores. An example is the consumption of large quantities of energy metabolism when using traditional roasting methods to pre-treat recalcitrant gold-bearing arsenopyrite ores (Ehrlich and Brierley, 1990).

c) Bioleaching procedures are environmentally less hazardous and also have potential environmental benefits over physico-chemical treatment methods. The production of sulphur dioxide and other environmentally harmful gaseous emissions (e.g. arsenic-laden flames) as experienced during roasting of ores does not occur during microbial extraction. Mine tailings produced from physicochemical processes are more chemically active and when exposed to rain and air may be biologically leached, resulting in the formation of acid mine drainage and unwanted metal pollution (Schippers et al, 1996). Tailings resulting from biomining operations are less chemically active and their potential to pollute is reduced by the extent to which they have already been leached in a contained process.

It is evident from the brief survey presented that there is a strong case for the increase in implementation of microbial mining processes where suitable minerals exist. Biomining offers
distinct advantages that include operational simplicity, low capital and operating costs and shorter construction time which no other alternative process can provide.

1.2. Historical background
The Roman writer Gauss Plinius Secundus (23-79AD) gave one of the first reports where leaching might have been involved in the mobilization of metals (reviewed in Brandl, 2001). He described in his work on natural sciences how copper minerals were obtained using a leaching process. The Rio Tinto mines are usually considered as the cradle of biohydrometallurgy, which includes the field of bioleaching. These mines have been exploited since pre-Roman times for their copper, gold and silver values. Bioleaching of copper from ores was practised for many centuries before the discovery of bacteria. The mining processes were purely empirical then, without recognizing the participation of microbes in the leaching process. Documentation of commercial copper leaching from partially roasted ores at the Rio Tinto mines dates back to 1752 (Rossi, 1990), but it is unclear to what extent bacteria were involved in this process.

The first bacterium isolated from a coal mine drainage was, *Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans* (previously, *Ferrobacillus ferrooxidans* and later *Thiobacillus ferrooxidans*), and its discovery was reported in 1947 (Colmer and Hinkle, 1947). The genus, *Thiobacillus*, was recently subdivided and a new genus, *Acidithiobacillus* was created, to accommodate the highly acidophilic members of the former genus *Thiobacillus* (Kelly and Wood, 2000). The biotechnology of microbial mining has grown significantly since the discovery of this bacterium, with the first demonstration of microbial involvement in copper leaching reported in the 1950s, following reports on the role of bacteria in the formation of acid mine drainage from bituminous coal deposits (Ehrlich, 1997). Since these recordings many research groups demonstrated microbial assisted leaching of metal sulfides which include ZnS, NiS, and PbS as well as molybdenum (Bryner and Anderson, 1957; Bryner and Jameson, 1958).

Intensive research and development by a variety of scientists from a variety of disciplines since the 1960’s, yielded much information regarding microbial mining. It is impossible to mention all the contributions made by the scientists in this short review. In general it includes the following: identification of microbes capable of growing in biomining environments and phenotypic characterization of leaching bacteria; describing microbial-mineral interactions during bioleaching processes, elucidation of physicochemical and microbiological parameters.
influencing bacterial mineral biooxidation, much genetic research has been done on *Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans*, which has been considered for a long time to be the major role player in bioleaching processes; the elucidation of copper dump leach operations and the improvement of mineral sulphide oxidation by employing stirred tank reactors for bioleaching. Commercial bioleaching of copper began in the 1950’s with dump leaching. Today heap and dump leaching remains a vital process for the copper industry. These processes are discussed below in more detail.

It is apparent from the brief foregoing survey that the science of biohydrometallurgy using acidophilic autotrophs has significantly progressed in its development as a commercial technology for the processing of sulphide ores. Elucidation of microbial ecology studies of extremely acidic, metal rich environments has laid the foundation for the development for mineral technologies, which is now well established in the mining industry.

### 1.3. Mechanisms of leaching

The iron- and sulphur-oxidising bacterium *At. ferrooxidans* was the first bacterium associated with the dissolution of metals from ores (Bryner and Anderson, 1957; Colmer and Hinkle, 1947). The chemical oxidation of ferrous iron by dissolved oxygen occurs very slowly. *At. ferrooxidans* has the ability to oxidize ferrous iron at a rate 500,000 times as fast as would occur in their absence (abiotic) (Lacey and Lawson, 1970). The ferric iron produced, as a result of the oxidation of ferrous iron, is one of the least expensive and most effective natural metal-oxidizing agents (Brierley, 1978) and is capable of solubilizing metal sulphides.

The mechanism of microbially assisted biooxidation of sulphide minerals has interested researchers for a long time (Rossi, 1990; Sand *et al* 1995). Most work regarding the mechanism of dissolution has been done with *At. ferrooxidans* and almost since the time of its discovery two mechanisms have been debated: direct and indirect. There have been heated discussions on the role microorganisms play in the leaching of minerals, and whether the so-called direct or indirect mechanism is used (Lundgren and Silver, 1980). Much of the disagreement has been caused by a lack of clarity as to what is meant by direct and indirect. Especially the concept of the direct mechanism has been to some extent imprecise and equivocal. Many researchers have reported experiments either confirming or rejecting the hypothesis (Sand *et al*, 2001). As a result, the final outcome of this discussion is still pending.

The indirect mechanism is generally accepted as the chemical attack (oxidation) by ferric ions or protons on a metal sulphide. In the course of the chemical reaction ferrous irons and various
forms of sulphur are formed. Ferrous iron serves as an electron donor for iron-oxidizing microbes in their energy metabolism, which re-oxidise it to ferric ions thus restoring the mineral oxidant. Because of this shuttle mechanism direct contact between the bacterium and the sulphide mineral is not necessary. The definition of the direct mechanism is not always clear. An assumption is that the microbes must be attached to a metal sulphide but it is not always clear whether it is only the requirement for attachment that is referred to as the direct mechanism or whether the oxidation of the metal is due to direct enzymatic attack on the metal and sulphide moiety of the mineral (Sand et al, 1995). In its strict sense, the direct mechanism refers to a direct enzyme-facilitated attack on a mineral.

Studies on the attachment of *At. ferrooxidans* to mineral samples indicate that the association is quite tenacious and that bacteria are found in the pitted and eroded surfaces of mineral particles (Brierley, 1978). The attachment of leaching bacteria to the mineral surface is thought to enhance dissolution (Schippers et al, 1996). It is mainly for this reason that the direct mechanism was proposed. Several inconsistencies arose from experimental data that shed serious doubt on whether the direct mechanism existed (reviewed in Sand et al, 1995). This problem has been addressed by scientists from a variety of disciplines. However, in recent years, new insights have been derived by combining knowledge obtained from areas like sulphur chemistry, mineralogy and solid state physics with evidence obtained from analysis of degradation products occurring during metal sulphide dissolution and the analysis of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS layers) (Sand et al, 2001). The focus of this survey is to briefly cover the most important contributions made by researchers in elucidating the mechanisms of mineral dissolution. Helpful contributions were made from the laboratories of Wolfgang Sand, Frank Crundwell and Helmut Tributsch.

Sand *et al* (1995) proposed that bacterial leaching of metal sulphides proceeds strictly via the indirect mechanism, which is initiated by ferric iron. In their report they presented experimental data that places a considerable amount of doubt on the existence of the direct mechanism. In their hypothesis of the indirect action they emphasize the important role played by Fe$^{3+}$ (ferric iron) bound in the EPS layers of microbial cells and the essential role of these layers in the attachment of microbes to the mineral surface (Gherke *et al*, 1998). This will be returned to later.

Using molecular orbital and valence band theories, Sand and co-workers realised that metal sulphides have different types of crystal structures and they observed that the oxidation of
different metal sulphides proceeds via different intermediates. Based on these observations they proposed two indirect oxidation mechanisms for mineral sulphide dissolution (Schippers and Sand, 1999; Sand et al. 2001).

They proposed the thiosulphate mechanism for the oxidation of acid-insoluble metal sulphides such as pyrite (FeS$_2$), molybdenite (MoS$_2$) and tungstenite (WS$_2$). Degradation studies on these sulphides indicated they are degraded by an oxidizing attack by ferric irons with thiosulphate being the main intermediate and sulphate the main end product. Using Pyrite as an example the reactions proposed by Schippers and Sand (1999) are:

$$\text{FeS}_2 + 6\text{Fe}^{3+} + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{S}_2\text{O}_3^{2-} + 7\text{Fe}^{2+} + 6\text{H}^+ \quad (1)$$

$$\text{S}_2\text{O}_3^{2-} + 8\text{Fe}^{3+} + 5\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2\text{SO}_4^{2-} + 8\text{Fe}^{2+} + 10\text{H}^+ \quad (2)$$

Thiosulphate is supposedly formed from the disulphide in the crystal (equation 3):

$$\text{Fe-S-S} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{S-SO}_3^{2-} \quad (3)$$

The dissolution of acid-soluble metal sulphides is proposed to occur by the polysulphide mechanism. Acid soluble metal sulphides include sphalerite (ZnS), galena (PbS), realgar (As$_4$S$_4$) and chalcopyrite (CuFeS$_2$). Their dissolution occurs via combined attack by ferric iron (Fe$^{3+}$, for a oxidation attack) and protons (H$^+$, for a hydrolysis attack). Elemental sulphur is the main intermediate with the possible formation of polysulphides. Elemental sulphur is stable over a variety of conditions but may be biologically oxidized to sulphuric acid by sulphur oxidizing bacteria. Using zinc as an example of an acid soluble mineral, the following equations are proposed by Schippers and Sand (1999):

$$\text{ZnS} + \text{Fe}^{3+} + \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{Zn}^{2+} + 0.5\text{H}_2\text{S}_n + \text{Fe}^{2+} \quad (n \geq 2) \quad (4)$$

$$0.5\text{H}_2\text{S}_n + \text{Fe}^{3+} \rightarrow 0.125\text{S}_8 + \text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{H}^+ \quad (5)$$

$$0.125\text{S}_8 + 1.5\text{O}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{SO}_4^{2-} + 2\text{H}^+ \quad (6)$$

Schippers and Sand (1999) also point out that these two proposed mechanisms explain why the sulphur oxidizing bacterium, *Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans* is able to solubilize some metal sulphides, the acid soluble sulphides, that are amenable to a proton attack (hydrolysis), but not acid-insoluble minerals. An overview of these two mechanisms is depicted in Figure 1.1. Included in the scheme are both abiotic (chemical) and biotic-catalyzed parts. The finding that
only iron oxidizing bacteria are able to dissolve pyrite emphasises the importance of ferric iron as the principal pyrite attacking agent and therefore, supports the hypothesis of the indirect leaching mechanism as the basic mechanism for the biooxidation of mineral sulphides.

It is evident from the data above that Sand and co-workers regard ferric iron (Fe\(^{3+}\)) and protons (H\(^+\)) as the only (chemical) agents involved in dissolving a metal sulphide and the mechanism involved is sensu strictu an indirect one. Therefore, the role of microorganisms is only to regenerate sulphuric acid for a proton hydrolysis attack and to oxidize ferrous iron (Fe\(^{2+}\)) to ferric ions (Fe\(^{3+}\)) for an oxidative attack on the sulphide mineral (Schippers and Sand, 1999). These reactions are purely chemical and do not require direct contact/attachment of the microbes to the mineral surface for dissolution. Mineral attachment may enhance the rate of mineral leaching as it brings the means of ferric iron and acid production closer to the mineral increasing the concentration of reactants at the surface of the mineral. However, the mechanism of mineral solubilization remains chemical and therefore indirect (Fig. 1.2) (Rawlings, 2002;...
Tributsch, 2001). Blake et al (1994) demonstrated that ferric ions are needed to overcome the repellent effect that exists between the negatively charged sulphide minerals and bacterial cells. Ferric ions are thus of crucial importance for cell attachment.

Besides the production of ferric iron and acid, a second function of the bacteria is to concentrate the ferric ions and protons at the mineral/water or mineral/bacterial cell interface in order to enhance the dissolution of mineral sulphide. A critical factor here is the attachment of the bacteria to the mineral surface which is mediated by the extracellular polymeric substances (EPS layers) (Schippers et al, 1996). Sand and Tributsch have stressed the role played by the EPS layers produced by *At. ferrooxidans* (Gherke et al, 1998) and *L. ferrooxidans* (Tributsch, 2001) when attached to the mineral. The EPS layers assist the bacteria to attach to the mineral and form a matrix wherein the cells divide and eventually form a biofilm (Rawlings, 2002). The analysis of the chemical composition of these EPS layers showed that it is primarily made up of lipopolysaccharides complexed with ferric ions (Sand et al, 2001). The iron species are presumably bound to the glucuronic acid subunits of the carbohydrate moiety. The EPS layers contain a considerable amount of iron, estimated to be ~53 g/l which is a considerable higher concentration than in the non-EPS phase (Schippers and Sand, 1999). Therefore, ferric ion-impregnated EPS layers serves as a reaction space in which ferric ions carry out the primary steps in the degradation of metal sulphides. Ferric iron is reduced to ferrous iron, which in turn is re-oxidized to ferric ions by the specialized iron-oxidizing bacteria:

\[
14\text{Fe}^{2+} + 3.5\text{O}_2 \rightarrow 14\text{Fe}^{3+} + 7\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (7)
\]

EPS layers may also be interpreted as a compartment where other special conditions prevail that are different from the bulk phase, e.g. altered pH and redox potential. An interesting paper by Fowler et al (1999) reports that the dissolution of pyrite at fixed concentrations of ferrous and ferric ions was faster in the presence of *At. ferrooxidans* because of an increase in the localized rise in pH caused by bacterial attachment. The question of why the rate of mineral oxidation is enhanced by attachment if mineral attack is purely chemical becomes explainable when considering the concentration of the degradative agents at the mineral interface within the EPS. The role of the EPS also explains the localized etching that occurs on the sulphide surface, once taken as support for the direct attack (Bennet and Tributsch, 1978; Edwards et al, 1999).
Comparative leaching experiments performed with 16 different synthetic metal sulphides (Tributsch and Bennet, 1981a; Tributsch and Bennet, 1981b) revealed that the bacterial activity of *At. ferrooxidans* and thus the rate of bacterial dissolution, is approximately proportional to the solubility product of the sulphide concerned (Tributsch, 2001). The solubility product of sulphides describes the reactivity of protons with a sulphide resulting in the disintegration of the sulphide into SH⁻ and metal ions. Sulphur oxidizing bacteria can use SH⁻ as an energy source. In addition to this mechanism, he argues for four mechanisms that can increase sulphide dissolution. These processes include: (a) extraction of electrons by Fe³⁺ from the sulphide valence band resulting in the disruption of the interfacial bonds of the sulphide crystal and thus liberating metal ions and sulphur; (b) broken chemical bonds already present in the sulphide (p-type conduction, their presence in sulphides leads to the higher rate of interfacial dissolution); (c) reaction with a polysulphide or metal complex-forming agent; or (d) the electrochemical dissolution that results from multiple electron extraction and depolarization of the pyrite, which occurs at high concentrations of ferric irons.

Interfacial reactions of sulphides are determined by the co-ordination chemistry of the metal. Based on this theory Tributsch (2001) explains why pyrite, FeS₂, is so stable and why electron extraction does not directly lead to the disintegration of the sulphides. Pyrite is the most abundant sulphide in nature and bacteria had to evolve specialized mechanisms to disintegrate this sulphide for energy resources. These workers propose that *At. ferrooxidans* has acquired the ability to use an unidentified carrier that results in a polysulphide intermediate (mechanism in “c”). This carrier molecule is able to disrupt pyrite and it has been found that this carrier molecule works using a thiol-group (SH⁻) provided by the amino acid cysteine. To support this view workers have shown that cysteine on its own can oxidize pyrite in the absence of oxygen or bacteria (Rojas-Chapana and Tributsch, 2001). As many proteins contain cysteine, it raises the possibility of a direct protein attack on the mineral. Although thiol-dependant mechanisms may contribute a small amount to overall leaching, as a sole mechanism, it is insufficient to oxidize pyrite at the rates observed (Rawlings, 2002).

*L. ferrooxidans* is an organism that can only oxidize ferrous iron and not sulphur. Nevertheless, it has acquired the ability to dissolve pyrite electrochemically (mechanism in “d”). As mentioned above, electron extraction alone does not break chemical bonds in pyrite, but when many electrons are extracted the electrical potential of pyrite becomes so positive that the electrochemical formation of thiosulphate and sulphide occurs (Tributsch, 2001). This means that *L. ferrooxidans* has learned to use a sufficiently large concentration of Fe³⁺ in an
interfacial reaction with pyrite converting interfacial S$_2^-$ into sulphate. *L. ferrooxidans* is able to gain redox energy from Fe$^{2+}$ at a very positive redox potential, meaning that their ability to oxidize ferrous iron is not inhibited by ferric iron, unlike is the case with *At. ferrooxidans*.

It is clear that the mechanisms involving strictly H$^+$ and Fe$^{3+}$ (proton interaction with the sulphide; electron extraction by Fe$^{3+}$ and p-type conduction as described above) can be considered as indirect leaching (non-contact leaching) since the attachment of bacterial cells is not necessary, but only to recycle the chemical agents. On the other hand, the specialized mechanism employed by *At. ferrooxidans* (sulphur carrier) and *L. ferrooxidans* (electrochemical dissolution of pyrite), requires close proximity to the mineral surface. They must be able to produce a sulphur carrier molecule and artificially increase the electron extracting agent (Fe$^{3+}$), close to the pyrite surface. The mechanisms would not be as effective if they relied on carriers or chemicals available in the bulk liquid. An artificially controlled reaction zone between the bacterial membrane and the mineral surface is needed. Such a reaction zone is provided by the EPS layers. The cysteine-based sulphur carrier, in *At ferrooxidans*, is carried through the EPS layers to the pyrite-sulphur and forming polysulphide. Colloidal sulphide is stored in the EPS layers and as a temporary energy reservoir (Rojas *et al.*, 1995). A sufficiently high Fe$^{3+}$ concentration is accumulated in the EPS layer in the case of *L. ferrooxidans* in order to extract electrons so that a sufficiently positive redox potential is created which induces the electrochemical formation of thiosulphate and sulphate. This means that a close contact across the EPS layer with the mineral surface is essential to dissolve it. Previously direct leaching implied a direct interaction between the bacterial membrane and the sulphide surface, using an enzyme system to dissolve the mineral surface. Electron microscopy does not confirm this and it has been suggested that direct leaching should be renamed contact leaching (Fig 1.2) because of the confusion around the term direct leaching. Contact leaching can thus be defined as the process where the bacterium attaches itself (EPS layers) to the mineral surface with the purpose to create special conditions which can facilitate the disintegration of the mineral sulphide. This definition does not need the presence of an enzyme system, which up to now has not yet been found, although a small contribution to mineral solubilization by cysteine containing proteins may occur.

Recently it has been shown that cooperative leaching (Fig 1.2) is possible (Rojas-Chapana *et al.*, 1998), during which there is cooperation between the attached and free bacteria. *At. ferrooxidans* and *L. ferrooxidans* leach pyrite releasing sulphur compounds and small pyrite
crystals while being attached to the mineral surface and thereby liberating free energy carrying species which other non-attached bacteria feed on.

In conclusion, it is evident from the data presented above that there is a growing consensus view that mineral bioleaching occurs primarily via the indirect mechanism.

**Figure 1.2**: Diagrammatic illustration of the proposed mechanisms of pyrite biooxidation (Rawlings, 2002).

### 1.4. Current commercial applications of biomining

As mentioned above, biomining includes bioleaching and biooxidation. These processes make use of a consortia of bacteria which include the mesophiles *At. ferrooxidans*, *At. thiooxidans* and *L. ferrooxidans* (Kelly and Harrison, 1989; Markosyan, 1972) and the moderate thermophiles *At. caldus* (Hallberg and Lindström, 1994), *Acidomicrobium ferrooxidans* and
Sulfobacillus species as well as the thermophiles Acidianus, Metallosphaera and Sulfolobus (Brierley, 1997). The types of bacteria involved in a given process are highly dependent on the temperature of the process and to a lesser extent by the mineral being oxidized. Commercial bioleaching became a reality in the 1950’s with the dump leaching of copper from submarginal-grade, run-of-the mine material.

Currently two main types of commercial biomining processes are employed. The irrigation-type and the stirred-tank type processes (Rawlings, 2002). The first type describes the percolation of leaching solutions through crushed ore or concentrates that have been stacked in columns, heaps or dumps (Brierley, 1978; Schnell, 1997). It includes the in situ irrigation of an ore body, without bringing the ore to the surface. The second type employs continuously operating, highly aerated, stirred tank reactors (Rawlings and Silver, 1995; Rawlings, 2002).

Mineral disintegration can take place at a variety of temperatures. In the case of heap and dump leaching most biooxidation takes place in the 20°C-35°C range although higher temperature processes are being investigated. Temperature in bioreactors is controlled and currently biooxidation in the stirred-tank reactors is operated at either 40° or 50°C. Processes that operate at 75°-78°C are under development (Rawlings, 2003). Although several metal containing ores (such as zinc, lead, cobalt, nickel, bismuth and antimony) are amenable to bioleaching technology, the leaching of only copper, uranium, cobalt and gold bearing ores have been commercially exploited.

1.4.1. Irrigation type processes
In terms of tonnages, copper is the most extensively bioleached metal. Current physical methods commercially employed for the copper recovery are of irrigation type, dump, in situ and heap. One of best-known dump leaching operations is located at the Kennecot Copper Mine in Bingham Canyon, Utah (Brierley and Brierley, 1999). The Bola Ley plant of Chuquicamata division of Codella in Chile is another example of a more recently constructed dump operation (Schnell, 1997). Dumps consist of very large quantities of uncrushed, untreated low grade ore, piled to depths of up to 350 meters. Dump leaching is a mechanically simple process that is subjected to cycles of preconditioning, irrigation, rest, conditioning and washing, each of which may be for extended periods of over a year (Rawlings, 2002). The leach dumps are irrigated with raffinate, an iron- and sulphate rich recycled wastewater and is introduced by spraying, flooding or injection.
through vertical pipes (Lundgren and Silver, 1980). Leach dumps are usually not inoculated with specialized leaching bacteria. The leaching microorganisms are ubiquitous and when the correct conditions prevail they will proliferate and catalyze the chemical reactions that result in the solubilization of copper sulphides as the leach solution percolates through the dump. Insoluble copper sulphides are converted to the soluble copper sulphate. The metal laden leach solution is removed from the bottom of the dump and copper is recovered by solvent extraction and electrowinning (Schnell, 1997).

Heap leaching of copper is more efficient than dump leaching and is used to extract metals from a higher-grade ore to those subjected to dump leaching. It uses finer crushed ores which are mixed with sulphuric acid in an agglomerating device to bind fine material to coarser ore particles and precondition the ore for bacterial development. The agglomerate is stacked in heaps of 2-10m high onto irrigation pads lined with highly density polythelene to avoid the loss of the leaching solution (Rawlings, 2002). Aeration is enhanced by including aeration pipes which forces air through the heap from the bottom and thus speeding up the bioleaching process (Fig 1.3). Small amounts of inorganic nutrients in the form of fertilizer grade ammonium sulphate and potassium phosphate are frequently added to the raffinate prior to the irrigation, through drip lines placed on the surface of the heap. The solution percolates through the heap and bacteria growing on the surface of the ore and in solution catalyze the release of copper. In contrast to dump leaching, heap bioleaching processes are completed in months.
rather than years. Similar process have been applied to refractory gold bearing ores at the Carlin Trend Newmont Mine (reviewed in Rawlings, 2002). The Quebrada Blanca plant in northern Chile is an example of a modern heap bioleaching operation. It is estimated that 75 000 tons Cu/annum are produced from a chalcopyrite ore containing 1.3% copper (Schnell, 1997).

Examples of bioleaching operations that employ irrigation type processes for in situ metal extraction includes operations at San Manuel near Tuscon, Arizona (Schnell, 1997) and the Gunpowder’s Mammoth mine in Queensland, Australia (Brierley, 1997). In situ bioleaching has been used for nearly 30 years to extract uranium and copper from the depleted underground operations as well as from the new mines. Several mines within the Elliot Lake district of northern Ontario employed in situ bioleaching for uranium recovery. During 1988 approximately 300 tons of uranium with a value of over US$ 25 million was recovered from a single mine, the Dennison mine in the Lake Elliot district. This mine has stopped production in recent years because of the reduction in demand for uranium. Typically the underground ores are blasted to fracture the ore and a bulkhead is built across the opening of the stope. The ore is subsequently irrigated with acidified mine liquor and aerated by passing compressed air through perforated pipes. The liquor is drained after a period of 3 weeks and pumped to the surface where uranium is extracted.

1.4.2. Stirred tank processes

Due to capital and operating costs of highly aerated, stirred tank bioreactors their use is generally reserved for high value ores and concentrates. The use of bioreactors increases the rate and efficiency of mineral biooxidation immensely in comparison to the irrigation-type processes. The process is usually comprised of a number of reaction vessels arranged in series and operating in continuous flow mode, with feed added to the first tank and overflowing from tank to tank until the biooxidation of the mineral ore is sufficiently complete (Rawlings, 2002). The primary bioreactor tanks operate in parallel in order to achieve a longer retention time for the ore to allow a stable microbial population to establish (Fig 1.4). The feed comprises a mineral concentrate suspended in water to which small amounts of nutrients, (NH₄)₂SO₄ and KH₂PO₄ have been added. Mineral biooxidation is an exothermic process and in order to maintain an optimum temperature for microbial activity large volumes of air are blown through each reactor. In addition cooling water may be sprayed over the outside of the tanks or passed through coils inside the tanks. Large agitators ensure that the solids remain even in suspension.
and are carried into the next tank. The overall residence time for biooxidation typically varies between four and six days.

**Figure 1.4:** Illustration of a typical continuous-flow biooxidation facility used in the pretreatment of a gold-bearing arsenopyrite concentrate (Reprinted from Rawlings, 2002).

Gold bearing concentrates are valuable substrates compared with copper and uranium ores and therefore biooxidation of refractory gold-bearing arsenopyrite ores is carried out in a more efficient and controlled manner in stirred-tank bioreactors. Biooxidation is used as a pretreatment in the recovery of gold. The gold is embedded in a matrix of pyrite/arsenopyrite and cannot be easily solubilized by the usual process of cyanidation. The arsenopyrite is decomposed during this process in order for the cyanide to make contact with the gold. Gold-bearing mineral usually makes up a small fraction of the mined ore and the ore is crushed and the gold containing concentrate is prepared by flotation (Rawlings, 2002). Microbes that decompose these ores release ferric iron and sulphate and create a highly acidic environment (pH 1.5-1.6). Without pre-treatment to expose the gold, usually less than 50% of the gold is recovered by cyanidation in contrast with the 95% recovery after biooxidation. After pretreatment the gold is recovered by cyanidation (Rawlings and Silver, 1995).

The potential of microbes to assist in the extraction of gold from refractory ores was first realized in the early 1980’s. Much of the credit is owed to the late Eric Livesey-Goldblatt, who
at the time was the director of the Gencor Process Research Laboratory in Krugersdorp, South Africa (Livesey-Goldblatt et al., 1983). This technology was developed into a fully commercial process in 1986 by Gencor at their Fairview mine at Barberton, South Africa. Since then, additional gold-recovery plants based on Gencor biooxidation technology have been commissioned. These plants include Bento (Brazil), Harbour Lights, Wiluna and Youanmi (Australia), Ashanti and Sansu (Ghana) and Tamboraque (Peru) (Rawlings, 2002). The largest plant is at Sansu, Ghana, commissioned in 1994 and is probably the largest fermentation process in the world.

As explained earlier, the use of microorganisms in the extraction of the metal from mineral ores is more efficient in both an economical and an environmental sense in comparison to conventional physicochemical methods for certain iron- and sulphur-containing minerals. Biomining is now an established process and has certainly made its mark as an important industrial process. In order to advance the biomining technology, for example to expand the use of the process to a broader spectrum of base and precious metal ores, we must understand the microbiology of mineral biooxidation.

1.5. Biomining Microbes

An exhaustive report on biomining bacteria is not presented but only a brief overview on the physiology of the more important, commonly isolated biomining microbes. A variety of microbes have been isolated from sites of natural mineral oxidation or from industrial leaching operations (Kelly, 1988; Harrison, 1984). As mentioned earlier, the solubilization of metals from sulphide minerals is catalyzed by a microbial consortium, consisting of complex mixtures of autotrophic and heterotrophic bacterial strains. Their unique physiology permits their growth and reproduction in these low pH, metal-rich, inorganic environments. The primary biomining microbes are all chemolithotrophic and are capable of oxidizing iron- and/or sulphur containing minerals, using ferrous iron and/or reduced inorganic sulphur sources as electron donors. Because of their metal rich niche, biomining bacteria are commonly resistant to a range of metal cations such as Cu$^{2+}$, Zn$^{2+}$, Al$^{3+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, Hg$^{2+}$, Ag$^{2+}$ and As$^{3+}$. The level of resistance varies with different strains. All of the important biomining bacteria are obligately acidophilic, thriving within the pH range 1.5–2.0 (Rawlings, 2002). The production of sulphate during the oxidation of sulphur containing minerals results in the accumulation of sulphuric acid. The acidophily is also very important to biomining organisms capable of only oxidizing iron, which may grow together with sulphur-oxidizing bacteria or generate acid through a
chemical reaction in which ferric iron is the oxidant. Their unique physiology means that biomining bacteria are able to grow in very nutrient poor solutions. Air provides the source of carbon (CO₂) and although other electron acceptors (e.g. ferric iron) can be used, oxygen (O₂) is the primary electron acceptor. The electron donor is supplied by the mineral ore in the form of ferrous iron and/or reduced inorganic sulphur, with water being the growth medium. Essential trace elements are provided as impurities in the ore or water.

Although being regarded for many years as the principal biological catalyst in bioleaching processes, *At. ferrooxidans* shares its environmental niche with other acidophilic bacteria with a similar physiology (Harrison, 1984). The most commonly encountered bacteria primarily involved in mineral decomposition have been characterized as *At. ferrooxidans*, *At. thiooxidans*, *L. ferrooxidans* (Kelly and Harrison, 1989) and *At. caldus* (Hallberg and Lindström, 1994). Acidophilic microorganisms are subdivided on the basis of their preferred temperatures of growth (Norris and Johnson, 1998). Three groups have been recognized: the mesophiles (*T_{opt}* ca. 20–40 °C), moderate thermophiles (*T_{opt}* ca. 40-60°C) and extreme thermophiles (*T_{opt} > 60°C*).

*At. ferrooxidans* is a mesophilic, Gram-negative, rod-shaped bacterium approximately 0.5µm in diameter and 1 to 1.5µm in length (Norris, 1990). This microbe is capable of oxidizing both ferrous iron and reduced inorganic sulphur compounds, which serves as electron donors during its energy metabolism with oxygen being the preferred electron acceptor. In anaerobic conditions this bacterium can use ferric ions as an electron acceptor provided a reduced inorganic sulphur compound will serve as an electron donor (Pronk *et al*, 1991). *At. ferrooxidans* tolerates high concentrations of sulphuric acid and is well adapted to grow optimally in the range pH 1.8–2.0 (Rawlings, 2002) and are favoured in the temperature range 20-35°C. All *At. ferrooxidans* strains tested have *nif* genes and therefore have the ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen. The nitrogen requirement for cell mass is met by reducing and incorporating atmospheric N₂ (Rawlings and Silver, 1995).

The mesophilic *At. thiooxidans* was first characterized by Waksman and Joffé in 1922. This Gram-negative rod shaped microbe is motile by means of a polar flagellum (Doetsch *et al*, 1967). It is unable to oxidize iron but produces metabolically useful energy from the oxidation of sulphur or sulphide minerals. *At. thiooxidans* is more acid tolerant than *At. ferrooxidans*, and grows in the range pH0.5–5.5.
*L. ferrooxidans* is a mesophilic, highly acid-tolerant (pH optimum ~1.5-1.8) Gram-negative bacterium capable of only using ferrous iron as an electron donor. These vibroid cells are much more motile then *At. ferrooxidans* by means of a long polar flagellum (Norris, 1990). Unlike *At. ferrooxidans*, *Leptospirilli* have a high affinity for ferrous iron thus tolerating high concentrations of these ions. Their ability to oxidize ferrous iron is not inhibited by the surrounding ferric iron concentration. *L. ferrooxidans* appears to be more tolerant of high temperatures and less tolerant of low temperatures, then *At. ferrooxidans*. It has been reported to have an upper limit of about 45°C and a lower limit of about 20°C (Rawlings, 1997).

*At. caldus* is closely related to *At. thiooxidans* and for several years *At. caldus* was mistaken for *At. thiooxidans*. Hallberg and Lindström (1994) described *At. caldus* recently as a separate species. These bacteria are short, Gram-negative motile rods. They are moderately thermophilic bacteria and grows optimally at 45°C and in the pH range 2.0–2.5. They do not oxidize ferrous iron and is only capable of oxidizing reduced sulphur sources. Some strains of *At. caldus* are able to grow mixotrophically using yeast extract or glucose (Rawlings, 2002).

### 1.5.1. Microbial dominance in biomining processes.

Since its discovery in 1947, all the attention was focused on *At. ferrooxidans*. As mentioned earlier, it was considered for many years to be the main player in bioleaching processes that operated at 40°C or less and as a result much of the bulk of research in this field has been focused on elucidating the genetics, biochemistry and physiology as well as the microbial ecology of this organism (Brierley, 1978; Ingleedew, 1982; Nicholaidis, 1987; Southam and Beveridge, 1993). *At. ferrooxidans* shares its highly selective niche with a plethora of strains capable of growth in these highly inorganic, low pH metal rich environments. There is a rapid growth in the number of the variety of microbes isolated and identified from these environments. This is due to an increase in new techniques available to screen for the presence of these organisms and because of an increase in the number of environments being screened.

Recent microbial diversity studies of commercial biomining operations have shown that most of these processes are in fact dominated by “*Leptospirillum*”- like species in combination with *At. thiooxidans* or *At. caldus* (Rawlings et al, 1999a; Rawlings et al 1999b). Rawlings (2002) sites a few references in support of these findings (Espejo and Romero, 1997; Pizarro *et al*, 1996; Vasquez and Espejo, 1997; Rawlings, 1995; Lawson, 1997; Gardner and Rawlings, 2000).
The molecular genetics of other biomining microorganisms including “Leptospirillum”, *At. caldus* and *At. thiooxidans* are in its infancy. Studies of the molecular genetics of biomining bacteria and of their plasmids are mostly initiated with a long-term view for the development of the improved strains for bacterial leaching.

In our analyses of the accessory gene region of plasmid pTC-F14, isolated from *At. caldus f*, we detected an open reading frame that conformed to the criteria of a bacterial insertion sequence. Because of the remarkable nature of insertion sequences, a partial characterization has been done on the element and it is therefore that a section on bacterial insertion sequences has been included to provide insight into the biological nature and importance of these elements.

2. Bacterial Insertion Sequences

2.1. Introduction
Since the discovery of mobile DNA elements by Barbara McClintock in the 1940s, the concept of the chromosome as being an invariable entity of genetic information has been abandoned for a more dynamic view (Iida *et al*, 1983). McClintock first suggested mobile DNA when she discovered that there were genetic determinants in maize chromosomes that caused chromosomal breaks and called them “dissociaters” (Ds). She found that these elements could move from place to place within the genome (Craig, 2002) and discovered a second determinant called “activator” (Ac) which can control the activity of the Ds elements. These Ac elements were also capable of moving from place to place within the genome. A segment of DNA that has the ability to translocate or reconfigure is called a mobile genetic element. Bacterial mobile DNA elements are extremely diverse and new types are continuously being discovered (Toussaint and Merlin, 2002). They are traditionally classified as bacteriophages or plasmids or transposable elements.

Transposable elements are discreet segments of DNA which are characterized by their ability to translocate from one nonhomologous locus to another in their host genome or between different genomes. Such elements are widespread in nature having been identified in all three biological kingdoms. The major distinguishing factor between transposable elements is whether their
mechanism of transposition is dependent on exclusively DNA intermediates or whether it includes and RNA stage (Haren et al., 1999). Transposable elements which have an RNA step in their transposition cycle include the retroviruses and retrotransposons and are restricted to eukaryotic organisms. Transposable elements depending strictly on DNA intermediates for their transposition include the genetically complex bacteriophage Mu, the large and complex transposons of the Tn554-type, Tn7, the conjugative transposons, the Tn3-like elements and the genetically elementary insertion sequences (ISs). These elements are found in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes. This review focuses on bacterial insertion sequences.

IS elements are the simplest transposable DNA elements. They generally encode only one protein, a transposase, which catalyze their transposition. Bacterial IS elements were originally discovered during the investigation of the molecular genetics of gene expression in *Escherichia coli* and bacteriophage lambda. They were identified as causative agents of highly polar and unstable mutations in the galactose and lactose operons of *E. coli* and in the early genes of lambda. They reduced the expression of the genes downstream of their insertion points (Kallastu et al., 1998; Galas and Chandler, 1989). Hybridization and heteroduplex analysis showed that these mutations were insertions of the same 0.8–1.5 kilobase pairs (Kbp) long discreet segments of DNA, in different positions and orientations. These segments were repeatedly isolated as insertion mutations and became known as insertion sequences and the observed insertion mutations were evidence for their transposition to new sites in the genome of *E. coli*. They were similar to the genetic elements discovered by McClintock.

The acquisition of point mutations provides bacteria with a capacity to adapt to an ever-changing environment. A more drastic modification is the exchange of segments of DNA between bacterial cells or the reshuffling of genetic information within a given genome. The former process, called horizontal gene transfer, is a key contributor to evolutionary change. Much of the speciation of bacteria has probably been mediated by lateral DNA transfer events (Bushman, 2002; Toussaint and Merlin, 2002; Merlin et al., 2000; Syvanen, 1994). Mobile elements play a crucial role in mobilizing genes within a given genome or between cells in a bacterial community. Copies of an IS element flanking a DNA segment can act in concert and render the interstitial region mobile. These structures are called composite or compound transposons. These interstitial DNA (central parts of compound transposons) of naturally occurring transposons include a wide variety of genes, usually genes coding for antibiotic resistance or catabolic functions. Accordingly, IS have been implicated in the acquisition and dissemination of accessory genes involved in antibiotic resistance, pathogenecity, virulence and
detoxifying catabolic pathways (e.g. those allowing for the degradation of manmade recalcitrant molecules) (Galas and Chandler, 1989; Mahillon and Chandler, 1998; Merlin et al, 2000). IS elements on their own cannot move through bacterial populations horizontally, but by hitchhiking (associating) on intercellular mobile elements such as plasmids or bacteriophages, they help provide a bacterial community with a pool of mobile genes. In addition to the assembly of accessory functions in bacteria, they have shown to cause various genome rearrangements and in some organisms a substantial fraction of spontaneous mutations derive from their movement (transposition) (Craig, 2002). They are found in the genome of most bacteria at multiplicities of between a few and a few hundred copies per genome. By their ability to transpose, they cause genome rearrangements such as deletions, inversions and replicon fusions (Craig, 1996a; Galas and Chandler, 1989). Multiple copies of the elements can also serve as substrates for homologous recombination, which can lead to alterations in genome structure and activity.

Due to recent advances in bacterial genomics the number of identifiable and sequenced ISs continues to increase, with more than 19 families containing more than 800 ISs. The purpose of this part of the chapter is to provide a general overview on the present state of the understanding of the key properties, genetic activities and occurrence of bacterial insertion sequences.

Several systems of nomenclature appear in literature. One such system, initiated in 1978 attributes a single number to an IS element (e.g. IS1) (Lederberg, 1981). This system does not include sufficient information about the source of the element and it becomes an inadequate system with the large numbers of elements today. A second system, includes some information concerning the source of the element, and includes the initials of the bacterial species from which it was isolated; e.g. ISRm1 for Rhizobium meliloti. Yet other system, specific names have been reserved for a specific species; e.g. ISRm and ISC for Sulfolobus. The most simplified convention for nomenclature suggested by Mahillon and Chandler (1998), the first letter of the genus followed by the first two letters of the species and a number is used; e.g. ISBce1 for Bacillus cereus. In the case the following problem is encountered; e.g. Bacillus cereus and Burkholderia cepacia, the first two letters of both genus and species should be included; e.g. ISBceu1 for Burkholderia cepacia. The current database (http://www-isbio-toul.fr.) contains a list of bacterial species and assigned names.
2.2. General Structure and Functional Properties of IS elements

IS elements are small, compact and have a rather elementary genetic organization (Fig 1.5). They range in length between 750 and 3200bp (Merlin et al, 2000). IS elements encode only functions involved in their mobility and confer no obvious phenotype (selective advantage) on the host. The functional organization of IS element varies. The majority of ISs contain a large open reading frame (ORF) which extends the entire length of the element. This ORF encodes an enzyme, the transposase (Tpase), which catalyze the breaking and joining reactions that mediate transposition. Certain IS elements, encode a second protein from this ORF, which is a truncated version of the Tpase and acts as an inhibitor of transposition. In some elements such as IS1 and IS3, the Tpase is a fusion protein generated via a translational frameshifting between two overlapping ORFs (see section 2.4, “Control of Transposition activity”) (Galas and Chandler, 1989; Merlin et al, 2000).

The termini of the majority of known IS elements carry short inverted repeats of about 10–40bp. These ends are specifically recognized, bound and processed by the Tpase. Alteration within these IRs often affects transposition, reflecting its importance in transposition (Iida et al, 1983; Surette et al, 1991). The repeats are in inverted orientation with respect to the IS element DNA sequence. However, the absence of IRs in the IS911 and IS110 families of ISs as well as in the IS200/605 complex, shows that the presence of IRs is not a strict criteria for IS elements (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). These families might employ a different strategy for their transposition than those used by ISs carrying IRs. These IRs are unique to each type of element and the two IR sequences of an IS element are identical or related. Mutational analysis and deletion studies on the IR, showed that the terminal repeats can be subdivided into two distinct functional domains (Fig 1.5) (Mizuuchi, 1992a; Chandler and Mahillon, 2002; Galas and Chandler, 1989). Domain I includes the two to four terminal base pairs which fit into the active site of the Tpase and are involved in the DNA cleavage and joining reactions. This terminal domain is generally identical at both ends of the element and tends to be conserved between related elements. The most common terminal end is the 5’-CA-3’ dinucleotide found at the ends of Tn7, IS30, Tn552, the IS3 family members and the bacteriophage Mu elements (Haren et al, 1999). Domain II is located within the IR and acts as the sequence specific binding site for the Tpase. Members of the IS21 family carry multiple repeated sequences at both ends. The function of the IRs is to symmetrically position the Tpase at both ends to so that identical reactions are catalyzed at each end.
Figure 1.5: Functional organization of a typical insertion sequence. The IS is represented as an open box in which the terminal IRs are shown as gray boxes labeled IRL (left inverted repeat) and IRR (right inverted repeat). The single open-reading frame is indicated as a hatched box stretching the entire length of the IS and extending to within the IRR sequences. Direct target repeats generated in the target DNA during transposition is indicated as XYZ enclosed in a pointed box. The Tpase promoter, p, partially localized in IRL is shown by a horizontal arrow. The domain structure of (gray boxes) of the IRs is indicated beneath. Refer to text for details. (Reprinted from Chandler and Mahillon, 2002).

In addition to sites primarily concerned with Tpase recognition and binding, the terminal IRs may carry an array of binding sites for other proteins such as host factors. These proteins may play a role in controlling Tpase expression or in transposition activity by influencing the assembly of the stable synapitc complex that controls the transposition reactions (see section 2.4, “Control of transposition activity”). The cognate IS promoters are located upstream of the Tpase, partially within the left inverted repeat (IRL) (Fig 1.5). Coupling the binding sites for the Tpase and RNA polymerase may provide a method for autoregulating Tpase synthesis through Tpase binding.

Another feature common to the majority of known IS elements, is that they generate small, directly repeated duplications of the target DNA at the point of insertion (Fig 1.5). This duplication is a result due to the staggered cleavage of the target DNA and subsequent joining of donor element during the transposition process. After a transposition event the transposed element is flanked by directly repeated duplications of the target DNA. The length of the direct repeat (DR) is usually between 2 and 14 bp and is a characteristic of each type of element. The nucleotide sequence of the repeat is not specific to a type of element and is merely dependent on the sequence of the target site. Although many elements induce a duplication of a fixed number of base pairs, exceptions have been reported for IS elements generating DRs of atypical length at low frequencies (Galas and Chandler, 1989). This may be caused by small variations
in the geometry of the transposition complex (Mahillon and Chandler, 1998). Exceptions exist where insertion lacks the generation of duplicated target sequences and IS91 is an example of such an exception (Diaz-Aroca et al., 1987). The absence of DRs may indicate that restructuring may have occurred subsequent to the initial transposition event. This may involve a homologous inter-or intramolecular recombination between two IS elements, each with a different DR. The result would be an IS element carrying one DR of each parent element.

2.3. Components and Mechanisms involved in Transposition

Presently it is known that a wide variety of different types of DNA elements (plasmids, viruses, transposable elements) move from place to place within and between genomes and these recombination reactions underlie many different types of biological transactions. The recombination reactions discussed here involve the actions of a specialized element-specific DNA recombinase, the Tpase that mediates the transposition process. Biological transactions that make use of this process include the acquisition of bacterial genes, replication of certain bacteriophages, the integration of retroviruses and the intracellular movement of retroviral-like elements (Craig, 1995). Discussion will be limited to a particular group of Tpases that uses a conserved triad of acidic amino acids (DDE) to catalyze the DNA transactions necessary for the mobility of IS elements. The Tpases and the integrases (responsible for the integration of viruses and retrovirus-like elements) form the second major class of recombinases and catalyze a set of mechanistically related reactions essential for their mobility (Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002). It should be noted that much of the fundamental insights into the understanding of the nature of IS elements resulted from parallel progress in analyzing related recombinase proteins that each function in a distinct biological niche. This includes recombinases from mobile elements such as bacteriophage Mu, the Tn7, Tn554 and Tn3-like transposons, the retroviruses and retrotransposons. These elements share significant functional similarities that provide insight into the mechanism of transposition and where useful references will be made to these.

Transposition is the Tpase-mediated recombination reaction which catalyzes the movement of discreet DNA segments between distinct nonhomologous sites. This process is generally, with a few exceptions, independent of the host’s sequence homology-requiring recombination machinery because the recombination events do not require homology between the donor and target DNAs. A second reason is that transposition appears to occur with equal facility in wild-type cells and cells deficient in recA (Craig, 2002; Hirschel et al., 1982; Berg, 1983). Transposition involves the hydrolysis of phosphodiester bonds at the ends of the IS element
(IRs) and the joining (transfer) of these ends to the target DNA molecule. These breakage and joining reactions are well coordinated and controlled and proceed through the formation of a stable highly organized nucleoprotein synaptic complex, the transposome (see section 2.3.6, “The Synaptic Complex”). The nature of the DNA cleavage reactions has a profound influence on the transposition products. Whether just the 3’ ends of the IS elements or both the 3’ ends and 5’ ends are liberated by the Tpase, dictates which mode of transposition will be followed. Transposition mechanisms have historically been separated into two broad alternative modes, conservative (nonreplicative) and replicative transposition (Fig 1.6).

2.3.1. Conservative Transposition
Conservative transposition proceeds through a cut-and-paste mechanism where the element is completely excised from the donor sites and via a mini-circle intermediate reinserted into a target site without the replication of the element (Figs 1.6b, and 1.7a). In other words, both DNA strands at each end of the element in the donor DNA are cleaved and rejoined to a target site to generate a simple insertion. A potentially lethal double-strand break is introduced into the donor molecule during the excision. Most bacteria do not tolerate double-nicked DNA and as a result of a cellular response to transposition, the donor molecule is either lost (degraded by nucleases) or rescued through double strand break repair or by gene conversion using an intact copy of the donor replicon as a template (Coen et al, 1989; Engels et al; 1990; Hageman and Craig, 1993; Merlin et al, 2000). The donor replicon from which excision occurred will be repaired, gaining a copy of the element, so that the cell that underwent transposition will have two copies of the element, one in the donor and one in the target molecule from which excision occurred (Fig 1.6b). Rejoining of the flanking DNA of gaps can also occur but it is thought to be present in non-bacterial systems (Craig, 1997). Examples of elements using the conservative strategy for transposition includes IS10 and IS50 IS elements (Goryshin and Reznikoff, 1998; Kleckner et al, 1996) and the transposon Tn7 (Craig, 1996b). In some cases, passive replication of the IS element by the host replication machinery activates transposition. The element is replicated before transposition is initiated. The formation of dimers of the element in the donor replicon is formed as seen in IS10 and members of the IS4/IS5 group, so that after a conservative transposition event both the donor and target replicons have a copy of the element.
Figure 1.6: The different modes of translocation. B. Conservative Transposition. C. Replicative transposition. The transposable element is represented by an open box flanked by open triangles (inverted repeats). The thin and bold line circles represent the donor and target replicons respectively (see “Conservative Transposition” and “Replicative Transposition” for details) (Modified from Merlin et al, 2000).
Figure 1.7: Conservative and replicative transposition. The IS elements (or Transposable element) are represented by open boxes. Thin and bold lines indicate the donor and target replicons respectively. **A: Conservative transposition.** The Tpase cleaves both strands at each end of the element (element-donor DNA junctions) completely liberating the element, which ends in free 3’-OH groups. The 3’-OH groups launch a staggered nucleophilic attack and ligation to the target replicon. Replication fills the gaps flanking the reinserted element and generates the short DRs which flanks the element at the new location. **B: Replicative transposition.** Tpase introduce nicks only at the 3’ ends of the element which also attacks the target DNA in a staggered manner resulting in the ligation of the these ends to the target DNA to form the Strand Transfer Complex (STC). Semi-conservative replication is initiated at the target 3’-OH ends and proceeds along the element to generate a cointegrate. DRs are also generated during replication as a result of the staggered cleavage of target DNA. Resolution of the cointegrate would yield a donor and target replicons, each with a copy of the element (see Fig 1.6C) (reprinted from Merlin et al, 2000).
2.3.2. Replicative Transposition

In some bacterial systems only single strand nicks at the 3’ ends of the element are introduced during a replicative transposition process, in contrast with the double strand breaks associated with conservative transposition. The IS element is not completely excised from the donor DNA molecule and the exposed 3’-OH tips are joined to the target DNA molecule. A fusion product is formed in which the IS element is covalently linked to both the donor backbone and the target DNA, i.e. the 3’ ends of the element are joined to the target DNA while its 5’ ends remain attached to the donor DNA (Figs 1.6b and 1.7b). (Craigie and Mizuuchi, 1985). At this stage the process can go in one of two possible ways. Subsequent 5’ strand cleavage at the IS element–donor DNA junction, will separate the element from the donor backbone and will also result in a simple insertion. Secondly, the fork–like structures generated leaves a 3’-OH in the target DNA molecule which serves as primers for replication along the element and generates a cointegrate, which contains two copies of the element and one copy each of the donor backbone and target DNA (Fig 1.6c, 1.7b). This mechanism was first predicted by Shapiro (1979) to explain the formation of cointegrates during replicative transposition. The donor and target DNA backbone are separated by a directly repeated copy of the IS element at each junction (Fig 1.6c). The cointegrate structure can be resolved by subsequent recombination between the two element copies to generate two separate replicons, one target replicon carrying a copy of the element and the original donor replicon (Merlin et al, 2000). In the more complex transposons, e.g. the Tn3 family (Sherrat, 1989), a second recombinase (a resolvase) is encoded that ensures the recombination between the two IS element copies by acting at the cognate res sites (recombination sites). Cointegrate resolution can also be effectively catalyzed by the host homologous recombination machinery, as seen in the IS6 family of ISs (Mahillon and Chandler, 1998). Elements that transpose using the replicative mode include bacteriophage Mu (Mizuuchi, 1992a; Lavoie and Chaconas, 1996), members of the Tn3 family of bacterial transposons (Sherrat, 1989) and the IS6 family of ISs (Mahillon and Chandler, 1998). Care should be taken when using the presence of a cointegrate structure as evidence for a replicative transposition process. A nonreplicative process can also lead to the formation of cointegrates from a plasmid dimer (Fig 1.8) (Lichens-Park and Syvanen, 1988; Berg, 1983) or from tandemly repeated copies of an IS element (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002 and references therein). In other words, a cointegrate could be generated after a simple insertion process (nonreplicative), between a target (already containing a copy of the element) and donor replicon. This reaction is dependent on the host’s rec enzymes. Here the replication of the element does not form an intimate step during the transposition process and cannot be taken as evidence for replicative transposition.
2.3.3. The Reaction Mechanisms of Transposition

Although only a handful of transposable elements have been analyzed in biochemical detail, all these elements share similar reaction steps. There are important variations in the reaction pathway of different elements, but the basic mechanistic aspects are shared among a diverse variety of transposable elements. The development of defined in vitro systems made valuable research on the elucidation of the reaction steps involved in transposition possible. A great part of the present understanding of the mechanism of transposition is based on in vitro studies done on bacteriophage Mu (Mizuuchi; 1992a,b; Haniford and Chaconas, 1992). Defined in vitro systems have since been developed for several retroviruses [human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), avian sarcoma virus (ASV) and the murine leukemia virus], the P element in Drosophila, members of the Tc/mariner group of eukaryotic ISs, the prokaryotic elements Tn7 and the bacterial ISs of the IS4 (IS10, IS50) and the IS3 (IS911) families. Reference to these reports are made in Haren et al (1999) (Beall and Rio, 1997; Brown, 1997; Coen et al, 1989; Craig, 1996b; Engels et al, 1990; Goryshin and Reznikoff, 1998; Hageman and Craig, 1993; Kleckner et al, 1996; Ton-Hoang et al, 1998; Kaufman and Rio, 1992). Although an examination of the reaction mechanisms is critical for an understanding of the behaviour of
transposable elements, a detailed report on the mechanisms is not pertinent to this study and only a brief description of these reaction steps will be included. Detailed examinations of the reaction steps of transposition has been subject of the following reviews: Mizuuchi (1992a,b), Craig (1995), Craig (1996a,b), Haren et al (1999), Chandler and Mahillon (2002), Craig (2002) and Mizuuchi and Baker (2002). Transposition is accomplished through a series of DNA breakage and joining reactions. It is these cleavage and strand-joining reactions that are remarkably similar amongst the wide variety of transposable elements which entails a series of consecutive Tpase-catalyzed endonucleolytic cleavage reactions (hydrolysis) of the phosphodiester bonds at the ends of the transposable elements and the transfer of these ends into a target DNA molecule (transesterification reactions). These reactions have been shown to require no external energy source. After the elaboration and stabilization of the synaptic complex the transposition is accomplished in three distinct steps: the liberation of the transposable element from its donor site by single- or double-strand cleavage at the ends; transfer of the cleaved element ends to a specific or random target site and the processing of the transposition products by the host-encoded enzymes. The first two steps are catalysed by the Tpase and are collectively known as transpositional recombination that involve two distinct types of polynucleotidyl transfer reactions which generate the strand transfer product (transposition intermediate).

### 2.3.3.1. First strand Donor Cleavage

This is the first critical chemical step in transposition which initiates the separation of the transposable element from the donor DNA. Tpases belonging to the DDE group catalyse single strand cleavages at the 3´ ends of the IRs of the elements by an attacking nucleophile to liberate a free 3´-OH group at each end of the element. This is a hydrolysis reaction (also referred to as a nuclease reaction) in which H₂O serve as the attacking nucleophile to generate a free 3´-OH group. That is, it separates the 3´-OH group of the IS element ends from the 5´ phosphoryl ends of the adjoining host DNA. This is illustrated in Fig 1.9A. Elements that transpose via the replicative mode of transposition makes use of only single strand cleavages at the 3´ ends of their IRs.
Figure 1.9: The chemistry of the donor cleavage and transfer reactions. (A) strand cleavage, (B) strand transfer and disintegration. Only one of the two relevant DNA strands is shown in each case. Transposable element DNA is represented as a bold line. The nucleophilic attack by H₂O in donor cleavage reaction or a 3’ hydroxyl (OH⁻) from the exposed element ends in the strand transfer reaction or from the exposed 3’-hydroxyl in the target DNA for disintegration, is shown from the right and indicated by curved arrows. The target phosphodiester bonds are shown as a chiral form. The phosphate is usually achiral but by replacing one of the nonbridging oxygens (O*) with a sulphur it traps the phosphate in one of its two chiral forms. The hyrolysis (A) and stand transfer (B) reactions results in an inversion of chirality. The steps involving double strand breaks in the donor and target DNA are shown on the right of this figure (Reprinted from Haren et al, 1999).
2.3.3.2. Second Strand Donor Cleavage

Elements which do not transpose via the replicative mode of transposition require a second donor strand cleavage reaction. This means that in addition to the cleavage at the 3´-ends of the element, a second cleavage reaction of the complementary strand (5´end) must also take place which completely excises the element from the donor DNA molecule. This second cleavage reaction is not common amongst all transposable elements and is observed in elements which transposes via the cut-and-paste mechanism. DDE Tpases are capable of catalyzing cleavages only at the 3´-ends of the element. Different elements have developed different strategies to cleave the second strand. Three such mechanisms are well understood (Fig 1.10) (Turlan and Chandler, 2000). In the first strategy a second element-encoded protein catalyst other than the Tpase are used for cleavages at the 5´ ends. Tn7 encodes a second protein in addition to the Tpase (TnsB). It encodes a type II restriction endonuclease-like enzyme, TnsA which is dedicated to cleavages at the 5´ ends. Inactivation of the catalytic domain of TnsA abolishes 5´ cleavage activity and the element transpose via the replicative mode (Hickman et al, 2000; Sarnovsky et al, 1996). In the other strategies the Tpase promotes second strand cleavage. The exposed 3´-OH groups generated during the donor cleavage reaction launches an “intratransposon” attack on the opposite, complementary DNA strand. This generates a double strand break at each end, completely excising the element from the flanking donor. The reaction generates a hairpin-like DNA structure at the ends of the element. The ends of the element are opened by a second hydrolysis reaction to generate the 3´-OH and 5´phosphate ends, before the element can be joined to the target DNA. This strategy is used by members of the IS4 family of bacterial insertions sequences such as IS10 and IS50 (which are part of the Tn10 and T5 composite transposons respectively) (Bhasin et al, 1999; Kennedy et al, 1998). This type of strand transfer reaction can also occur on the same strand, between the two ends of the element. Here the liberated 3´-OH ends attacks the same DNA strand on the opposite end of the element. This results in a figure-eight shaped intermediate and is processed into transposon circles. The ends of the transposon circles undergo additional hydrolysis to generate the excised transposon which then undergoes integration. IS3 family members such as IS911 use this mechanism (Turlan and Chandler, 2000). This type of reaction intermediate may also be generated by family members of IS21, IS30, IS110 and IS256 (http://www-is.biotoul.fr/is/IS_infos/is_general.html).
2.3.3.3. The Strand Transfer Reaction

Once donor strand cleavage has occurred, the exposed ends are transferred into the target DNA. The strand transfer reaction step of transposition does not proceed via the cleavage of the target DNA followed by the ligation of the exposed elements ends into this cleaved target DNA. It has been shown through stereochemistry studies on the target phosphodiester bond in the target DNA that strand transfer occurs via a one-step transesterification reaction. In this reaction the exposed free 3'-OH element ends generated during the donor strand cleavage reactions, acts as the attacking nucleophiles which attacks the 5' phosphate groups in the target DNA and creates a new element-target DNA junction with the production of an exposed 3'-OH in the cleaved target DNA. It is this direct attack of the 3' element ends that couples the element to the target DNA without prior cleavage. This creates a new phosphodiester bond between the elements and target DNA and leaves a 3'-OH group in the target DNA at the point of insertion. It is thus the donor strand itself that performs the cleavage-ligation step in the target DNA. The strand transfer reaction is illustrated in Fig 1.9b.

**Figure 1.10:** Multiple mechanisms for 5'-end cleavage (nontransferred strand cleavage) for element excision during conservative transposition (Reprinted from Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002).
2.3.3.4. The Post Transfer Processing Reaction

The concerted insertion of each 3’ end of the element into the target generally occurs in a staggered manner and results in the creation of short, complementary single-strand regions flanking the inserted element. The gap that is produced in this way, i.e. the regions that where the element is separated from the target DNA is repaired by the host replication/repair machinery to complete the various transposition products and the concomitant production of the short direct target repeats. These target repeats are a characteristic of most insertion events. This step of transposition usually requires the dissociation of the transposome from the element to allow the host enzymatic machinery to complete the end transposition products.

2.3.4. The Role of Divalent Metal Ions

Electron starved entities such as positively charged amino acids and metal cations can play the principal role as Lewis acids in stabilizing the transition state. The divalent metal cation, Mg$^{2+}$, is a perfect candidate as an active site component in phosphoryl transfer, especially when water is the nucleophile (acceptor of transfer e.g. during hydrolysis). The ions coordinate the hydroxide anion for nucleophilic attack on the target DNA phosphodiester. Metal ions have the ability to lower the pKa values of water to an extent that a metal-bound hydroxyl ion is a potent nucleophile. In effect, the metal-bound water can function as a general acid/base and therefore metal cations can form part of an acid/base catalysis mechanism. On the other side of the reaction center, the leaving group side, the leaving oxyanion needs stabilization. This is also accomplished by a metal cation or any other electron starved entity instead of by proton donation from a general acid. Mechanisms using metal cations often involve additional functional groups to stabilize the transition state. Indeed, based on a mechanism proposed for the transesterification reactions catalyzed by Tpases and integrases, it was suggested that the acidic triad of aa (DDE; see 2.3.5 below, “The Transposase”) coordinate divalent metal ions essential for activity (Yang and Steitz, 1995; Khan et al, 1991). In this two-metal ion model (Fig 1.11) the ions are positioned specifically to assist substrate engagement and stabilizing the proper active site configuration. In addition to acting as a general acid and general base, the two metal ions, make contact with one of the nonbridging oxygens. This interaction polarizes the P-O bond, i.e. it displaces the negative charge (O$^-$) away from the positive phosphorus center. This makes the phosphorus center a better target for a nucleophilic attack and contributes to the stabilization of the transition state, and may increase the reaction rate (Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002). The rate of deprotonation of the nucleophile and protonation of the leaving oxygen depends on how efficient the transition state is stabilized. Attractive forces between the
substrate and enzyme surface play a role in stabilizing the intermediate state, in the immediate vicinity of the reaction center. Positively charged functional groups including ions are frequently found within the active centers of proteins that catalyze phosphoryl transfers.

In summary, the two-metal ion model: one metal ion is proposed to function as a general base which increases the potential negative charge of the incoming nucleophile by deprotonation. The second ion assists the leaving 3’ oxyanion by acting as a general acid. Further, these ions interact with one of the three nonbridging oxygens (O) to displace the negative O− away from the positive phosphorous center and thus making it susceptible for a nucleophilic attack by the incoming group.

![Figure 1.11](image-url): Schematic illustration of the two metal-ion model for catalysis of phosphoryl transfer reactions. The figure illustrates the catalytic pocket of the Tpase containing the pentacoordinated phosphate in the (hypothetical) transition state. One Mg^{2+} ion coordinated by two aspartate residues (D) interacts with and stabilizes the leaving group oxyanion (R1) and with the nonbridging oxygen. The second Mg^{2+} also interacts with the same nonbridging oxygen in helping to establish a polarized P-O bond and acts as a base for the deprotonation of the incoming group (nucleophile). The substrate is 3’R1-R25’, and the product is 3’R3-R25.

2.3.5. The Transposase
Insights into the mechanism of transposition have come from biochemical and structural studies of multiple members of this protein family. Since transposition involves the breaking and joining of the hereditary material of a cell, it must be carried out in a well-coordinated and
controlled process. The Tpase plays an intimate role as a multifunctional protein in this complex multistep process. To catalyze the reactions described above the Tpase must be able to (i) locate, recognize and bind the correct pair of ends of an element; (ii) elaborate a synaptic complex which involves the terminal ends and one or more host proteins; (iii) recognize the correct donor phosphodiester bonds to be cleaved; (iv) ensure target capture and incorporation at an appropriate stage in the process; (v) strand transfer of the cleaved donor DNA molecule into the target; (vi) dissociate/disassemble the synaptic complex to relinquish their place for the host cellular enzymes to complete the transposition intermediate. These functions require the following abilities: specific and nonspecific binding of DNA, catalysis, the ability to oligomerize (multimerize) and the capacity to interact with accessory proteins. While the primary sequences of many Tpases are generated rapidly because of an increase in genome sequencing projects, only a handful of these proteins have been analyzed in biochemical and structural detail to determine the functional organization, structure and catalytic properties of this protein family (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002; Merlin et al, 2000). Partial proteolysis in vitro and deletion analysis in vitro and in vivo are employed to dissect the proteins into topological independent domains. Partial proteolysis generally yields an N-terminal region, a central core region and a C-terminal region. It is convenient to analyze proteins in terms of domain structures because a given domain often exhibits a given function. It should be noted however, that a specific function may not necessarily be carried out by a single domain, but through several different regions of a single polypeptide or by more than one polypeptide in a multimeric complex (Haren et al, 1999). From the limited Tpases being studied in detail a general pattern seems to be emerging. The sequence specific DNA binding activities are generally located in the N-terminal region and the catalytic domain is often localized towards the C-terminal end (Fig 1.11). This functional organization has been observed for a few elements. This has been reviewed and referenced in Haren et al, 1999 for the following IS elements: IS1 (Machida and Machida, 1989; Zeribib et al, 1985), IS30 (Stalder et al, 1990), Mu (Lavoie and Chaconas, 1996), Tn3 (Maekawa et al, 1993), IS50 (Wiegand and Reznikoff, 1994), IS903 (Tavakoli et al, 1997), IS911 (Polard et al, 1996; Haren et al, 1998). As mentioned later, in some cases the functional domains of a Tpase are the result of a fusion protein generated via translational frameshifting (see section 2.4.1.3, “Programmed Translational Frameshifting”).
2.3.5.1. DNA binding domain
The DNA recognition abilities of the Tpase allows it to specifically recognize their cognate mobile elements (IRs), thus discriminating between the ends of the element and “non-transposable element” DNA. DNA binding and recognition also plays a role in the elaboration of the synaptic complex, positioning of the element substrate DNA in the catalytic pocket and in target capture (target selection). These reactions involve specific and non-specific binding to DNA. The ability of the Tpase to specifically recognize the correct pair of ends of an element is easily imagined when looking at the bifunctional organization of both the IRs and the Tpase. As mentioned above, the terminal ends are composed of two distinct functional domains. Domain I includes the terminal 2-4 bp which are essential in the cleavage and strand transfer reactions. Domain II is located internally to the IRs and is specifically bound by the Tpase. They primarily function to symmetrically position the Tpase on the ends. The Tpase sequence specific-DNA (recognition) domain is located in the N-terminal region and is topologically independent of the C-terminal localized catalytic domain. This functional organization allows the Tpase to simultaneously bind the internal domain (domain II) with its N-terminal region and the terminal bps (domain I) with its catalytic domain. A helix-turn-helix motif (HTH) is generally found in the sequence-specific DNA binding domain and reflects a capacity for sequence specificity to the ends (Polard and Chandler, 1995). Binding of the N-terminal Tpase domain to the IRs has been observed for IS1, IS30, IS903, IS50, IS911 and Tn3 (Haren et al, 1999 and references therein). The interaction of the Tpase with the target molecule forms and integral part of the transposition process. In general, the target DNA sequence does not show significant homology with the ends of the element. Thus, a region(s) of the Tpase must be able to bind DNA non-specifically during target site selection (Bender and Kleckner, 1992). These regions may contain a high proportion of basic amino acids, which will allow for non-specific DNA binding. This has been observed in MuA (Mu element Tpase) which contains a string of amino acids RRRQK (Fig 1.12) (Wu and Chaconas, 1995).

2.3.5.2. The Catalytic Domain
The earliest comparisons of the structural domains of the Mu Tpase, several integrases (protein catalysts that mediate retroviral integration) and the Tn5 Tpase revealed that proteins forming part of the Tpase/Integrase family have highly related catalytic domains (Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002; Haren et al, 1999, Polard and Chandler, 1995; Chandler and Mahillon, 2002), so much so that the structures surrounding the active centers of these proteins can be nearly superimposed. Another important observation was that these enzymes also exhibit a relationship, undetectable
by primary sequence comparison, to other enzymes that mediate phosphoryl transfer reactions, notably RNaseH and the Holliday junction resolvase RuvC. This has lead to the idea that these enzymes are members of a superfamily of polynucleotidyltransferases (Dyda et al., 1994; Rice and Mizuuchi, 1995). The catalytic domain is approximately 160 aa residues and has a mixed three-dimensional $\alpha/\beta$-fold structure, containing a five stranded $\beta$-sheet which is flanked by $\alpha$-helices (Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002). The domain carries the highly conserved triad of acidic amino acids with, the two Aspartate (D) residues separated from a Glutamate (E) residue by about 35 aa and is commonly known as the DDE motif. This motif is present in all the enzymes mentioned above and a recent compilation includes the majority of known ISs (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). Because of the characteristic spacing between the second D residue and the E residue, this triad is known as the DD(35)E motif in the IS3 and IS6 families of bacterial ISs and retroviral integrases (Fig 1.14) (Fayet et al., 1990; Katzman et al., 1991; Kulkosky et al., 1992). Additional alignments of several Tpases revealed four relatively conserved regions designated N1, N2, N3 and C1 which encompass the D (N2), D (N3) and the E (C1) regions of the DDE motif respectively (Fig 1.14) (Rezsohazy et al., 1993).

The C1 region is the most defined and conserved region in the catalytic core, and forms part of an $\alpha$ helix. It carries several additional conserved residues in particular a K (Lysine) or R (Arginine) residue, seven aa residues downstream of the E residue (Fig 1.13) (Polard and Chandler, 1995 and reviewed in Chandler and Mahillon, 2002; Haren et al., 1999; Doak et al., 1994, Jenkins et al., 1997). Additional relatively well conserved residues observed include a basic residue four residues (approximately one helical turn) upstream and four residues downstream from the final E residue and a W or other hydrophobic amino acid three residues upstream from the first D, and a G two residues downstream from the second D. The IS4 family of ISs has additional conserved residues in their active sites, which has been implicated in catalysis. This family transpose via the conservative mode by making use of the DNA hairpin mechanism for second strand cleavage at the 5’ ends to completely liberate the element from the donor DNA (see above, “Mechanism of the Donor DNA Cleavage Reaction”). The conserved residues have a “YREK” signature, which conforms to the sequence pattern $YX_2RX_3EX_6K$ where E is the catalytic E residue in the DDE motif. These residues has been implicated in hairpin formation (Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002). The N2 and N3 regions consist of one $\beta$ sheet each.
Figure 1.12: The functional organization of several Tpases. The protease sensitive sites are delimited by the open boxes. The dark grey boxes represent potential or real helix-turn-helix (HTH) motifs. Potential HTH motifs are indicated by “?” . The catalytic core is indicated by pale grey and carries the DDE motif. These residues together with a number of others mentioned in the text are indicated in uppercase letters above each Tpase molecule. LZ indicates the leucine zipper motif with the four repeating heptads observed in the IS911 Tpase. A second region involved in multimerization is shown slightly downstream. In cases investigated, the catalytic core is also capable of promoting multimerization. Known functions of the different regions are indicated below. The Tpase alignments are centered in the second aspartate residue. The length of each protein in aa is indicated at the right (Reprinted from Haren et al., 1999).

Selective site-directed mutagenesis of these enzymes has revealed the importance of the DDE motif residues in the catalysis of both the donor DNA cleavage and DNA strand transfer steps of transposition. Selective mutation of these residues either leads to the abolishment of the donor cleavage or the joining reactions or both or has been shown for Mu Tpase, HIV-1 integrase, IS50, IS10 and IS903 Tpases (reviewed in Haren et al, 1999; Chandler and Mahillon, 2002).
Figure 1.13: The DDE consensus in Tpases and Integrase (INs). Individual representative members of each family are shown. Where the enzymes shown are not the founding members of a IS family, this is included in brackets. The residues forming part of the DDE motif are shown in large bold letters. Uppercase letters indicate conservation within a family and lowercase letters indicate that the particular amino acid is predominant. The numbers in parentheses show the distance in amino acids between the amino acids of the conserved motif. The N2, N3 and C1 region are those defined by Reszhohazy et al (1993).
There is also growing evidence that the conserved K and R residues 7 aa downstream of the final E residue, in IS10 and IS50 Tpases forms part of the catalytic pocket and is essential for catalysis (Bolland and Kleckner, 1996; Reznikoff, 1993). This implies the possibility that the protein might undergo a conformational change to displace these residues before catalytic activity. Additional partial conserved regions are also implicated in catalytic activities of Integrase and Tpases of various ISs (Haren et al, 1999). These results provide strong evidence that the DD(35)E triad lies at the heart of the active site and that these proteins employ one catalytic center to catalyze the multiple reaction steps in transposition. This shows a remarkable flexibility in both the substrate and nucleophile binding sites. The active center that binds and stabilizes the intermediates during the reaction steps are occupied by three different phosphate groups during transposition namely, the first one from the transferred DNA strand, then one from the nontransferred strand and a third from the target DNA. Further, when a particular phosphate group has been processed it does not fully dissociate from the active site but remains in the synaptic complex during the next reaction step. This requires a series of conformational changes to rearrange the strands between the sequential transposition steps (Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002).

Structural analysis has shown that the acidic triad is arranged close together in the catalytic pocket, in a three dimensional manner as seen in RuvC and RnaseH (Rice et al, 1996; Rice and Mizuuchi, 1995). One essential role of the DDE triad in catalysis is to coordinate the divalent cations, Mg$^{2+}$ or Mn$^{2+}$ (see 2.3.4, “The Role of Divalent Metal Ions), necessary for catalysis of both DNA cleavage and DNA strand transfer which has been supported by structural studies (Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002; Haren et al, 1999). In the two metal-ion model for catalysis, the DDE traps the two Mg$^{2+}$ ions that make the phosphodiester bond at the 3’ ends of the element fragile and susceptible to a nucleophilic attack by a water molecule. It is however, not clear how these ions are being positioned in the catalytic center and the exact functions they perform in the catalytic mechanism. Recent studies on the Tn5-DNA cocystal structure revealed one Mg$^{2+}$-ion bound to each active site, which is coordinated by the two DDE-motif residues (Asp-97 and Glu-326) and the 3’-OH of the transferred strand (Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002). Although one metal is observed in this Tn5 structure, many enzymes that catalyze polynucleotidyltransfers, use a two-metal ion mechanism. It is thus at present unclear whether a one or two metal-ion model best describes catalysis by Tpases. Studies aimed to elucidate the structure-function relationships of the catalytic domain and their role in target sequestration and positioning are still required.
The limited information available for the greater part of the IS families, serves to generalize the importance of the presence of the DDE triad. The DDE motif is not defined in all ISs and implies that these elements may employ different mechanisms for transposition. Indeed, the IS91 family shows significant similarities with enzymes associated with replicons that use a rolling-circle replication mechanism and this family has adopted a rolling-circle transposition mechanism (Galas and Chandler, 1981; Mendiola et al, 1994; Garcillan-Barcia et al, 2002). IS110 family members have been thought to encode a novel type of site-specific recombinase although recent analysis has suggested the presence of an atypical DDE motif (Lenich and Glasgow, 1994; http://www-is.biotoul.fr/is/IS_infos/is_general.html).

2.3.5.3. Multimerization

Multimerization is another fundamental property of many, if not all, Tpases of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic origin (Haren et al, 1999). This has been physically demonstrated for prokaryotic elements such as Mu (Mizuuchi, 1992a; Lavoie et al, 1991), IS50 (Weinreich et al, 1994; Braam and Reznikoff, 1998) and IS911 (Haren et al, 1998) and eukaryotic elements such as retroviruses (Andrake and Skalka, 1996). Transposases function primarily as multimeric proteins for example the IS4 family Tpases work as dimers (Davies et al, 2000), the Mu Tpase as a tetramer (Lavoie et al, 1991) and the HIV-1 integrase has been proposed function as a tetramer (Zheng et al, 1996) or an octamer (Heuer and Brown, 1998). The nature of the oligomerization properties of Tpases is complex and poorly understood because the proteins undergo a series of conformational changes during the transposition process, which involves protein-protein interactions.

The regions involved in multimerization have been probed for only a limited number of proteins. Integrase carry determinants in all three domains (N-terminal, core and C-terminal) for self-associating properties (Fig 1.12). The IS911 Tpase carries three self-interaction regions implicated in multimerization (Fig 1.12). The leucine zipper motif promotes multimerization as does the catalytic core. This allows binding to the IRs where the adjacent region is apparently involved in multimerization and finally leads to synapsis (reviewed in Haren et al, 1999). Two regions capable of self-interaction with a second Tpase have been uncovered in the IS50 Tpases (Fig 1.12).
2.3.6. The Synaptic Complex (The Transposome)

As in the case with many other DNA transactions (Echols, 1990) and RNA reactions, the chemical steps of transposition occur within high order protein-nucleic acid complexes. These elaborate synaptic complexes, promoted by the Tpases, contain oligomers of the Tpase, the DNA substrates and in some cases accessory proteins as well. The assembly of these structures to form an active complex as well as the chemical steps of transposition involves a large number of protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions (Mizuuchi, 1992b). The complex pathway of the formation of the transposome as well as the multiple protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions appear to be designed to accomplish coordination of the chemical reactions at the two terminal IR termini of the element. The requirement for proper assembly of such a complex prior to activation is a key regulatory step in transposition and seems to accommodate a number of control points (Craig, 1997). This complexity ensures that the appropriate substrates, i.e. the proper combination of IRs and sometimes the target as well, are present and precisely coordinates the timing of these reaction steps (Referenced in Mizuuchi, 1992b; Mizuuchi, 1992a; Mizuuchi et al, 1992; Baker and Mizuuchi, 1992 and referenced in Craig, 1997; Bainton et al, 1993; Chaconas et al, 1996 and Craigie; 1996).

The initial reactions of transposition start out as reversible interactions between the Tpase and DNA sites. It is during these reactions that the Tpase discriminates between possible terminal ends, leading to the recognition and binding of the correct pair of terminal IRs. All bacterial elements examined exhibit end-pair selection mechanisms and all these elements require a certain degree of supercoiled DNA substrates. After end synapsis has been established transposition proceeds through a series of ordered steps showing consecutive increases in protein-DNA complex stability to temperature and protein denaturing agents (Sakai et al, 1995; Surette et al, 1987). The correct DNA substrates and correct pair of terminal IRs are identified by protein-DNA interactions and this selection is achieved through the interaction between the sequence-specific binding domain of the Tpase and the IRs. As mentioned above, Tpases are multimeric proteins in which the active sites for the DNA cutting and joining reactions are formed by collaboration between domains from different Tpase molecules (Chaconas et al, 1996; Craigie, 1996). Only once the Tpases are positioned at the correct pair of termini and the stable synaptic complex is assembled, do they become active catalysts which then execute the cutting and joining reactions (Davies et al, 2000). The Mu Tpase functions as a tetramer and it has been reported that the individual protein subunits within the synaptic complex recognize one terminal end via their sequence-specific DNA binding domain and donates its catalytic domain to the opposite terminal end (Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002). This observed interlinking
subunit rearrangement is a possible explanation for why the complex assembly is a prerequisite for catalytic activity. It is also believed that additional conformational changes in the Tpase proteins occurs during the assembly of the synaptic complex and will prove to be essential for the activation of the protein’s catalytic function (Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002).

It is evident that the initial reactions mentioned above, are key regulatory steps in transpositional recombination. DNA rearrangements are potentially dangerous for the cell. DNA damage caused by recombination using the incorrect pair of IR ends or the premature dissociation of the synaptic complex before completion of the transposition process, would be deleterious and non-productive and could lead to cell death. By demanding the formation of the elaboration of the synaptic complex, these deleterious effects are minimized (Mizuuchi, 1992a; Mizuuchi and Baker, 2002; Haren et al, 1999). The product-protein complexes are unlikely to dissociate spontaneously within the time frame needed for the completion of the process and require an external energy source to achieve this.

The assembly of the synaptic complex is understood in some detail and has been demonstrated for IS10/Tn10 (Sakai et al, 1995; Kleckner et al, 1996). Tn10 is a composite transposon consisting of two copies of IS10 elements flanking genes coding for tetracycline resistance. Tn10’s IRs are defined as outside and inside ends (OE and IE) with respect to their relationship within the parental transposon Tn10. These IRs are distinguished by their different localized positions of dam methylation sites and the presence of an IHF binding site proximal to OE. Synapsis involves accessory factors and a possible two-step mechanism leading to the activation of the Tpase multimer. In the first step a transiently constrained complex is formed. In the second step, this complex undergoes conformational changes during which the accessory factors are discharged and the active sites of the Tpase oligomers are brought closer to the reactive phosphodiesterbonds (Haren et al, 1999).

A precleavage synaptic complex has been identified for Tn10. This transitory complex is composed of the two terminal ends bridged by the Tpase and is dependent on IHF but not divalent metal ions. IHF creates a bend at each transposon end sequence which allows the Tpase to contact each terminal end and also helps to stabilize this sequence in a folded conformation. It is thought that this complex is transitory because titration of IHF from this complex results in conformational changes and renders the complex competent for subsequent
target capture and strand transfer (Kleckner et al, 1996). In the presence of Mg$^{2+}$ or Mn$^{2+}$, the precleavage synaptic complex is assembled \textit{in vitro}, undergoes double-strand cleavage to generate complexes with single- or double-end breaks. Kinetic data has consistently shown that the double-end breaks are generated from single-end breaks. Cleavage of each strand at the terminal ends occurs in a sequential manner with the transferred strand being cleaved first followed by cleavage of the complementary strand (Bolland and Kleckner, 1995). As mentioned above (see section 2.3.3.2, “Second Strand Donor Cleavage”), the liberated 3’OH ends of the transferred strand cleave the complementary strand. The double-end break complexes are competent for strand transfer, which occurs in a coordinated way, and resembles that of an excised transposon fragment. This is observed both \textit{in vivo} and \textit{in vitro} and the entire element is precisely excised from the donor backbone in which the two terminal ends are held together by the Tpase (Chalmers and Kleckner, 1994; Haniford et al, 1991). The donor DNA that flanked Tn10, which is cut away by double-strand cleavages, is relaxed and not stably maintained within the complex. The excised transposon fragment, held together by the tightly bound Tpase within the complex, is supercoiled because the Tpase that bridges the two ends prevents the DNA ends from swiveling. Cleavage does not occur simultaneously and a single catalytic site is repeatedly used for the consecutive hydrolysis and transesterification reactions. Because strand cleavage at each end does not occur simultaneously (not concerted cleavage) this could be potentially dangerous when target DNA is immediately available and therefore IS10 allows only late entry of the target DNA into the synaptic complex subsequent to IR cleavage.

In order for target capture to occur the transposon ends must be unfolded. It is thought that one of the transposon arms blocks the entry of an intermolecular target DNA into the transposome. If IHF is not discharged, the transposon arm is not unfolded and only intramolecular strand transfer events occur. The intramolecular transposition product has been observed to be an unknotted inversion circle. Another histone-like protein, H-NS, plays an important role in Tn10 transposition. H-NS has a high affinity for bent DNA and is naturally attracted to the folded form the transposome which acts in opposition to IHF, which upon binding to the transpososome induces transpososome unfolding. This unfolding facilitates intermolecular transposition. The mechanism by which this unfolding is stimulated by H-NS is currently being investigated. Synaptic complexes including target DNA have been detected only with double end complexes, indicating that prior cleavage at both ends is a requirement for target capture (Sakai and Kleckner, 1997). The introduction of target DNA into the complex leads to the formation of the
strand transfer product, which exists as a stable protein complex. This stable protein-DNA architecture must be disassembled first to assist the host machinery in the processing of the DNA into a simple, physiologically tolerable structure. The disassembly process and the processing of the strand transfer product have not been studied in detail but is also thought to occur in a coordinated manner.

Not much is known concerning the steps involved in the progression of the synaptic complexes of other IS elements.

2.4. Control of Transposition Activity
The multiple copies of ISs present in the genome of bacteria places an extra burden on the host cell to replicate this extra DNA content. In addition, the multiple copies serve as substrates for recombination which can lead to lethal genome rearrangements and cell death (Doolittle et al., 1984). Through their ability to transpose, these elements are a major source of mutations and responsible for disrupting genes. In the light of these effects of ISs on the host, it is not difficult to imagine that transposition of these elements at high frequencies would be detrimental to the host cell. Indeed, all known ISs maintain relatively low frequencies of transposition depending on the genotype and the physiological state of the host organism. Different IS elements transpose with different frequencies, which varies between $10^{-3}$ or more usually $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-9}$ per cell division. However, transposition is also essential for the propagation and survival of ISs in a bacterial population. Thus, ISs and transposable elements in general, must have co-evolved with their hosts to invent mechanisms that facilitate the establishment of a long-term stable relationship between transposable element and its host. It is therefore not surprising that transposition is regulated not only by the element itself, but also by host factors especially those involved in signaling the physiological state of the host cell (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). It is often seen that transposition activity increases when the host is stressed, where the transposable element is “called on” to stimulate evolution (Shapiro, 1999).

As mentioned above, the cognate Tpase promoters are located partially within the left inverted repeat. This arrangement may allow a degree of autoregulation by coupling Tpase binding (and thus transposition activity) with Tpase expression. In addition, these promoters are generally weak and facilitate weak binding of the RNA polymerase and yields low transcript levels.
during transcription, and subsequent low expression of the Tpase gene. IS elements have adopted a variety of strategies to regulate Tpase activity. This has been reviewed in Galas and Chandler (1989) and more recently in Chandler and Mahillon (2002) and a summary will be given of the 2002 review as well as references made herein.

2.4.1. Transposase Expression and Activity

2.4.1.1. Production of Translational Inhibitors
The earliest studies on IS10 revealed that it employs one of the classical mechanisms of controlling gene expression. IS10 encodes an outward directed transcript that acts as an RNA repressor of translation. The antisense RNA transcript has a much longer half-life than the Tpase transcript so there is always more of the antisense transcript than the sense transcript. The antisense transcript binds to Tpase mRNA and inhibits the expression of this gene. It has been suggested that this strategy is to limit multicopy transposition in the host cell. In other words it reduces transposition activity of IS10 which is stimulated by the presence of many copies of the element in the same cell. It ensures that a fix copy number of the element is maintained (Simons and Kleckner, 1983; Beck et al, 1980).

2.4.1.2. Impinging Transcription
There is a priori reason to expect that insertion of an IS element into an actively transcribed host gene would result into high expression levels of IS–encoded genes, which is driven by external transcription (transcription from the strong host gene promoter). No evidence has however been reported for this expected outcome. On the contrary, a mechanism observed in IS10 and IS50 prevents the high expression of the Tpase gene in this situation. The ribosome binding site or the translational initiation codon of the Tpase is also located close to or partially within the left inverted repeat (Krebs and Reznikoff, 1986; Davies et al, 1985). Transcription from the host gene promoter would yield transcripts in which the ORFs as well as the inverted repeats of the IS element have been transcribed into mRNA. The inverted repeats are related by a consensus sequence and act as substrates for the generation of secondary structures in the mRNA molecule. This would render the translation initiation codons ineffective which results in no expression of the Tpase gene and no transposition activity. Transcripts from the
indigenous Tpase promoters would only contain the right inverted repeat and no secondary structure would be observed.

In some cases it has been observed that transposition activity is reduced by transcription across the end of element (IR). Tpases bind these ends specifically during transposition and transcription across the end would disrupt the essential complexes (transposomes) formed between the Tpase and the ends (Galas and Chandler, 1989; Goosen and van de Putte, 1986).

2.4.1.3. Programmed Translational Frameshifting

Members of some IS families of both eukaryotic and prokaryotic origin, use translational frameshifting to produce an active Tpase as a transframe protein from two consecutive out-of-phase reading frames (Ohtsubo and Sekine, 1996). In other words, a level of control is exercised by low-frequency frameshifting between the first and the second ORF to generate a fusion protein. These frames usually overlap in the –1 reading frame and frameshifting occurs in the –1 direction. The control of transposition activity through translational frameshifting has been demonstrated for IS1 (Sekine and Ohtsubo, 1989; Luthi et al., 1990; Escoubas et al., 1991) and IS3 (Sekine et al., 1994; Chandler and Fayet, 1993; Polard et al., 1992). The upstream frame contains the DNA binding domain and the downstream frame the catalytic domain. The upstream frame protein product can act as modulator of transposition activity by binding the IRs of the element and therefore prevents Tpase binding to these ends. Through translation frameshifting these two domains are fused into one protein, the Tpase.

Frameshifting occurs in a region called the slippery codons. This is a heptanucleotide sequence of the type Y YYX XXZ in phase 0 (triplet bases are paired with the anticodon) (Chandler and Fayet, 1993; Farabaugh, 1997; Gesteland and Atkins, 1996). When the sliding (translating) ribosomes reach these codons, they slide one base upstream and resumes translation in the –1 direction (phase). The slippery codons are now read as YYY XXX Z. An example of this phenomenon is shown in Fig 1.14. The most common example of a set of slippery codons is the A AAA AAG heptanucleotide. Several structures in the mRNA elevate the change of reading frames and obstruct the progression of the translating ribosomes in the phase 0 frame. These obstructions are usually potential ribosome binding sites upstream of the slippery codons or stem-loop structures (pseudoknots) downstream of the codons (Fig 1.14). It has been suggested that translational frameshifting may be influenced by the physiological state of the cell. However, this is not yet clear.
2.4.1.4. Transposase Stability
Like for any other protein, its stability would have an affect on its activity and it has been shown that stability of the Tpase contributes to the control of transposition activity. Tpases are very unstable so it is not normally accumulated to high concentration in the cell, which would lead to high transposition frequencies. Factors reported that affect Tpase stability include the *E. coli* Lon protease which limits the activity of the Tpase of IS903 temporally and spatially. This observation has been suggested as a reason why several Tpase preferentially acts in *cis*. Indeed, when mutants of IS903 have been derived that showed more resistance to the proteolytic action of the Lon protease, it was discovered that this mutant exhibited an increased tendency to function in *trans*. (Derbyshire *et al*, 1996; Derbyshire *et al*, 1990). Observations suggest that the efficiency of transposition activity, and thus Tpase stability, may be dependent on temperature as seen in Tn3 and IS911 transposition (Haren *et al*, 1997; Kretschner and Cohen, 1979).
2.4.1.5. Translation Termination
In certain IS elements the translation termination codons of the Tpases are located in the IR sequences. As mentioned, the IRs are bound by the Tpase during transposition and this organization allows an autoregulation mechanism in which Tpase binding and activity are coupled with translation termination. Several elements (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002) do not carry any translation termination codons but transposition into specific target sites generates a translation termination codon in the target DNA duplications, created upon insertion.

2.4.1.6. Activity in cis
A remarkable property of IS Tpases is that they act efficiently only in cis, in other words on the same DNA molecule from which the Tpase gene has been transcribed, and show a strong preference for closely linked ends (Grindley and Reed, 1985). Tpases in general are quite basic (Galas and Chandler, 1989), a common feature of sequence-specific DNA binding proteins, and may play some role in the cis-action of Tpases. Complementation of an IS element with a defective Tpase, in trans occurs with an efficiency of about 1% or less. Chandler and Mahillon (2002) proposed that the observed cis effect of the Tpase might be forced upon the element by the structural organization of the Tpase. The N-terminal region carries the DNA binding domain and if this domain were capable of undergoing its three-dimensional folding independently of the C-terminal region, it would allow the DNA binding domain upon synthesis to bind neighboring DNA binding sites. The N-terminal region generally shows the highest affinity for DNA binding than any other part of the Tpase and is theoretically capable of binding IRs of a different copy of the same IS element. It has been shown for both IS50 and IS10 that the presence of the C-terminal region reduces the binding activity of the Tpase to the terminal ends (Jain and Kleckner, 1993; Weinreich et al, 1994). Accordingly it has been suggested that the C-terminal region masks the DNA binding activity of the N-terminal region to the IRs and thus restricts it to binding only its cognate terminal repeats.

2.4.2. Host Factors in Transposition
As described in the above report, IS elements are simple genetic entities and it is not surprising that certain cellular factors may play some role in stimulating or modulating transposition or possibly a structural role in the process. The earliest detailed studies on different ISs demonstrated that several E. coli chromosomal mutants effect IS activities and that the ends of
these elements carry putative binding sites for an assortment of host-encoded factors. It is the discovery of these mutants and the presence of these candidate binding sites that initially suggested the possible involvement of host factors in transposition (Syvanen, 1988; Galas and Chandler, 1989). These binding sites are usually located close to or within the terminal repeats. The Tpase promoter region is located within the left inverted repeat and together with the location of these binding sites this allows for a strategy to reduce the amount of active Tpase produced and to modulate transposition activity. The effect a host factor has on a certain element is specific for that element and might have a different effect on a different element and can intervene at different stages of the transposition process. A recent review on the effects of host-factors is presented by Chandler and Mahillon (2002). The role of host factors is in most cases poorly understood and only the factors understood to some degree will be included in the discussion here.

2.4.2.1. Histone-like proteins
Histone-like proteins form a group of small host encoded DNA-binding proteins which contribute to the organization of the bacterial nucleoid (nucleoid-associated proteins). They tend to introduce significant bends to DNA upon binding and play a role in the control of gene expression as well as participating in DNA transactions such as recombination and DNA replication (Dorman and Deighan; 2003). Various histone-like proteins (or DNA chaperones as they are more commonly known as) have been implicated in playing some role in mediating the transposition of certain transposable elements. IHF, HU, HNS and FIS are the three most intensively studied members of this protein group. There is a general notion that the DNA chaperones may play an engineering role, ensuring the correct three-dimensional nature of the synaptic complex prior to the DNA cutting and joining reactions. IHF (Integration Host Factor) was the first histone-like protein speculated to be involved in transposition when putative binding sites for this protein was discovered in both ends on IS1 and subsequently in IS10 and Tn1000 (Galas and Chandler, 1989 and references therein). Candidate binding sites for IHF have been found in the terminal ends of several elements. IHF is a member of a family of small, heterodimeric, heat stable DNA binding proteins and was originally identified as a host protein required for the integration of bacteriophage lambda DNA into a host genome (Mizuuchi, 1992a). This host protein binds DNA sites with a consensus sequence of C/T AANNNTTGTGAT A/T. Putative IHF binding sites occur between the -35 and -10 Tpase promoter regions, which is located within the left inverted repeat, as seen in IS1 and IS903 (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). Although IS1 was the first element in which IHF binding sites
were identified, no convincing results have been reported which show a clear effect of IHF on IS1 transposition. In IS10 the IHF binding site is located outside the Tpase promoter, 43bp away, and the binding of IHF to this site appears to influence the nature of the transposition products. Morisato and Kleckner (1987) reported that IHF greatly stimulates, but is not absolutely required, for the IS10 Tpase-dependent cutting reaction. IHF binding in Tn1000 enhances Tpase binding to its cognate ends (Wiater and Grindley, 1988).

Hu is a small heterodimeric protein which is structurally related to IHF but binds DNA non-specifically. Its role in transposition was first recognized when it was discovered that it is required for the formation of the Mu transposition intermediate (Craigie and Mizuuchi, 1985). It plays an architectural role during the elaboration of the synaptic complex where it ensures that the correct pair of inverted repeats is bound by the Tpase and brought together in a stable protein-nucleic acid complex (Mizuuchi, 1992a). HU have been reported to stimulate IS10 movement (Morisato and Kleckner, 1987).

H-NS has been reported to stimulate IS1 transposition by promoting the formation of the IS1 synaptic complex in which the cutting reactions are initiated (Shiga et al., 2001). FIS (factor for inversion stimulation) and H-NS have both been implicated in the Mu transposition process (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). The precise role of these host factors in transposition is at present not clear. Further development of efficient in vitro transposition reactions for other transposable elements would lead to a better assessment of the role of these types of host proteins.

2.4.2.2. Dam Methylase

In E. coli, 5´-GATC-3´ sequences are substrates for the Dam methylase (D-adenine methylase) which attaches methyl groups to the adenine (A) residues of these target sequences on each strand. The dam methylase was first discovered to play a role in IS10 and IS50 transposition where it reduces the transposition frequencies of these two elements by methylating the adenines in the multiple GATC sequences present in these elements (Syvanen, 1988). These sites are located in the extremities of these elements and the reduced transposition frequencies could be the result of two mechanisms: (1) fully methylated GATC sites in the terminal ends are not successfully recognized by the Tpase which results in poor binding of the Tpase; thus the activity of the ends are modulated by its methylation status; (ii) fully methylated GATC sites in the Tpase promoter regions results in a weak binding of the RNA polymerase and thus
reduces the amount of active Tpase expressed (referenced and reviewed Syvanen, 1988; Roberts et al, 1985; Yin and Reznikoff, 1987). The opposite effect was shown in *E. coli* *dam* mutants where increased transposition frequencies were seen for IS10 and IS50 than in wild-type *E. coli* strains. This *dam* control of expression of IS encoded genes has also been observed for IS903 where Tpase promoter activity is increased in a *dam*− host (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). In the light of the presented data, it appears that the intrinsic activity of these terminal ends is determined by its methylation status and these ends are more active when these sites are unmethylated or hemimethylated (newly replicated DNA) than when fully methylated. It is well known that parental DNA is always uniformly methylated providing the cell a means to distinguish between parental DNA strands and daughter strands during DNA replication and this plays an important role in the fidelity of the replication process. It is during the passage of the replication fork during DNA replication, where transiently hemimethylated DNA is found. Although the newly synthesized daughter strand is quickly methylated, this short hemimethylation state favours transcription and transposition and thereby coupling Tpase production and transposition to passage of the replication fork (Bushman, 2002). (It is interesting to note that this strategy can be used by transposable elements that transpose via the cut-and-paste mechanism to increase in copy number. In other words, it moves from replicated DNA to unreplicated DNA by excising after the passage of the replication fork and integrating ahead of the fork. This also ensures that a second copy of the donor DNA is available for the subsequent repair of the gap from which the element transposed from. The gap can be repaired by gene conversion using the second copy of the donor element, and in this way the cut-and-paste mechanism can also result in a net increase in copy number). Most of the IS families contain members which have similar methylation sites within the first 50 bp of one or both IRs. It should be however noted that the probability of a 100bp sequence carrying a GATC site is about 40% and in most of the ISs these sites may have no biological significance.

2.4.2.3. DNA polymerase I

DNA polymerase I have been directly implicated in both IS50 and IS10 transposition (Sasakawa et al, 1981; Syvanen et al, 1982; Syvanen, 1988). Host cells with mutations in *polA*, the gene coding for DNA polymerase I, and defective in both the polymerase and 5′-3′ exonuclease activities are deficient in transposition. It is currently unknown which of the functions of DNA polymerase is needed for transposition, but it is thought that the transposition process leaves the DNA nicked or gapped and DNA polymerase I is required to fill and repair these staggered gaps leading to the formation of the DRs. The notion of transposition leaving a
gap in the donor DNA is further supported by the evidence presented by Little and Mount (1982), which showed that the host SOS functions are induced in the event of transposition. The host SOS function is a cellular response to prevent and limit DNA damage, for example during transposition.

2.4.2.4. DNA gyrase
Sternglanz et al (1981) first reported that mutations in top, the structural gene for DNA topoisomerase I affect the transposition of some transposable elements such as Tn5, Tn10 and Tn9, but not others which includes Tn3. These mutations were found to be in the DNA gyrase subunit genes, gyrA and gyrB, which results in the reduction of the degree of supercoiling of DNA. This affect can be explained by the fact that certain transposable elements are sensitive to the degree of supercoiling of donor or recipient DNA or it might require a certain DNA topology for transposition. It was also proposed that the energy of supercoiling might drive one or more of the reaction steps of transposition (Galas and Chandler, 1989).

2.4.2.5. DnaA protein
DnaA binds DNA specifically and is primarily involved in the initiation of chromosome replication. A few insertion elements have been identified that carry a consensus sequence for possible DnaA protein-binding sites (Galas and Chandler, 1989; Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). IS50 carries a binding site for DnaA in one of its terminal ends and it has been shown that this end is recognized and bound by DnaA in vitro, and appears to affect the activity of this end in transposition in vivo (reviewed and referenced in Galas and Chandler, 1989).

2.4.2.6. RecA protein
RecA is the most intensively studied recombination gene which directly and indirectly regulates recombination. RecA null mutations almost completely lose their recombination activities in most E. coli mutations. Transposition is documented to occur independently of the host's recombination machinery and that could explain to a degree the DNA rearrangements seen in recA− mutants. As explained above (see section 23.2, “Replicative Transposition”), cointegrates could be formed via two pathways, either as an intermediate during replicative transposition or as a product of rearrangement activities which is RecA-dependent. It appears
that RecA has no direct effect on transposition. However, as a result of contradicting findings, it is still uncertain what role RecA plays in Tn5 (IS50) transposition (reviewed and referenced in Chandler and Mahillon, 2002).

2.4.2.7. The ClpX, ClpP and Lon proteases
Although the involvement of these proteases has not been widely documented, it has been implicated in the transposition of Mu and IS903. ClpX is an unfolding chaperone and is a member of the Clp/Hsp100 ATPase family and is involved in the disassembling of the Mu synaptic complex to make way for the host replication machinery to complete the process. ClpP plays a role in the degradation of the Mu repressor (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002) and thereby increasing transposition activity. It was mentioned above that the Lon protease degrades the IS903 Tpase and reduces its transposition frequency.

2.5. Transposition Immunity
Transposition immunity (target immunity) is a phenomenon by which the presence of a transposable element in a target molecule renders the nearby DNA region a poor target for insertion of a second copy of the same element (Mizuuchi, 1992a; Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). It reduces the affinity of the target molecule for an additional insertion of the same type of element so that the elements do not insert into DNA already containing a copy of the element. Transposition immunity is a cis-acting phenomenon effective only on potential target DNAs already containing a copy of the element. It does not act to serve as a global inhibition of transposition within a host but only to regulate, to some degree, the transposition activity of some elements once they are established within a host genome. This property is usually displayed by transposons that transpose at high frequencies such as the Tn3 family of transposons (Lee et al, 1983; Wiater and Grindley, 1990), Tn7 (Arciszewska et al, 1989; Hauer and Shapiro; 1984) and Mu (Darzins et al, 1988; Reyes et al, 1987; Adzuma and Mizuuchi, 1988). At present it is believed that IS elements have not adopted this strategy although recent evidence suggests that IS21 may display some degree of transposition immunity (Berger and Haas, 2001). In order to determine at which distance immunity can act, studies on Tn7 target immunity in the E. coli chromosome were done and revealed that immunity was exercised effectively over distances of at least 190kb (Craig, 1997; DeBoy and Craig, 1996a). That is, Tn7 at one position can prevent insertion of another copy in a position closer than 190kb.
Transposition immunity was first discovered for Tn3 and it has been demonstrated that a single copy of the terminal IR sequence of Tn3 imposes target immunity on a plasmid molecule (Mizuuchi, 1992a) and this has been also demonstrated for bacteriophage Mu. Transposition immunity may provide an element with a barrier for preventing self-destruction where it helps transposable elements to avoid another copy of the element to integrate into it or prevents integrating itself into another copy of an element. Although such events (intramolecular insertions) may lead to self-destruction of the element via deletions, Tn10 channels these intramolecular insertions to create inversions, and exploits this kind of recombination reaction for element evolution (Craig, 1997). Transposition immunity is also a means by which the insertion of multiple copies of an element in close proximity on a chromosome can be prevented, which may otherwise cause great genome instability, as homologous recombination would yield potentially dangerous gene rearrangements. Composite transposons are generally composed of two IS elements, in close proximity to each other, flanking and rendering bacterial genes (interstitial DNA) mobile. Therefore, transposition immunity is probably not practiced by IS elements and this allows the formation of composite transposons.

In both bacteriophage Mu (Berns and Linden, 1995; Lavoie and Chaconas, 1996; Adzuma and Mizuuchi, 1988) and Tn7 (Bainton et al., 1993; and referenced in http://www-is.biotoul.fr/is/IS_infos/is_general.html), transposition is catalyzed by two proteins, the Tpase which catalyzes the breaking and joining reactions of transposition, and a second ATP-dependent nonspecific DNA-binding protein involved in binding target DNA that provides the Tpase with a preferential target during the strand transfer step. It is this second protein involved in transposition that selects a target that carries no copy of the specific element over a certain length of area and ensures a degree of transposition immunity. Tn3 target immunity is less well understood and the major difference between this system and systems from Mu and Tn7 is that Tn3 target immunity is not mediated by a second protein, but by the Tn3 Tpase (Sheratt, 1989).

2.6. Target Specificity
Target site selection differs from element to element and the specific target site preference is a characteristic unique to a specific type of element. While some transposable elements can insert into many different sites, target sites is usually not random. Some elements prefer certain sites or regions for insertion while others may avoid certain sites or regions, thus displaying some degree of target site selectivity (Craig, 1997). This skill is likely to ensure element propagation while maintaining and establishing an optimized element-host relationship. A good element-host relationship would be favored if transposable elements avoid insertion into essential host
genes but rather into sites where insertion would not have an unfavorable effect on the host organism. Some elements usually insert specifically upstream of promoters and therefore avoid disrupting the expression of a gene. A second strategy for avoiding insertional inactivation of essential genes would be to insert into genes that have multiple copies within the genome. Some mobile elements are also introns (Craig, 1997) and when these elements insert into essential genes they can be removed from the mRNA transcript through RNA splicing. Despite these rather clever strategies, some elements do insert into essential genes.

Several mechanisms exist by which target sites may be selected. They could be selected through the direct interaction of the Tpase and the target DNA molecule during the transposition process (before or after the donor cleavage reaction). The interaction between the Tpase and element- and/or host-encoded accessory proteins, may also be a way of selecting a specific or suitable target site. The spatial location as well as the state (global features) of the target DNA could play a role in the accessibility of a target site for insertion. Some elements avoid transcribed regions. Selection of a target site (target capture) can occur at different stages of transpositional recombination: (i) during the formation of the synaptic complex; (ii) after the stabilization of the transposome and just before the donor cleavage reaction; or (iii) after the donor cleavage reactions.

Some transposable elements display a high degree of sequence-specific insertion, i.e. a marked preference for target sites that share a common consensus sequence. This stringency differs from element to element. Tn7 can use one of two kinds of target sites: (i) it can insert at high frequencies into a specific site, attTn7, in the E. coli chromosome of many bacteria; and (ii) it can also insert at lower frequencies into non-attTn7 sites (Craig, 1996b). IS91 also exhibits a high degree of target site selection, which requires a GAAC/CAAG target consensus sequence for insertion (Mendiola et al, 1989). Some elements exhibit less-strict sequence specific insertions and these include members of the IS630 and mariner/Tc families, which both require a TA dinucleotide in the target. The insertion into a low-specificity consensus sequence has also been observed in IS10, IS50 and IS231. IS10 inserts preferentially into the consensus target sequence 5’-NGCTNGACN-3’ and insertion results in the duplication of these nine base pairs (Halling and Kleckner, 1982; Lee et al, 1987). IS50 transposes into 5’-AGNTYWRANCT-3’ (Goryshin et al, 1998). IS231 shows a preference for 5’-GGG(N5)CCC-3’ (Hallet et al, 1994). Mu shows a preference for 5’-NYG/CRN-3’ (Mizuuchi and Mizuuchi, 1993). One of the possible reasons for elements recognizing a particular sequence for insertion is that the specific sequence might provide an optimal geometric feature for the Tpase-target
interaction. It can also provide the element with a strategy to avoid insertion into itself by preferentially inserting into sites that is not contained within the element allowing its dispersal and propagation.

Some elements prefer insertion into certain regions for example a GC- or AT-rich segments such as IS186 (Sengstang et al 1986) and IS1 (Zerbib et al, 1985, Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). The geometry of the DNA substrates at these regions may be ideal for an optimal Tpase-target interaction. Some elements prefer insertion into bent DNA, for example when DNA is assembled with histones into nucleosomes or when the bend is caused by an interaction of the DNA with DNA-binding proteins. IS231, IS4 and IS10 are examples of elements preferentially inserting into bent DNA. Other factors documented by Chandler and Mahillon (2002) and Craig (1997) to have an effect on target specificity include the following: (i) the degree of supercoiling of target DNA as in the case with IS50; (ii) some elements are attracted to replicating DNA and conjugal replicating DNA, e.g. IS102 and Tn7; (iii) transcription of a potential target site is reported to reduce transposition frequency and may serve as a strategy to direct the element away from the most essential genes (those being actively transcribed); e.g. IS102, Tn7, Tn5 and Tn10.

A few IS elements have been shown to display a preference for insertion into other elements. IS231 targets the terminal 38bp of Tn4430 for insertion. IS21, IS30 and IS911 show a preference for insertion close to the end of a second copy of itself (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002).

2.7. Genetic effects of the IS elements
Only a brief discussion on the genetic effects of IS elements on the host genome is presented.

2.7.1. IS-mediated DNA rearrangements
In addition to simple insertions, IS elements have been widely documented for their ability to mediate a variety of DNA rearrangements such as deletions, replicon fusions and inversions (Iida et al, 1983; Galas and Chandler, 1989; Syvanen, 1988; Craig, 1996a; Merlin et al, 2000; Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). Certain IS elements transpose via the replicative mode of transposition. This mechanism can be used as a powerful tool for rearranging DNA and does not require the need for any sequence homology. As explained above, intermolecular transposition of an IS element stimulates the formation of replicon fusions (cointegrates). If
intramolecular replicative transposition occurs, the process can result in adjacent deletions and inversions (see Fig 1.15 for an explanation). It should be noted however that not all elements are found to exhibit all these restructuring capacities and that the relative frequencies of occurrence of these rearrangements varies widely among the ISs (Galas and Chandler, 1989).

As mentioned above, the multiple copies of IS elements in the host genome can serve as substrates for homologous recombination which depends on the host recombination machinery, thus forming new joints between previously non-homologous DNA. The importance of IS elements in homologous recombination was initially recognized during the behavioral studies of the sex plasmids (F plasmids) and the multi-drug resistance plasmids (R-plasmids) in various bacterial hosts. Both these plasmids carry a cluster of IS elements (Galas and Chandler, 1989). Studies revealed that, homologous recombination between these elements located on the plasmids and copies on the *E. coli* chromosome resulted in the integration of these elements into the host chromosome. Integration of F plasmids into the host chromosome leads to the formation of Hfr (high frequency of recombination) male strains. It is also reported that IS elements are responsible for the excision of the integrated F plasmid together with flanking host DNA to produce F-prime plasmids. Merlin *et al* (2000) also proposed that R-prime plasmids can be formed either via a replicative transposition event of an IS element on the R plasmid or through homologous recombination between two appropriately located IS sequences, one on the plasmid and the second on the host chromosome. R-prime plasmids play an intimate role in mobilizing chromosomal genes between bacterial populations, which can be stably incorporated by these cells. Homologous recombination using the IS elements as regions of homology, can result in the formation of duplications, inversions, deletions and replicon fusions.

### 2.7.2. Agents of mutations and effects on transcription

In addition to disrupting gene function through insertional inactivation and the generation of target repeats, IS elements have been reported to be one of the major sources of spontaneous mutations. Several insertion elements were initially discovered because of their ability to exert strong polar effects on the expression of downstream genes (Shapiro, 1969; Malamy, 1970; Jordan *et al*, 1968). Polarity refers to a decrease in expression of downstream genes. One explanation for this type of behaviour is that IS elements carry internal transcription or translation termination sites. If transcription enters the element from flanking donor DNA these sites would induce premature termination of transcription so that the downstream genes are not
transcribed. This effect has been reported for a number of IS elements such as IS1, IS2, IS4 and IS5 and appears to be a common property of these elements (Iida et al., 1983; Galas and Chandler, 1989). One example of these transcription termination sites is the Rho-dependent termination sites. Rho is an oligomeric protein which binds weakly to DNA and tightly to RNA. The binding of Rho to these sites would cause the RNA polymerase to pause and transcription to terminate. Polarity can be partially suppressed by mutations in the rho gene or by using antitermination proteins. A second proposal is that certain elements carry nonsense codons in all three reading frames in their primary sequence which would result in transcription being terminated (reviewed in Iida et al., 1983) or by producing nonsense mutations upon insertion (Galas and Chandler, 1989).

Most, but not all mutations caused by ISs revert back to the wild-type phenotype and often the wild type genotype. The ability to restore gene function inactivated by IS insertion or the relief of polarity on genes distal from the insertion relies on precise and precise or imprecise excision of the IS element, respectively. Precise excision involves the deletion of the IS element including one copy of the target repeat, which was generated upon insertion. This results in the restoration of both the phenotype and the genotype. Precise excision appears not to be Rec-dependent and seems to be independent of the Tpase functions as in the case of IS50 (Tn5) and IS10 (Tn10) but it is possible that for other IS elements the Tpase would be essential for transposition (Galas and Chandler, 1989 and references therein). It is generally proposed that excision is the result of intra-strand pairing between the inverted repeats, leading to the “bulging out” of the IS element and its deletion by subsequent replication “slippage” across the small directly repeated target sequence.

In contrast to inducing polar mutations some elements can activate the expression of neighboring downstream genes and has been observed for several elements, including elements reported to exert polar effects on distal genes (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002 and references therein). Many IS elements carry outwardly directed -35 promoter hexamers in their IRs and by placing this region at the correct distance from a resident-10 hexamer upon insertion (usually in AT-rich regions), would result in the formation of a functional hybrid promoter. This has been documented for numerous IS elements (extensively referenced in Chandler and Mahillon, 2002; and Galas and Chandler, 1989). How a certain element can both activate or decrease expression of distal genes upon insertion is explained by the fact that the potential -35 promoter region is located only at one end of the element, and thus the orientation of the insertion of the element, determines the effect of the IS element on neighboring genes.
Although poorly understood, another genetic effect mediated by IS elements involves the activation of the \textit{bgl} operon of \textit{E. coli}. This operon is usually cryptic but can be activated by insertion of either IS\textit{1} or IS\textit{5} (referenced and reviewed in Galas and Chandler, 1989). The activation is not a result of transcription driven from the internal or hybrid (outwardly directed) promoters of the element and activation is independent of the orientation of the insertion of the elements (activation occurs in both orientations) and has been observed to occur over a 47bp region (between -77 and -124bp). Transcription always initiates at the same site in this operon, i.e. proximal to the beginning of the first gene and stimulation appears to occur at a distance. A possible explanation of this enhancer-like effect is that the presence of the element enhances binding of the cyclic AMP-binding protein (CAP) which is involved in the \textit{bgl} expression.

Point mutations can also result in increased binding of CAP and thus expression of the \textit{bgl} operon. Mutations in the gyrase subunits are known to activate the \textit{bgl} operon and thus conformational changes induced directly by the insertion or indirectly as a result of proteins that bind to the IS element, have also been implicated in this phenomena.

\textbf{2.8. The IS families}

ISs are a large group of intrachromosomal genetic elements that have been found in virtually all organisms examined. IS\textit{1} was the first IS element to be completely sequenced in the 1970s (Ohtsubo and Ohtsubo, 1978). Since then has the number and diversity of these elements rapidly increased to a vast amount due to an increase in genomic sequencing projects. The current database, http://www-IS.biotoul.fr., contains more than 800 ISs isolated from 86 genera representing 196 bacterial species of both eubacteria and the archaea of which 523 have not yet been assigned to a family (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). ISs are very versatile and promiscuous because a given IS element is often found flanking different bacterial genes in composite transposons (Reviewed in Galas and Chandler, 1989). The great number and diversity of ISs, which will certainly increase, provides some idea on the impact these transposable elements have on bacterial populations. At present, ISs are classified into 19 families. The families are based on the following criteria: (i) similarities in genetic organization, i.e. the arrangement of the open reading frames, (ii) common domains or motifs in their Tpase, (iii) similar features in the IRs, (iii) length of the target sequence duplications. A detailed discussion of the different families will not be given, but a summary of the most important characteristics of the families (Table 1.1). The family of interest is the ISL3 family, but a discussion on this family will be given in Chapter 3.
Fig 1.15: Intramolecular replicative transposition. The transposable element is represented by a double black arrow and the basic mechanism of transposition is the same as explained above (“Replicative Transposition”). Transfer of the free 3'-OH element ends generated by the Tpase to the target site can occur on either the same strand (pathway shown on the left) or on the opposite strand (pathway on the right). In both pathways free 3'-OH ends are generated and DNA replication is initiated at these ends which proceeds through the element. In the excision/deletion pathway (shown on the left), the intermediate structures are resolved into two covalently closed circles, each carrying a copy of the transposable elements. The deleted circular fragment is lost unless it carries and origin of replication to persist as an extrachromosomal element. In the inversion pathway on the right, a new circular DNA molecule is formed in which a section adjacent to the original transposable element copy has been inverted vs. its original position and is now flanked by two copies of the transposable element which are in opposite orientation (Reprinted from Merlin et al, 2000)
### Table 1.1: Major features of the IS families (Reprinted from Chandler and Mahillon, 2002).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Size (bp)*</th>
<th>DRᵇ</th>
<th>Endsᶜ</th>
<th>IRᵈ</th>
<th>ORFᵉ</th>
<th>Recombinaseᶠ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IS1</td>
<td></td>
<td>770</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>(8-11)</td>
<td>GGT</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS3</td>
<td>IS2</td>
<td>1,300-1,350</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>TGA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,200-1,300</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS51</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,300-1,400</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS150</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,400-1,550</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS407</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,200-1,250</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,300-1,950</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td></td>
<td>C (A)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS5</td>
<td>IS5</td>
<td>1,100-1,350</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>GG</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS427</td>
<td></td>
<td>800-1,000</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ga/g</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS903</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000-1,100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>GGC</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS1031</td>
<td></td>
<td>850-950</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>GAG</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISH/</td>
<td></td>
<td>900-1,150</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISL2</td>
<td></td>
<td>800-1,100</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS6</td>
<td></td>
<td>750-900</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>GG</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS21</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,950-2,500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(5,8)</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000-1,250</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS66</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,500-2,700</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>GTA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS91</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,500-1,850</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS110</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,200-1,550</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS200/IS605</td>
<td></td>
<td>700-2,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS256</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,300-1,500</td>
<td>8-9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gg/a</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS481</td>
<td></td>
<td>950-1,100</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td></td>
<td>TGT (a/g)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS630</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,100-1,200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS982</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS1380</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cc/g</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAS1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,200-1,350</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISL3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,300-1,550</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>GG</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tn3</td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;3,000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>GGGG</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Length range in base pairs (bp) represents the typical range of each group
ᵇDirect target repeats in bp; ND, not determined. Less frequently observed lengths are included in parentheses
ᶜThe most conserved nucleotides present at the ends of each IS family are indicated, including some variations.
ᵈPresence (Y) or absence (N) of terminal inverted repeats
ᵉNumbers in parentheses denote variations
ᶠDDE represents the common acidic triad presumed to be part of the active site of several Tpases.

### 2.9. Significance and evolutionary implications of IS elements

Transposable elements in general have proven to be a matter of interest to geneticists, genome annotators and structural and evolutionary biologists (Holmes, 2002). Geneticists mainly
exploit these elements as experimental tools. This will be returned to later (Chapter 3). Due to the multiple copies as well as fragments of these elements within genomes, they may comprise much of the repetitive sequence content within these genomes. As a result, genome annotators regard them as a nuisance and as “junk DNA”. They can profoundly confuse the outcome of statistical analysis such as the Expectation values (E values) by programs like BLAST (Altschul *et al*, 1990). However, these repetitive sequences are useful in their analysis of genome sequences because previously characterized elements can help them to identify and mask out “junk DNA” prior to DNA analysis. The very repetitive nature of these elements can also be used to identify them. Transposable elements have been documented to have many homologies to more complex systems like the replication machinery of many viruses, and also to transcription factors and other specific DNA- and RNA-binding proteins. Transposition involves many specialized tasks which include specific and nonspecific sequence recognition, DNA and RNA processing, host defenses and auto-regulation. Thus, to molecular biologists interested in protein structure and function, transposable elements are linked to a variety of interesting cellular processes.

Transposable elements arouse the most interest among the evolutionary biologists. Ever since the discovery that segments of DNA can translocate within genomes, has their functional significance and whether these elements are DNA sequences beyond mere genome parasites, been a matter of debate among molecular and evolutionary biologists (Labrador and Corces, 2002).

Many discussions have been documented focusing on this issue and the content hereof is too large to deal with comprehensively here. How IS elements (transposable elements) and host evolution are linked is an important and rational question. One view was that IS elements are genomic parasites, supported by the “Selfish DNA” hypothesis (Sapienza and Doolittle, 1981, Orgel and Crick, 1980; Orgel *et al*, 1980). Selfish DNA has been defined as sequences that make no positive contribution to the phenotype of the host, but instead place an extra burden on the host by forming additional copies, and thereby ensuring their persistence within the host. These sequences are parasites because they benefit (by being propagated) but do not positively contribute to the host (due to the lack of any measurable phenotype); instead they impose on the welfare of the host cell because of their replicative load and mutator activity. In support of this hypothesis it is believed that if these parasites contribute to adaptive changes it is their effect and not their function (Maynard-Smith, 1982). Another hypothesis which has received
much attention is the “Selection hypothesis”, which has more of a mutualistic view of transposable elements. Because IS elements confer no obvious phenotype on the host, except for their mutator activity, it was proposed that IS elements are sustained within genomes by direct selection acting on genetic variability (Syvanen, 1988 and references therein). In other words, these elements are selected for each time a mutation induced by these elements is selected for. The hypothesis claims that these elements have contributed to adaptive evolution and may still induce mutations to produce potential variants that can be fixed in the future. This hypothesis has been criticized as a teleological explanation of how seemingly functionless DNA is stored up in order to have it available in future times of need (Mayr, 1982). In the “Selection Hypothesis” it is explained that a species that has given rise to successful variants at the highest rate will be favored and it is reasonable to assume that the species will carry with it the mutational mechanism that gave birth to these variants. This mutational mechanism may give rise to future successful variants in the future when needed. Thus, if the benefit of carrying these mutators outweighs the disadvantage of carrying these mutators, a simple nonteleological explanation for the maintenance of the IS elements is apparent, based on their function as mutators. This holds true for the hospital environment which is experiencing recurrent antimicrobial threats (Rice, 2002), due to the emergence and spread of antimicrobial resistance in bacteria. One has the perception that in the absence of an immediate selection (stress) that a host will lose the resistance determinants because this extra DNA content confers a replicative cost to the microorganism. This cost is perceived as reasonable in an environment under selective pressure but becomes a burden when this selective pressure is removed. But it seems reasonable that a microorganism’s long term interest would be to maintain these resistance determinants, in the absence of any immediate threat, which could lead to resistance variants in the future. Instead of deciding whether the maintenance of these determinants would be advantageous, microorganisms develop ways of how to best maintain and transmit these determinants while conferring minimal costs on itself.

Today the idea of IS elements, or transposable elements in general, as being parasites or selfish DNA is fleshed out with many published examples of the contribution of these elements to the adaptive evolution not just of bacterial genomes but also in higher organisms including humans (Bushman, 2002; Bennett, 2004). It is firmly established that transposable elements are ubiquitous components of all living organisms, which in their coexistence with their respective hosts have played an important role in the evolution of complex genetic works (Miller and Capy, 2004). Transposable elements are regarded as natural genetic engineering systems capable of acting genome-wide and are not restricted to one site. In this chapter it was referred
to the many genetic effects IS elements confer on the host as well as the properties of these elements which can play a role in the genome evolution of its host. Compound transposons, mentioned in the introduction, haven’t been dealt with here in great detail. Antibiotic resistance genes are usually associated with compound transposons, but theoretically depending on the frequency of insertion and target specificity, two IS elements can mobilize any genes from one replicon to another, including chromosome-plasmid translocation of the interstitial DNA and hereby also creating conditions for lateral transfer between species. Both chemical and genetic forces can alter the genetic content of DNA by changing its nucleotide sequence. Mutations induced by IS elements and those of other transposable elements are more structured than those mutations caused by chemical toxicity, by rearranging rather than corrupting the host genome, more readily generating a neutral or advantageous phenotype (Kidwell and Lisch, 2001). An attractive result reported is that transposition activity increases when the host is stressed (Capy et al, 2000), leading to a mutualistic rather than a parasitic view of the host-transposable elements relationship. It is thought that these natural genetic engineers are called in to stimulate evolution at times of stress (Shapiro, 1999).

The subject of evolution is quite immense and it is almost impossible to be exhaustive on all the viewpoints reported on the role of IS elements in adaptive evolution, in the limited amount of space available here, many aspects haven’t been dealt with. I think one important aspect would be the evolution of IS elements (and other transposable elements) as entities. Why and how these elements evolved. IS elements could have been an inevitable product of the replication machinery of the cell (Labrador and Corces, 2002) or even an inevitable by-product of the evolution of sequence-specific endonucleases (Federoff, 2002). In the light of this, one would think that transposable elements could be parasitic or mutualistic in nature, depending on the time frame in which the question is asked. They could have been parasites early in their evolution and could be parasitic in nature when there is no immediate reason for assisting the cell in evolution. However, because of the co-existence and co-evolving of these elements with its host, well developed systems arise which allowed a reasonable mutualistic transposable element-host relationship. Some of these mechanisms have been described in “Control of Transposition Activity”. The biological importance of IS elements are evident from the short report presented here.
3. The Aim of the study

The importance of biomining as an industrial process is evident from the short report given on microbial mining. In order to advance the biotechnology of biomining an attempt has to be made to study and understand the molecular biology of the most important role-playing biomining microorganisms. Not only are studies on the mechanisms of the expression and regulation of important chromosomal genes necessary but also an understanding of the nature of plasmids that play a role as vectors of mobile genes within the horizontal gene pool of the bioleaching environment. Development of suitable cloning vectors would also be beneficial to the genetic engineering of these microbes.

This study focused on a 5.6kb possible transposon region of pTC-F14, isolated from *At. caldus* f. The first aim of the study was to determine what accessory genes, if any, are carried by the plasmid. This involved the mapping, cloning, sequencing and sequence analysis of this region. Sequence analysis of the region of interest yielded an open reading frame, which showed high sequence homology to ISAFe1, a member of the ISL3 family of insertion sequences, isolated from a different but related biomining bacterium, *At. ferrooxidans*. Thus, our second aim was to partially characterize this insertion sequence, designated ISAtc1.
2. Chapter Two: The cloning, sequencing and analysis of the accessory gene region of the plasmid pTC-F14, isolated from *Acidithiobacillus caldus* f. *
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2.1. Introduction

In addition to the chromosome, bacterial cells often contain plasmids which form a very important part of the genome. Plasmids have been found in essentially all types of bacteria. Plasmids species are extremely diverse in terms of size (1.5 to > 600kb), copy number (one to several hundred per cell) and in terms of the phenotypic traits they confer on the host bacterium (Osborn et al, 2000). Plasmids are most often circular DNA molecules but some bacteria contain linear plasmids. They also differ in terms of their host range and their stability. Plasmids do not encode functions essential to bacterial growth and usually encode two general classes of traits: (1) the essential plasmid functions, also called the plasmid-selfish characters, allows the plasmid to replicate and to be maintained within the cell and to be transferred between cells. These functions form the so-called plasmid “backbone” and involve mobilization, conjugation, inhibition of bacterial cell division and plasmid exclusion and partitioning functions. They promote the survival and replication of the plasmid as a unit. Although these characters are regarded as essential functions, it should be noted however that not all plasmids carry genes encoding for their transfer and maintenance. In other words, not all plasmids are mobile; (2) besides the machinery for their own maintenance and transfer, most plasmids carry genes coding for accessory functions. These functions hitchhike on the plasmid backbone and may confer a specific phenotype on the host and are not essential for host survival and growth but may enhance cell survival in certain hostile environments in which the host would otherwise not persist. The types of phenotypic traits found on plasmids will be returned to later. Due to the mobile character and maintenance functions of some plasmids they represent a fluid part of the chromosome and can move horizontally across species boundaries allowing for a certain degree of gene exchange between species and thus play a key role in bacterial adaptation and evolution. Plasmids are often cited as an important component of bacterial diversity (Smalla et al, 2000). Besides the evolutionary implications of plasmids, fully characterized plasmids also serve as important tools in molecular biology studies.

In the light of the above, plasmids can generally be defined as extrachromosomal genetic elements capable of replicating independently of the host chromosome and which may contain supplementary genes not essential for host survival, but enhance the proliferation and survival of the host in certain environments (Coplin, 1989). Plasmids have been documented to code for a variety of accessory phenotypic traits. This includes resistance to antibiotics, heavy metals, UV irradiation and other poisons; genes for the degradation of unusual toxic and/or xenobiotic organic compounds especially manmade compounds; bacteriocins; determinants for pathogenicity; phage resistance, genes coding for proteins involved in plant-host interactions.
and nitrogen fixation (Eberhard, 1989 and references therein; Top et al, 2000). The increased use of antibiotics and industrial pollution with heavy metals and toxic compounds have resulted in the horizontal spread of these resistant genes between sometimes distantly related bacteria. The accessory functions located on plasmids may be acquired from the chromosome of an organism and the possibilities of mechanisms to achieve this are vast. This may be a result of IS elements, transposons, integrons, gene cassettes and conjugative plasmid activities (Osborn et al, 2000). It is probable that chromosomes and plasmids share the same gene pool, since the elements mentioned can move genes from the chromosome to the plasmid and from the plasmid to the chromosome. Why plasmids carry certain genes but avoid carrying housekeeping genes has been addressed by Eberhard (1989). He argues that genes that confer adaptations to restrictive environments (i.e. allowing survival in a larger variety of specialized ecological niches or specific set of environmental conditions) are more favorable to have on plasmids in contrast to “housekeeping genes” which are best located on the chromosome.

The majority of plasmids being studied and characterized originate from clinical bacteria where plasmids are responsible for the spread of antibiotic resistance or virulence determinants (Smalla et al, 2000). As a result only a limited amount of knowledge on the prevalence and the diversity of plasmids in bacteria from nonclinical environments, for example soil bacteria including those from the mining environment, are available. This study has focused on the plasmid pTC-F14, isolated from *Acidithiobacillus caldus* strain f. *At. caldus* is a sulphur-oxizing, chemolithotrophic, obligately acidophilic (pH1.5-2.5) and moderately thermophilic (45°-50°) bacterium (Hallberg and Lindstrom, 1994). It has been reported that *At. caldus* strain f, together with the strictly iron-oxidizing bacterium of the genus *Leptospirillum*, have been found to be the dominant organisms present in the industrial continuous-flow tank reactors used in arsenopyrite oxidation as a pre-treatment step in the recovery of gold (Rawlings et al, 1999b). As mentioned before (Chapter 1), *At. caldus* inhabits a specialized ecological niche, i.e. nutrient poor, low pH inorganic environments and which requires in addition to the mineral, only air, water and trace elements to grow and reproduce. The isolation of plasmid pTC-F14 was previously reported (Gardner et al, 2001) and was found to be a 14.2-kb, broad-host range IncQ-like plasmid. We were particularly interested in investigating this plasmid in attempt to identify the accessory genes pTC-F14 might possess. It is of particular interest to discover what types of genes are present within the mobile gene pool of bacteria growing in an inorganic, low pH biomining environments and whether these biomining bacteria are part of an isolated gene pool or whether they share a gene pool with other types of bacteria. Although accessory genes located on plasmids are of limited value in the characterization of plasmids (Smalla et al,
2000), studies on the accessory genes carried by plasmids may help contribute to elucidating the ecological role of the plasmid as well as their epidemiology (occurrence, distribution and the factors governing their spread) in response to environmental stresses.

In this study, the 5.8-kb region of pTC-F14 thought to carry possible accessory genes was characterized using the techniques of restriction mapping, cloning in *Escherichia coli* and subsequent DNA sequencing and analysis.

### 2.2. Material and Methods

**Bacterial strains, plasmids, media and growth conditions**

The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are summarized in Table 2.1. The *E. coli* K-12 derivative, DH5α was used for maintaining all cloning vectors used in this study as well as for the transformation, amplification and maintenance of subclones constructed in this study. *E. coli* strains were cultured in either Luria-Bertani broth or on LA plates (Sambrook *et al*, 1989) at 37°C and where appropriate ampicillin (Amp) was added at a concentration of 100 µg/ml when required. A pUCBM21 construct containing the 5.6-kb *BamHI-SphI* accessory gene area was previously cloned into the *E. coli* vector pUCBM21 (Dr. Shelly Deane) and designated pTC-F14#1. Subcloning of this region for subsequent sequencing experiments was carried out using pUCBM21 as cloning vector.

**Restriction mapping, construction of clones and general DNA techniques**

Initial restriction mapping experiments were performed using restriction endonucleases according to the specifications of the manufacturer (Boehringer-Mannheim) and as described by Sambrook *et al* (1989). The cloning strategy used in this study is illustrated in Figure 2.1 and a description of the different clones constructed is summarized in Table 2.2. Large and small scale plasmid preparations, gel electrophoresis, making of competent *E. coli* DH5α cells, transformations and cloning procedures were carried out by standard molecular genetics techniques compiled by Sambrook *et al*, (1989).

**DNA sequencing and bioinformatics**

Sequencing was done by the dideoxy-chain termination method, with an ABI PRISM™ 377 automated DNA sequencer. The sequence was analyzed using a variety of software
programmes but mainly the personal-computer based DNAMAN (version 4.1) from Lynnon BioSoft. Sequence comparison searches were done using the gapped-BLAST program of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (Altshul et al., 1997). Mostly the BLASTX service was used and in cases where gapped-BLAST searches did not yield any significant results, several web-based bioinformatics tools and databases were used to analyze the protein sequence of the relevant open reading frames. The sequence was mainly scanned for conserved domain regions, motifs related to a certain protein family, secondary structure predictions and transmembrane regions. General features such as pI, MW and amino acid composition have been inspected using DNAMAN but several web-based services are also available. A list of the bioinformatics tools and Databases used in these analyses is listed in Table 2.3 and various bioinformatics tools have been reviewed recently in Rehm (2001). Multiple alignments were done using DNAMAN and the web-based CLUSTALW software (Table 2.3).

**Nucleotide sequence accession number**

The nucleotide sequence of the accessory gene region has been submitted as part of the complete sequence of pTC-F14 to the EMBL-GenBank database under accession no. NC_004734.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain or plasmid</th>
<th>Genotype or description</th>
<th>Source or reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>E. coli</em> DH5α</td>
<td>F'/endA1 hsdR17(λ' mλ +) supE44 thi-1 recA1 gyrA(Nal') relA1 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169 (φ80d lacΔ(lacZ)M15)</td>
<td>Promega Corp., Madison, Wisconsin, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plasmids</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pUCBM21</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt; lac&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;; ColE1 replicon, cloning vector</td>
<td>Roche Molecular Biochemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pTC-F14#1</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;; 5.6-kb BamHI/SphI fragment containing the accessory gene region cloned into pUCBM21</td>
<td>Construct made by Dr. Shelly Deane, this laboratory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2.2: Subclones constructed and sequenced in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subclones</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pΔSmaI</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, SmaI deletion of pTC-F14#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pΔEcoRI</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, EcoRI deletion of pTC-F14#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSH1.8</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 1.8-kb SphI-HindIII fragment of pΔEcoRI cloned into pUCBM21 digested with SphI and HindIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSS0.3</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 0.3-kb SphI-StuI fragment of pΔEcoRI cloned into pUCBM21 digested with SphI and SmaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHE1.2</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 1.2-kb HindIII-EcoRV fragment of pΔEcoRI cloned into pUCBM21 digested with HindIII and EcoRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSE0.6</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 0.6-kb SphI-EcoRV fragment of pΔEcoRI cloned into pUCBM21 digested with SphI and SmaI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pES1.0</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 1.0-kb EcoRV-StuI fragment of pΔEcoRI cloned into pUCBM21 digested with EcoRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHB2.3</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 2.3-kb HindIII-BglII fragment of pΔEcoRI cloned into pUCBM21 digested with HindIII and BamHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pEE1.1</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 1.1-kb EcoRI-EcoRI fragment of pHB2.3 cloned into pUCBM21 digested with EcoRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pEVE0.6</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 0.6-kb EcoRV-EcoRI fragment of pHB2.3 cloned into pUCBM21 digested with EcoRV and EcoRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pES0.6</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 0.6-kb EcoRI-StuI fragment of pHB2.3 cloned into pUCBM21 digested with EcoRI and EcoRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSB2.1</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 2.1-kb StuI-BamHI fragment of pΔEcoRI cloned into pUCBM21 digested with EcoRV and BamHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHB0.6</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 0.6-kb HindIII-BamHI fragment of pSB2.1 cloned into pUCBM21 and digested with HindIII and BamHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBH1.1</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 1.1-kb BglII-HindIII fragment of pSB2.1 cloned into pUCBM21 digested with BamHI and HindIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSB0.9</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 0.9-kb SphI-BamHI fragment of pSB2.1 cloned into pUCBM21 digested with SphI and BamHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBS0.8</td>
<td>Amp&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;, 0.4-kb BglII-SphI fragment of pSB2.1 cloned into pUCBM21 digested with BamHI and SphI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2.3: Web-based bioinformatics tools used in sequence analysis (Rehm, 2001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search engine/Database/Software</th>
<th>http site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pfam HMM scan</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sanger.ac.uk/SOFTWARE/Pfam/">http://www.sanger.ac.uk/SOFTWARE/Pfam/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jpred</td>
<td><a href="http://jura.ebi.ac.uk:8888/">http://jura.ebi.ac.uk:8888/</a> (also available on ExPasy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Props ee</td>
<td><a href="http://www.embl-heidelberg.de.prs.html">http://www.embl-heidelberg.de.prs.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLUSTALW</td>
<td><a href="http://www2.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw">http://www2.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3. Results

2.3.1. Restriction mapping and cloning of the accessory gene region

pTC-F14#1 has previously been partially characterized for the following restriction endonuclease sites: an unique \textit{Bam}HI and \textit{Sma}I site and two sites each for \textit{Hind}III and \textit{Sph}I. Further single restriction digest and gel electrophoresis analysis revealed that this region contains two additional unique sites for \textit{Bgl}II and \textit{Sal}I, two sites for \textit{Eco}RI, four sites for \textit{Eco}RV and 6 sites for \textit{Nco}I. Double restriction endonuclease experiments were then carried out to determine the relative positions for the \textit{Bgl}II, \textit{Sal}I, \textit{Eco}RI, \textit{Eco}RV and \textit{Nco}I sites located on this region. It was problematic to accurately determine the location of the \textit{Eco}RV and \textit{Nco}I sites because of the multiple cleavage sites for these enzymes within this region. The initially subcloning strategy was by simply digesting pTC-F14#1 using a combination of restriction enzymes to yield a desired banding pattern, determined from the map, followed by excising the band of interest under a 360nm wavelength UV lightbox, purifying the band and cloning into the vector. In some cases the same bands were repeatedly sequenced. This confusion resulted from the specific distribution of restriction sites within this region where different single or double enzyme digests yielded identical sized smaller fragments which were ideal for sequencing. To rule out this confusion and ambiguity we decided to clone larger fragments of pTC-F14# into pUCBM21. This allowed us to confirm that our initial restriction map of pTC-F14#1 was accurate by individually mapping each construct and it allowed us to map the \textit{Eco}RV sites. These larger fragments were then subcloned into smaller pieces of sizes ca. 600 bp so that all DNA could be sequenced in both directions with high fidelity. The restriction endonuclease map of pTC-F14#1 is shown in Fig 2.1 as are the constructs made and the cloning strategy used. More information on the clones is given in Table 2.2.

These constructs made the cloning process easier as these constructs were used to subclone the accessory gene area. The constructs made and the cloning strategy is depicted in Fig 2.1 More information of the clones is given in Table 2.2. The DNA was digested to give fragment sizes of 600-bp to 1.2-kbp and cloned into pUCBM21. It was desired to have cloned fragments with sizes of not more than 600-bp, if it was essential for the sequence in both directions were to be confirmed, since only the first 600-bp of a sequencing reaction shows high fidelity. Prior to the sequencing reactions restriction digests as positive controls was performed on the possible cloned fragments to double check clones for both the correct size and the correct internal sites, where possible (data not shown).
2.3.2. **Sequence analysis of the accessory gene area**

In our attempt to discover what accessory genes are carried by pTC-F14, the insert in pTC-F14#1, from the SphI site to the BamHI site (Fig 2.1) was completely sequenced on both strands and found to be 5.772-kb (GenBank Accession no. NC_004734). For a fully annotated sequence refer to Appendix One. After careful inspection of the DNA sequence mainly using DNAMAN, six complete ORFs were identified. One of these ORFs starts in a region adjacent to the SphI site of the 5.8-kb BamHI/SphI accessory gene fragment on pTC-F14. To assist in presentation, this 340-bp region of previously sequenced DNA has been joined to the original fragment carried in pTC-F14#1. The positions of the restriction endonuclease cleavage sites, the ORFs and their orientations relative to pTC-F14 plasmid are depicted in Fig 2.2. The six ORFs detected gave putative translation products of 9kDa and larger and were preceded by putative ribosome binding sites. The general characteristics of these ORFs are summarized in Table 2.4.

Sequence database matching is a powerful and easy method of finding the function of an unknown gene whose sequence has become available. If significant sequence similarity to one or more database sequences whose function is already known is obtained, the unknown protein might have the same function, biochemical activity or structure similar to the protein(s) in the database. In other words, much can be deduced about an unknown protein when significant sequence similarity is detected with a well studied protein. DNA sequences are variable in the third base position and in order to enable detection of more distant homologs, similarity searches were performed preferably at the protein sequence level. The predicted amino acid (aa) sequences of the ORFs were initially compared with sequences in the non-redundant database GenBank database (hosted at the National Center for Biotechnology, Table 2.3), using the BLASTX program. A BLASTX search performs a comparison at the protein level by comparing your transcribed DNA sequence with the amino acid sequences of proteins deposited in the database. In the worse case scenario these BLAST searches will yield no significant matches, or the search will result in a list of partial matches to an assortment of proteins with most of them being uncharacterized. This was the case with some of the ORFs detected in this study. In this case one has to rely on bioinformatics approaches to analyze the unknown protein of interest which may suggest a direction for subsequent laboratory investigations. Alternatively one might do BLAST searches regularly as the databases are updated with new sequences at a breathtaking speed, in the hope that its ortholog might be discovered.
Figure 2.1: Cloning strategy of pTC-F14#1. Subclones are represented as thick black bars beneath the map. More information concerning the subclones and cloning vector is given Table 2.2. Thin arrows represent the direction of sequencing reactions. Map and subclones are drawn to scale.
One bioinformatics approach is to discover what conserved regions, motifs or domains the unknown protein might contain. This might help in placing the unknown protein in a family of specific proteins and it might help discover what domains it contains. A list of web-based bioinformatics sites used in this study is given in Table 2.3. Many more software and bioinformatics tools are reviewed in Rehm (2001).

### Table 2.4: Accessory proteins on pTC-F14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Putative protein or ORF</th>
<th>Predicted number of aa (Da)</th>
<th>Putative ribosomal binding sites</th>
<th>Most related protein and proposed function and predicted size</th>
<th>% identity/similarity (part of protein)(^a)</th>
<th>BLAST E value</th>
<th>Reference NCBI accession no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORF13</td>
<td>124 (13008)</td>
<td>AGGAGA</td>
<td>no meaningful BLAST hits</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF20.8</td>
<td>189 (20795)</td>
<td>AGGCGA</td>
<td>invertase/recombinase protein, <em>Aeromonas punctata</em>, 188aa</td>
<td>64/73</td>
<td>2e^-58</td>
<td>CAG15093.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF17.4</td>
<td>153 (17405)</td>
<td>AGGAGA</td>
<td>conserved hypothetical protein, <em>Chromobacterium violaceum</em> ATCC 12472, 154aa</td>
<td>55/73</td>
<td>8e^-43</td>
<td>AAQ59194.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Pseudomonas fluorescens</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>2e^-37</td>
<td>ZP_00267167.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PI-1, 146aa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF33</td>
<td>286 (33169)</td>
<td>AGGAGA</td>
<td>aminotransferase, <em>Bacillus halodurans</em>, 397aa</td>
<td>27/48</td>
<td>6.8e^-2</td>
<td>NP_244179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS4tc1</td>
<td>404 (46188)</td>
<td>AGGAGA</td>
<td>transposase from IS4tc1, <em>Acidithiobacillus ferroxidans</em>, 404aa</td>
<td>92/95</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>AAB07489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF9.5</td>
<td>86 (9485)</td>
<td>AGGAGA</td>
<td>no meaningful BLAST hits</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) number in brackets indicates the number of amino acids over which the percentage identity/similarity was obtained.
**Figure 2.2**: Restriction enzyme cleavage and genetic map of pTC-F14 showing the relative position and genetic map of the region carrying the accessory genes. Included are the ORFs identified and their relative orientations. The subclones used for the sequencing reactions are explained in Fig 2.1.
The first ORF (closest to the NcoI site, Fig 2.2) consisted of 124 amino acids with a molecular weight of 13008 Da and a theoretical pl (iso-electric point, pH where the net charge of the protein is zero) value of 11.42. This ORF was named ORF13. This ORF gave no meaningful similarity hits using the BLAST program. The secondary structure prediction was done using the SOPMA Secondary Prediction Software hosted on the Expasy website (Fig 2.3). No transmembrane regions could be detected during analysis with the PredictProtein web-based software utility at Expasy. The ProtParam tool hosted at the Expasy website predicts that this protein is unstable. In order to determine whether this protein contains conserved domains or functional regions or motifs similar to characterized proteins or to determine structural and/or functional homologs, the PROSITE pattern scan, RPS-BLAST, PropSearch and the Pfam utilities was employed for these purposes. The PROSITE pattern scan utility only tries to identify the functionally most important residue combinations and does not attempt to describe a complete domain or even protein (Reviewed and referenced in Rehm, 2001; Bairoch, 1991; Bairoch et al, 1997). The PROSITE utility yielded 5 sites of functional importance with 100% similarity to a consensus sequence. These included a site for N-glycosylation, 4 sites for protein kinase phosphorylation, a Casein kinase II phosphorylation site and 4 sites for N-myristoylation (mostly found in eukaryotes where a myristate, a C14 fatty acid is linked to the N-terminal glycine residue) and an ATP/GTP-binding site motif. Their relative positions and sequence are also indicated (data not shown). The PropSearch software attempts to find the putative protein family of an unknown sequence when the initial alignment methods such as the BLAST programs, did not yield significant similarity to already characterized proteins. PropSearch characterization is calculated from features such as amino acid composition, molecular weight, and content of bulky residues, content of small residues, average hydrophobicity, average charge and the content of selected di-peptide groups. Using this program in an attempt to find the putative protein family of the protein of ORF13, yielded what appears to be a false positive result. It placed the protein in a family together with Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase proteins, with a 80% chance of being in the same protein family as the superoxide dismutases from the eukaryote, Mesembryanthemum crystallinum (common ice plant) and a 68% chance of being in the same family of proteins as the tomato plant (Lycopersicon esculentum) superoxide dismutase, An E. coli super-oxide dismutase was also in the list of hits but only showed a 53% chance of being in the same family as this protein. Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase proteins is one of the three possible forms of this enzyme which catalyses the dismutation of superoxide radicals (Smith and Doolittle, 1992). By doing a CLUSTALW alignment of the protein sequences above 50% reliability, no significant conserved residues between the ORF13 amino acid sequence and the super-oxide
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the secondary protein structure prediction of ORF13 using the web-based SOPMA Secondary Prediction Software at the Expasy website (Geourjon and Deléage, 1995). (A) Statistical representation, (B) Diagrammatic representation.
dismutase amino acid sequences could be detected. Therefore this result is likely to be a false positive classification of the ORF13 protein into this family of proteins. All the other utility sites mentioned above, failed to give any meaningful results.

Adjacent to ORF13 was another complete ORF consisting of 189 amino acids, with a molecular weight of 20795 Da. This ORF named ORF20.8 showed clear amino acid sequence homology to various invertase/recombinase like proteins. The predicted amino acid sequence of ORF20.8 was most closely related to a DNA recombinase from *Aeromonas punctata* with 64%/73% amino acid identity/similarity (Table 2.4). An alignment of the amino acid sequence of ORF20.8 to members of this class of enzymes was performed using the DNAMAN program and is shown in Fig 2.4. The members include proteins from different bacterial strains, which showed the highest amino acid sequence similarity during the BLASTX database search. The function of these enzymes is the rearrangement of DNA within a sequence or the exchange of DNA between sequences.

Next to ORF20.8 was a region that contained another complete ORF, ORF17.4. This ORF was found to be consisting of 153 amino acids with a molecular weight of 17405 Da. The results of a BLASTX searched revealed that the amino acid sequence of ORF17.4 is related to a hypothetical protein that is highly conserved in a wide variety of bacteria. Only the two highest matches are given here (Table 2.4). It was most closely related to *Chromobacterium violaceum* ATCC 12427 showing 55%/73% amino acid identity/similarity. In an attempt to discover if this protein of ORF17.4 contains any conserved domains or motifs similar to any other characterized proteins several motif scans were performed using the various tools at the Expasy website. All these searches failed in giving any significant results. However, performing PropSearch in the hope of finding a possible protein family for the predicted protein of ORF17.4, it was interesting to discover that this search utility yielded two distinct possible families in which our query could be placed. The first of these families, with a 94% chance of the ORF17.4 protein falling into this family of proteins, was the cyanate lyase (also known as cyanate hydratase) family of proteins. These enzymes typically catalyse the reaction of cyanate with bicarbonate to produce ammonia and carbon dioxide. The second family included the dissimilatory-type alpha subunit of a sulfite reductase. PropSearch gave an 87% chance of ORF17.4 being part of this family. These classes of enzymes are involved in catalyzing the reduction of sulfite to sulfide. This is the terminal reduction reaction in sulfate respiration, a process catalyzed by the sulfate-reducing bacteria. As *At. caldus* is a sulphur-oxidising bacterium it is not clear why a sulfite reductase gene should be present on pTC-F14
Figure 2.4: Multiple sequence alignment of the amino acid sequence of invertase/recombinase-like ORF20.8 and homologs (invertase/recombinase like proteins) obtained during a BLASTX database similarity search. A. Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri str. 306 (NP_644789.1); B. Aeromonas punctata (CAG15093.1); C. Pseudomonas aeruginosa (AAP22617.1); D. Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris str. ATCC 33913 (NP_637000.1). Accession numbers are given in brackets.
or on its chromosome. It may be that ORF17.4 protein might have a similar protein domain, motif or functional region to the proteins in the sulphate reductase family. To inspect the integrity of the PropSearch results of both searches the amino acid sequences of various family members of both families were obtained from the SwissProt database and used in two separate multiple alignment operations between the amino acid sequence of ORF17.4, one for each possible family. An alignment between members of the reductase family of enzymes and ORF17.4 did not reveal any significant relationships (homology) to support the results of the PropSearch (data not shown). However, the alignment using members of cyanate hydratase family yielded a result where more identity between these family members and the ORF17.4 protein was visible. The alignment is shown in Fig 2.5. A secondary structure prediction was done using SOPMA and is shown in Fig 2.6.

Adjacent to ORF17.4 we detected a complete ORF of 286 amino acids. This ORF was named ORF33.2 and has a predicted molecular weight of 33169 Da. The predicted protein sequence of ORF33.2 gave relatively weak similarity and identity to approximately one third of the amino acid sequence of an aminotransferase. This level of similarity was considered to be below the threshold (Rost et al, 1997). It was therefore considered to be insufficient to assign this a likely function of the putative protein. The ORF33 protein has been placed in putative family of aminoglycoside 3'-phosphotransferase. The PropSearch algorithm predicts a 94% chance of the ORF33 protein belonging to this family of aminoglycoside transferases. This family of proteins provides resistance to the kanamycin and structurally related aminoglycosides, by inactivating kanamycin through phosphorylation in the presence of ATP. An amino acid sequence alignment between ORF33.2 and several members of this protein family were made and although the identity was weak, a few conserved amino acids could be detected. The level of significance hereof is unclear and the data is not presented here. A comparison of the predicted secondary structures of ORF33 protein and the (259 amino acid) neomycin-kanamycin phosphotransferase, type VI of Acinetobacter baumannii are depicted in Fig 2.7. Although there are minor regional similarities between the two proteins, it is clear that these two proteins are not related. This is confirmed through the weak amino acid similarity obtained during the multiple alignments between ORF33.2 and members of the aminoglycoside transferases.
Figure 2.5: Multiple alignment between the ORF17.4 protein and members of the cyanate hydratase family of proteins. A. *Synechocystis* sp. strain PCC6803 (Q55367); B. *Synechococcus* sp strain PCC7942 (Q59948); C. *Anabaena* sp strain PCC7120 (P58703); D. *Synechococcus* sp strain WH8102 (Q7U3E2); E. *Prochlorococcus marinus* subsp pastoris strain CCMP1378 (Q7V2UO); F. *Mycobacterium paratuberculosis* (P61192). Swiss-Prot accession numbers are given in brackets.
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Figure 2.6: Secondary structure prediction of the predicted protein of ORF17.4. A. Statistical representation; B. Diagramatic illustration
Figure 2.7: Comparison of the predicted secondary protein structure (SOPMA) of ORF30.2, shown in A, and the predicted neomycin-kanamycin phosphotransferase type VI of *Acinetobacter baumannii*, shown in B.
Downstream of ORF33.2 was an ORF of 404 amino acids (46188 Da). This ORF had highest sequence identity and similarity to the transposase of an insertion sequence, ISAtfe1, previously identified in *At. ferroxidans* (Holmes et al., 2001). The ORf has subsequently been named ISAtc1. The high sequence similarity and identity observed (Table 2.3) has triggered further research into the biology of this mobile element. This is the focus of research of the next chapter (Chapter 3) and data of the analysis of this ISAtc1 is presented there.

Adjacent to ISAtc1 we detected a small ORF of 86 amino acids with a molecular weight of 9485 Da. This ORF, ORF9.5 gave no meaningful similarity using the BLASTX program and a PropSearch. No significant motifs, conserved domains or regions could be detected.

### 2.4. Discussion

In nature, bacteria are often confronted with environmental conditions they can only survive with the help of plasmids. Numerous plasmids encode accessory genes that allow cell adaptations to variations in environmental conditions and subsequent survival and propagation. These phenotypic traits conferred by the plasmids may be selected for by these environmental conditions and in the absence of these selective pressures the plasmids may be subsequently lost, because of the metabolic burden plasmids place on its host. These traits are thought of being accessory and allow cell survival only under certain hostile environments but are otherwise not essential for cell growth. These phenotypic traits can be transferred horizontally to a related or different species and thus cohabit cells with different chromosomal and plasmid genes (Eberhard, 1989). Movement of genes between chromosomes and plasmids has been documented to be mediated by transposons, insertion elements, bacteriophages and also integrating plasmids. Thus, bacteria have an access to collection of disposable genes, which is called the horizontal gene pool. Housekeeping genes have been argued to be more advantageous to carry on the chromosomal DNA. All the same it would not be surprising to discover genes on plasmids which would otherwise not been expected to be found on plasmids. Plasmids studied and characterized in the greatest detail have largely come from organic environments. Molecular genetic studies on microbes from low pH, inorganic environments are a relatively young field of study. These microbes occupy a highly specialized ecological niche (i.e. a highly acid, mineral rich, inorganic environment) so it is of particular interest to discover the mobile genes participating in the horizontal gene pool of this environment and whether it is an isolated gene pool. We specifically attempted to discover what accessory genes are carried on pTC-F14.
In this study no accessory genes conferring a known phenotype were detected. In this respect the analysis of the accessory gene area has been disappointing. Despite considerable computational efforts to characterize or find structural or functional regions, the possible functions for the protein products of ORF9.5, ORF13, ORF33.2 and ORF17.4 remains elusive. These proteins could possibly be advantageous to the cell but the function of the putative proteins remains to be discovered. One of these ORFs, ORF17.4 has shown significant similarity to a wide range of hypothetical proteins found in a variety of bacteria. This may indicate the likelihood of the discovery of the function of the ORF17.4 protein. Where no significant BLAST hits were obtained as was the case with these ORFS a bioinformatics approach was applied. These analyses were not very successful in gaining more significant information on the proteins in question. Bioinformatics are documented to be a powerful tool for analyzing protein and DNA sequence, for the functional assignment of genes and protein classification. The main problem with bioinformatics is the uncertainty of which software to use and how to obtain scientifically valid answers. However, considering the great amount of time and effort that is committed into the cloning and sequencing of foreign genes, it might be worth spending some time on the computational analyses of macromolecular sequences. There is much confusion surrounding certain bioinformatics tools as some of the free available software on the World Wide Web does not come with sufficient documentation or guidelines as to how to interpret your result, or how to best utilize the software to obtain a valid answer. Nothing concrete can be deduced from the bioinformatics analyses done on ORF17.4, ORF13 and ORF33.2.

Based on the database similarity search results it is clear that ORF20.8 codes for an invertase/recombinase like protein. These enzymes catalyses specialized recombination reactions, resulting in the alternating inversion of a single segment of DNA, which can generate one of two possible phenotypic traits (Johnson, 2002). These DNA inversions often function to help adapt a population or portion of a population to a sudden change in environmental conditions. These reactions have been termed programmed DNA rearrangements because they benefit the host under certain conditions. These inversion systems control gene expression by switching either coding sequences, the orientation of a promoter, or both. Similar enzymes are found encoded by DNA from a wide variety of organisms and this property is not specifically associated with the environment of \textit{At. caldus}. An analysis of ISAtc1 is the subject of Chapter 3.
3. Chapter 3: Partial characterization of ISAtcI from plasmid pTC-F14, a new member of the ISL3 family of insertion sequences*
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3.1. Introduction

The presence of insertion sequence (IS) elements as natural components of bacterial genomes has been firmly established in biology. IS elements are the simplest transposable elements which generally encode only protein(s) involved in their transposition, e.g. the transposase (Tpase). They form a diverse group of small, compact mobile units of DNA with the ability to translocate from one non-homologous site to another within a DNA molecule (intra-molecular transposition) or between different DNA molecules (inter-molecular transposition) with various degrees of specificity. These elements have long been recognized for their ability to mediate a variety of genetic effects on the host chromosome. These include chromosomal rearrangements such as deletions, duplications, inversions and replicon fusions (Chapter 1). In addition to these rearrangement abilities they have also been recognized for the ability to influence gene expression, either by reducing the expression or inactivating the genes downstream of their insertion points (polar mutations or insertional inactivations) or by providing promoters that increase the transcription of the downstream genes (activation of silent genes) (Galas and Chandler, 1989). Some IS elements can form composite transposons, where two copies of an IS element flank a DNA region and by jumping in unison the interstitial DNA is rendered mobile. Various genes have been identified that are associated with composite transposons, e.g. resistance, catabolic or pathogenic genes. By hitchhiking on other mobile elements such as a prophage or transmissible plasmids they can move horizontally between species and play an important role in the dissemination and acquisition of accessory genes. This allows IS elements to become distributed in a wide range of bacteria and it is these properties that indicate that IS elements could play a fundamental role in the adaptive evolution of bacteria by facilitating in horizontal gene transfer and in internal genetic rearrangements in the genome. It would be of special interest to discover whether the behavior of IS elements in the bacterial genome has contributed to the adaptation of bacteria to extreme environments such as the low pH, inorganic biomining environments. Besides the evolutionary interest in studying IS elements, they are also important to the molecular biologist and genome annotators. Several Biotechnology companies feature mobile-DNA based products in their catalogs (Boeke, 2002). The composite transposons Tn5 and Tn10 are currently being commercially exploited as sequencing tools. IS elements are also employed to knock out gene function by causing insertional inactivations. The analyses of the phenotypic effects of these insertional inactivations in a well characterized host-background could lead to a possible discovery of the function of the inactivated gene.

As a result of recent advancements in DNA sequence and analysis technologies there has been a burst in the increase in numbers of IS elements discovered. To date, the current IS database
(http://www-is.biotoul.fr) recognize 19 families of IS elements based on differences within the conserved features of these elements. These criteria have been mentioned in Chapter 1 and will be briefly mentioned here. They include the following: IS open reading frame (ORF) organization; conserved signature motifs among Tpases; similarities of inverted repeats (IRs) and length of target site duplications (Mahillon and Chandler, 1998). It should be noted however, that a target-sequence-dependent site preference has not been demonstrated for some members, while other members appear to transpose in a random manner. Each family is named after the prototype member of the group. These 19 families contain more than 800 insertion sequences isolated from 86 genera representing 196 bacterial species of both eubacteria and archaea. Despite the considerable diversity amongst IS elements they share several structural features. They are usually between 800 and 2500 base pairs (bp) long and contain a gene encoding for the Tpase, which is flanked by terminal IRs. These IRs are between 10 to 40 bp and although they serve as sites for recognition and cleavage by the Tpase in transposition reactions, some IS elements have been identified that lack these terminal structures. During the transposition process most IS elements generate short directly repeats of the target DNA at their point of insertions. The chemical reactions, the mechanisms of transposition and the enzymology of the transposition process have all been described in Chapter 1.

In this study the identification and partial characterization of ISAtc1 present on pTC-F14 isolated from *At. caldus* is reported. A computational analysis of ISAtc1 and the proposal that it is a new member of the ISL3 family of IS elements is presented. Also demonstrated is that ISAtc1 is present in multiple copies in the genome in three local *At. caldus* isolates but not in three foreign strains. An attempt was made to show that ISAtc1 has the ability form a cointegrate-like structure within *E. coli*.

3.2. Materials and Methods

**Bacterial strains, plasmids, media and growth conditions**

The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are shown in Table 3.1. *E. coli* strains were grown in either Luria-Bertani broth or on LA plates (Sambrook *et al.*, 1989) at 37°C and supplemented with antibiotics at the following concentrations as required: ampicillin (Amp), 100 µg/ml; chloramphenicol (Cm), 34 µg/ml; streptomycin (Str), 50 µg/ml; and nalidixic acid (Nal), 50 µg/ml. *At. caldus* strain f was cultured in tetrathionate medium which was made from a mineral salts solution containing the following (grams per liter): (NH₄)₂SO₄, 3.0; KCl, 0.1;
K₂HPO₄, 0.5; MgSO₄·7H₂O, 0.5; Ca(NO₃)₂·4H₂O, 0.014; Na₂SO₄, 1.45. The pH was adjusted to pH 2.5 with H₂SO₄ and the mixture was autoclaved. The trace element solution used contained the following (milligrams per liter): ZnSO₄·7H₂O, 10.0; CuSO₄·5H₂O, 1.0; MnSO₄·4H₂O, 1.0; CoCl₂·6H₂O, 0.5; Cr₂(SO₄)₃·15H₂O, 0.5; Na₂B₄O₇·10H₂O, 0.5; NaMoO₄·2H₂O, 0.5. This mixture was also autoclaved and 1ml was added per liter. Filter-sterilized K₂S₂O₆ (tetrathionate) was added to a final concentration of 10mM, and the pH was adjusted to 2.5 with H₂SO₄. The final growth medium was sparged with CO₂-enriched (2%, vol/vol) air. *At. caldus* was grown at 37°C with constant shaking.

**DNA techniques**

Plasmid preparation, restriction endonuclease digestions, gel electrophoresis, ligations, bacterial transformations and hybridization experiments were carried out by standard methods (Sambrook *et al.*, 1989). The labeling of probes, hybridization and detection was performed by using the dioxigenin-dUTP non-radioactive DNA labeling and detection system (Roche Molecular Biochemicals). Hybridization was done at 40°C in Easy Hyb (Roche Molecular Biochemicals) followed by two non-stringent washes at 25°C (in 2 X SSC, 0.1%SDS) and two stringent washes at 65°C (0.1 X SSC, 0.1% SDS).

**Harvesting of At. caldus cells and preparation of chromosomal DNA**

Cells were recovered by centrifugation and washed three times in acidified water (pH1.8). Each wash step was followed by a process of low- and high-speed centrifugation. This was to remove all the extraneous sulphur species attached to the cells. Washed cell pellets were resuspended in TE (0.01M Tris, 0.001M EDTA)-0.15M NaCl (pH7.6) buffer. Cells resuspended in TE-NaCl (pH7.6) buffer were used for the preparation of chromosomal DNA as described by Breed *et al* (1999). Chromosomal DNA was derived from six different strains of *At. caldus* (Table 3.1).

**Construction of plasmids**

An 1810-bp EcoRI-SphI fragment containing ISAtc1 (Fig 2.2, Chapter 2 and Appendix one) was cloned into the *E. coli* non-mobilizable plasmid pUC19 and the resulting plasmid was designated pUC19-ISAtc1. An internal 300-bp Stul-BglII fragment of ISAtc1 was subsequently
used as probe in Southern Blot experiments for the detection of the presence of ISAtc1 in transconjugants and in *At. caldus* chromosomal DNA.

**Conjugation experiments**

Transposition insertions into target plasmids were obtained by a mating-out assay using *E. coli* S17.1 and CSH56 as the donor and recipient strains respectively. To ensure that all insertion events were unique, each mating experiment was carried out with a single colony from independent transformations of the donor strain. The donor and recipient cells were cultured separately overnight with appropriate antibiotic selection. Cells were washed four times with 0.85% (wt/vol) NaCl solution and mixed in a donor/recipient ratio of 1:10. An LA plate without antibiotics was spotted with 100 µl of this mixture and incubated at 37°C for 2 hrs without agitation. The agar plug containing the mating mixture, was excised, suspended in 5ml of 0.85% NaCl solution, and vigorously shaken to dislodge mating cells. Cells were pelleted by a 2-min spin in a micro-centrifuge, resuspended and washed in 1ml 0.85% NaCl solution. The washing steps were repeated 5 times to remove extracellular β-lactamase and prevent growth of satellite colonies at low dilutions. Suitable dilutions were plated onto media that selected for the donor and transconjugant cells. The presence of ISAtc1 in the transconjugants was detected through Southern hybridization (as mentioned above).

**Computational analysis**

The nucleotide sequence of ISAtc1 was inspected using mainly the PC-based DNAMAN program (version 4.1) from Lynnon BioSoft. Putative promoter regions were detected through visual inspection and by using the web-based promoter prediction software (http://www.fruitfly.org/seq_tools/promotor.html). The BLASTP software (Altschul *et al*, 1997) was used to compare the deduced protein sequences with the non-redundant database entries at the server of the National Center of Biotechnology Information. A BLASTP search was also performed to compare the deduced amino acid sequence of ISAtc1 with the sequences deposited at the Insertion Sequence database hosted at http://www-is.biotoul.fr. Phylogenetic trees were constructed first by extracting the various IS Tpase sequences, identified by BLAST, from the general IS database and subsequently performing a multiple sequence alignment using the ClustalW software at the EMBL-EBI server and selecting for the PHYLO data output format. By using the PHYLODRAW program (version 0.8) this data was used to construct a cladogram. The data of the multiple alignment performed using the ClustalW method were
manually assessed and shaded using the Genedoc Multiple Sequence Alignment Editor and Shading Utility (version 2.6.002) by Karl Nicholas. The alignment of the inverted repeats nucleotide sequence and the helix-turn-helix amino acid sequences were done using DNAMAN. Inspection of Tpase sequences for the potential to form HTH motifs were predicted by using the NPSA prediction service (http://npsa-pbil.ibcp.fr/). Secondary structures of Tpase proteins were analyzed using the PSIPRED software (http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/).

**Nucleotide sequence accession number**

The sequence reported here has been deposited in the EMBL-GenBank database under accession no. NC_004734.

**Table 3.1**: Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacterial strain or plasmid</th>
<th>Genotype or description</th>
<th>Source or reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH5a</td>
<td>F'endA1 hsdR17(π- m+) supE44 thi-1 recA1 gyrA(Nal') relA1 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169 (p80lacΔ(lacZ)M15) supE44 thi-1 relA1 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169 (p80lacΔ(lacZ)M15)</td>
<td>Promega Corp., Madison, Wisconsin, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S17.1</td>
<td>recA pro hsdR (RP4-2 Tc::Mu Km::Tn7)</td>
<td>Simon et al, 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSH56</td>
<td>F' ara Δ(lac pro) supD nalA thi</td>
<td>Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>At. caldus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘f’</td>
<td>Nickel pilot plant, Billiton, Randburg, South Africa</td>
<td>Own laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>Fairview mine, Barberton, South Africa</td>
<td>Own laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNG</td>
<td>Arsenopyrite pilot plant, UCT</td>
<td>Murray Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-SH12</td>
<td>Continuous bioreactor, Brisbane, Australia</td>
<td>Kevin Hallberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC13</td>
<td>Birch Coppice, Warwickshire, UK</td>
<td>Hallberg and Lindström, 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KU</td>
<td>Kingsbury coal spoil, UK</td>
<td>Hallberg and Lindström, 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM8584</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plasmids</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pUC19</td>
<td>Amp' lacZ'; ColE1 replicon, cloning vector</td>
<td>Yanisch-Perron <em>et al.</em>, 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pUC19-</td>
<td>Amp' lacZ'; A 2557-bp BamHI/EcoRI fragment containing</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAte1</td>
<td>ISAte1 from pTC-F14 cloned into pUC19 digested with BamHI and EcoRI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSUP106</td>
<td>Cm' Te', mobilizable</td>
<td>Priefer <em>et al.</em>, 1985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Results

3.3.1. Nucleotide sequence analysis of ISAtc1

During the nucleotide sequence analysis of the accessory gene region of pTC-F14 (Chapter 2) an open reading frame (ORF) with significant identities to those encoding transposases (Tpase) was detected. Through visual inspection it was discovered that the sequence surrounding the Tpase gene was found to fulfill the criteria required for bacterial insertion sequence (IS) elements. We designated the IS element discovered here, ISAtc1.

A fully annotated nucleotide sequence and the predicted amino acid (aa) sequence of ISAtc1 is presented in Appendix One as well as in Fig 3.1. It should be noted however, to assist in presentation here, the sequence in Fig 3.1 is the reverse complementary sequence of ISAtc1 relative to the sequence in Appendix one. A reversed physical map of accessory gene region containing ISAtc1 is also included in Fig 3.1 for this purpose. ISAtc1 is 1,303 base pairs (bp) long and is flanked on both sides by imperfectly conserved 26 bp terminal inverted repeats (IRs). The left and right inverted repeats (IRL and IRR) differ by 6 bp. The G+C content of ISAtc1 is 56% which is fairly low compared to the 63.9% G+C content of Acidithiobacillus caldus (Hallberg and Lindström, 1994). This implies that ISAtc1 is a recent addition to the At. caldus genome. Only one ORF, encoding for the Tpase, could be detected using DNAMAN. The Tpase ORF is 1,215 bps long and spans almost the entire length of ISAtc1. It starts with an ATG codon 74 nucleotides (nt) downstream of the IRL and ends with a TGA stop codon at position 1289, 10 bps inside the IRR. Putative promoter sequences were detected through visual inspection and resembled that of the RNA polymerase $\sigma^{70}$-type consensus sequence TTGACAN$_{16-18}$TATAAT. The -35 promoter hexamer 5′-TCGTCAT-3′ is located 7 bps within the IRL and is separated by a 18-nt-long spacer sequence from the -10 promoter sequence 5′-TAAAT-3′. A putative ribosomal binding site resembling a typical Shine-Dalgarno sequence, 5′-AGGAG-3′ is located 7 bps upstream of the Tpase ATG start codon. A potential outwardly directed -35 promoter sequence 5′-ATGAA-3′ (4/6 consensus), identified on the basis of similarity to ISAfe1 of Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans, lies at position 1285, 12 bps from the 3′ end of IRR (Holmes et al, 2001). Visual inspection of the sequence both upstream and downstream of the terminal IRs did not reveal the presence of an obvious direct target repeat which is a characteristic generated upon insertion during many transposition processes.
Figure 3.1: A. Physical map of the accessory gene region of pTC-F14 coding for ISAtc\(^1\). B. Annotated sequence of ISAtc\(^1\) (1,303 bp). The amino acid sequence of the Tpase encoded by ISAtc\(^1\) is shown below the nucleotide sequence. The right and left terminal inverted repeats are labeled and indicated in bold. The putative ribosomal binding site (RBS) is shaded and promoter regions are boxed. The stop and start codons of ISAtc\(^1\) Tpase are labeled and shaded.
3.3.2. Homology of ISAtc1 Tpase to Tpases of other IS elements

A preliminary BLASTP search of the non-redundant GenBank-EMBL database with the predicted amino acid sequence of the Tpase of ISAtc1 revealed a number of highly similar transposases of bacterial IS elements and Tpases present on the genome of various bacteria. Table 3.2 lists the highest BLASTP results. The most closely related Tpase are from the bacterial insertion element ISAfe1 isolated from a related biomining bacterium Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans. Some of the chromosomally located Tpases showing homology to the ISAct1 Tpase have not been formally documented to be part of a simple bacterial insertion sequence. ISAfe1 from At. ferrooxidans has been documented to be a member of the ISL3 family of bacterial insertion sequences (Holmes et al, 2001). From the BLAST results it is clear that the putative Tpase coded by ISAtc1, found on pTC-F14, is clearly a close relative of ISAfe1. These two insertion sequences show high homology not only between their respective Tpases on both amino acid and nucleotide level, but also in terms of their terminal inverted repeats, as will be seen below. However, these elements are not identical diverging by more than 5% and more than 10% in their amino acid and nucleotide sequences respectively (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). They also show distinct differences in their respective restriction endonuclease maps (data not shown) as well as in the iso-electric points (pI) of their Tpases (see below, section 3.3.3). As expected from the high similarity and identity to ISAfe1, ISAtc1 is also a member of the ISL3 family of insertion sequences. The IS element ISAe1 present on the genome of Ralstonia eutrophus (previously known as Alcaligenes eutrophus) is also classified as an ISL3 family member. This further supports the idea that ISAtc1 is an ISL3 member.

This idea was further strengthened when a BLASTP search of the current general IS database using the ISAtc1 Tpase as the query sequence revealed homology only to members of the ISL3 family of IS elements. ISAfe1 sequence was very recently deposited at this database and again shared the highest identity and similarity similar to that obtained from a BLASTP search of GenBank-EMBL database (Table 3.2). ISAe1 showed the second highest identity/similarity. Only the top ten highest BLASTP results of the IS Database search are summarized in Table 3.3. ISAtc1 also displayed motifs similar to the Tpase sequences of rest of the ISL3 family members. A list includes the following, with the host (origin) and sequence accession numbers or Pubmed reference given in parentheses. (It should be noted that in cases where no accession numbers are available, these sequences have not been deposited in the GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ databases but have been directly submitted to the IS database): IS1096 (Mycobacterium smegmatis ATCC607; M76495), IS1411 (Pseudomonas sp. EST1001; M57500) , ISPsp2
Table 3.2: Homology of ISAct1 Tpase with the most closely related sequences in the GenBank-EMBL databases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most closely related Tpase</th>
<th>Length (aa)</th>
<th>No. of aa acids compared</th>
<th>% Identity/ Similarity</th>
<th>BLAST E value</th>
<th>Reference/NCBI Accession no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISAFe1 from Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>92/95</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>AAB07489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanosarcina acetivorans strain C2A</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>47/66</td>
<td>e^-112</td>
<td>NP_617312.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanosarcina acetivorans strain C2A</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>47/66</td>
<td>e^-109</td>
<td>NP_618857.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanosarcina Barkeri str. fusaro</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>45/65</td>
<td>2e^-91</td>
<td>ZP_00296546.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanococcoides burtonii DSM 6242</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>39/63</td>
<td>9e^-91</td>
<td>ZP_00149031.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideonella dechloratans</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>43/58</td>
<td>2e^-86</td>
<td>CAD97446.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAe1 from Ralstonia eutropha</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>41/59</td>
<td>2e^-83</td>
<td>AAP85854.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISDvu5 from Desulfovibrio vulgaris subsp. vulgaris</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>37/57</td>
<td>6e^-74</td>
<td>YP_011233.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorobium tepidum TLS</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>41/55</td>
<td>5e^-64</td>
<td>NP_663030.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorobium tepidum TLS</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>30/51</td>
<td>2e^-70</td>
<td>NP_661418.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanococcoides burtonii DSM 6242</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>35/58</td>
<td>7e^-79</td>
<td>ZP_00149383.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3.3: Comparison of ISAtc/I with some insertion elements reported to be members of the ISL3 family elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS element</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Pubmed Reference/ EmBL Accession no.</th>
<th>Length of Tpase (aa)</th>
<th>(%) Identity/similarity (part of protein)(^b)</th>
<th>Blast E Value</th>
<th>Length of IR (bp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISAfe1</td>
<td>Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans ATCC 19859</td>
<td>U66426 404</td>
<td>92/95 (404)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAe1</td>
<td>Ralstonia eutropha H1-4</td>
<td>M86608 408</td>
<td>41/59 (395)</td>
<td>2e⁻⁸³</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBlo6</td>
<td>Bifidobacterium longum NCC2705 Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans</td>
<td>NC_004307 411</td>
<td>42/57 (399)</td>
<td>1e⁻⁸⁵</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IST445(^a) aa2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y18309 177</td>
<td>60/62 (133)</td>
<td>8e⁻¹²</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBma1</td>
<td>Burkholderia mallei</td>
<td>AF285635 386</td>
<td>27/44 (363)</td>
<td>1e⁻¹¹</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISRso15</td>
<td>Ralstonia solanacearum Bordetella parapertussis B24 Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans</td>
<td>NC_003295 406</td>
<td>26/34 (380)</td>
<td>9e⁻¹¹</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS1001</td>
<td>Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans</td>
<td>X66858 406</td>
<td>26/34 (349)</td>
<td>8e⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IST445 aa3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y18309 130</td>
<td>45/59 (130)</td>
<td>1e⁻¹²</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBli1</td>
<td>Brevibacterium linens</td>
<td>AF052055 436</td>
<td>26/40 (378)</td>
<td>5e⁻¹⁸</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAsp1</td>
<td>Anabaena sp. PCC7120</td>
<td>U13767 407</td>
<td>25/48 (263)</td>
<td>2e⁻¹⁸</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IST445 aa1</td>
<td>Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans</td>
<td>Y18309 85</td>
<td>56/61 (84)</td>
<td>3e⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS652</td>
<td>Bacillus halodurans C-125</td>
<td>NC_002570 404</td>
<td>22/42 (344)</td>
<td>6e⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) IST445 contains three open reading frames which is thought to constitute the Tpase (Chakraborty et al, 1997). Each polypeptide is designated with an aa extension and a corresponding number to indicate the ORF encoding it.

\(^{b}\) number in brackets indicates the number of amino acids over which the percentage identity/similarity was obtained.

To illustrate the phylogenetic relationships between ISAtc/I and the current ISL3 family members a cladogram based on the multiple alignments of the amino acid sequences of the Tpases of all the members of the ISL3 family was constructed, as shown in Fig 3.2. The tree was constructed via the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) hosted at the EMBL server (European Molecular Biology Laboratory) by using the ClustalW programme. The PHYLIP output data format was selected and by using PHYLODRAW v0.82 this data was used to construct the cladogram. As reported before, the elements fall into three deeply branching groups (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). The cladogram demonstrates that the Tpases of ISAtc/I, ISAfeI, ISAeI, IS1096, IS489 and ISPst2 are more closely related to each other then to the rest of the other Tpases.
3.3.3. **ISAtc1 Tpase structure analysis**

The translated sequence of the Tpase of ISAtc1 encodes a polypeptide of 404 amino acid residues and has a deduced molecular weight 46188 Da. The putative protein has a moderately high content of basic amino acids with arginine (R), lysine (L) and histidine (H) constituting
17.33% of the amino acids in the protein, and has a theoretical isoelectric point (pI) of 8.20. This pI is relatively low in comparison to the pI values observed for other Tpases (Galas and Chandler, 1989) but the data is consistent with the function of Tpases in DNA binding. This feature is characteristic of Tpases from IS elements.

A multiple sequence alignment of the amino acid sequences of the Tpases of ISAtc1, ISAfe1, ISAe1, ISBlo6 and IST445 was done using the ClustalW program, as shown in Fig 3.3. These IS elements showed the highest identity and similarity in their primary amino acid sequences to ISAtc1 during a BLASTP search of the IS database (Table 3.3) and was subsequently selected for alignment purposes. It should be noted that ISL3 is the prototypical member of the SL3 family of IS elements and is the best characterized element of this family in terms of the conserved motifs in its primary amino acid sequence, and is therefore included in the alignments as a control to assist in the discovery of similar conserved motifs. An alignment of all members of the ISL3 family was done, but the data set is too large to present here. The alignment revealed that several amino acids residues were strongly conserved in corresponding positions along the entire protein with most of the conservation being observed in the C-terminal region of these Tpases, from positions 165 onward. This shows that all the elements examined are closely related to one another and supports the assumption that ISAtc1 is a member of the ISL3 family. Despite the prevalence of the overall basic amino acids in Tpases, three critical acidic amino acid residues (two aspartate and one glutamate residue) have been shown to form a catalytic triad and have been shown through sequence analysis to be present in the Tpases of various bacterial insertion sequences. This triad, known as the DDE motif, has also been identified in retroviral integrases and in the bacteriophage Mu Tpase. The importance of this triad has been shown through directed mutagenesis and is intimately involved in catalysis where it is devoted to the coordination of the divalent metal ions that assist the various reactions that underlie the cutting and joining events of the transposition process (Chapter 1; Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). Based on a multiple alignment of Tpases from the various families of bacterial insertion sequences, retroviral integrases and bacteriophage Mu (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002), the position of the two aspartate residues and one glutamate residue constituting the DDE motif of ISL3 has been identified. This served as basis in discovering a putative DDE motif for ISAtc1. For ISAtc1 a putative DDE motif is seen at positions 161 (D161), 237 (D237) and 364 (E364). ISAfe1 also contains a putative DDE motif in identical positions as that seen for ISAtc1. Although a number of Tpases and integrases have a characteristic DD(35)E arrangement, the spacing of the second aspartate and glutamate is larger (ca. 124 amino acids) in the ISL3 family members (data not shown). From the alignment it is
evident that this motif is conserved within the primary sequence of both ISAeI and ISBlo6. Even though the perfectly conserved D residue at position 181 is the most C-terminal D residue it has been established that the D residue forming part of the DE peptide (position 161 in ISAtcI) present in 39 of the 45 members of the ISL3 family is the first D residue of the DDE motif. Various conserved amino acid residues surrounding (upstream and downstream of) the D, D and E residues of the DDE triad are evident from the alignment. This further supports the idea of these proposed amino acid residues constituting the DDE motif in ISAtcI, and has previously been documented to be part of three conserved regions of the Tpase protein; i.e. the N2, N3 and C1 regions which encompasses the D, D and E residues respectively. A striking conservation observed on all six Tpase sequences compared in Fig 3.3, is the R-F-H-L(V)-M(V) motif surrounding the D240 which may prove to have a important function during the transposition process. Several highly conserved amino acid residues upstream and downstream of the E364 (position in ISAtcI) are also apparent. This includes the perfectly conserved L363 (leucine) upstream of E364. In several Tpases a conserved K (lysine) or R (arginine) residue approximately seven residues downstream from the E residue has been reported and has been shown to interact with the terminal base pairs of the terminal inverted repeats of the several IS elements (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). This conservation is not evident from the alignment shown in Fig 3.3. However, ISL3 contains a K (K391) residue seven amino acids downstream of its E residue (E384). It has been reported by Berger and Haas (2001) that this K residue is present in only a few IS elements but suggested that other basic or polar residues at this position might play the same role as the K residue. In the corresponding positions in ISAtcI, ISAfeI, ISAeI and ISBlo6 the K residue is absent but a polar glutamine (Q) residue is present. A highly conserved K-A-R-G-Y-R downstream of the E364 could be seen as well a G-K-L-D-L-R(K) motif located at the end of the Tpases. The N2(D) and N3(D) regions of Tpases from other IS elements have been shown to each contain a β-sheet and the C1(E) region to contain an α-helix. This could not be identified for ISAtcI using the PSIPRED protein secondary structure prediction server. No obvious DDE motif could be detected for IST445. Although the DDE motif has directly been implicated in the joining and cutting reactions, not all IS elements exhibit a well defined DDE motif and appear to have a different mechanism of transposition. Whether this is the case for IST445 is not known.

Unlike the C-terminal region, containing the highly conserved DDE motif and surrounding amino acids, the N-terminal region is not as strongly conserved. The C-terminal contains the DNA-binding function of the Tpase which plays a role in the binding of both the terminal IRs and possibly the target DNA during the transposition. Different IS elements carry IRs which
differ in their nucleotide sequences and this might require different arrangements of amino acids in the DNA binding domain. A comparison of the IRs of the IS elements aligned in Fig 3.3 is shown in Fig 3.4 and a number of similarities can be found. The right terminal IRs seem to be the best conserved in their nucleotide sequences and in particular the heptanucleotide sequence, AAGAGCC, at the end of the IRRs is conspicuous as is the terminal heptanucleotide, CGCTCTT, in the IRL. The terminal two base pairs of the IRL and IRR have been shown to be important in catalysis. This conservation of the terminal base pairs of the IRs might possibly point to a potentially similar catalytic step in the transposition process. The presence of the DNA-binding domain located in the N-terminal region is a common characteristic amongst Tpases and the presence of a Helix-turn-Helix (HTH) motif and/or Zinc Finger (ZF) motif and/or Leucine Zipper motifs have been reported to be present in various IS elements.

Analysis of the N-terminal region of ISAtc1 for its potential to form HTH motifs has been performed using the NPSA prediction service (http://npsa-pbil.ibcp.fr/) and predicted that ISAtc1 contains a HTH motif at position 117-139. However, the probability of ISAtc1 carrying a HTH motif at this position is given as very low. ISAfe1, ISAe1, ISBl06, IST445 and ISL3 were also analyzed for the presence of a HTH motif and the results are shown in Fig 3.5. The probability for ISAe1 and ISL3 carrying a HTH motif is 25 and 100% respectively as determined by the NPSA server. The probability of ISBl06 and IST445 carrying a HTH motif is very low but is included here for the purpose of being complete. Inspection of the alignment reveals some degree of amino acid conservation. Most of the conservation is seen in the first helix (helix 1) in particular the perfectly conserved A (alanine) residue. Helix 1 is thought to ensure the maintenance of the structure of the DNA-binding motif (Rousseau et al., 2004). Helix 2 on the other hand is involved in nucleotide sequence discrimination and binding and this might explain the weak conservation in this region which is possibly dictated by the difference in the nucleotide sequence of the terminal IRs of these elements. Helix 2 appears to be more basic than helix 1 which is consistent with helix 2 being concerned with DNA binding. Interestingly the perfectly conserved A residue seen in helix 1 is highly conserved in 39 of the 45 members of the ISL3 family and suggests that this residue performs an important function in the stabilization of the DNA-binding motif. No putative ZF or LZ motifs could be detected for ISAtc1.
**Figure 3.3**: Multiple sequence alignment of the Tpase amino acid sequences of ISAtc1, ISAfel, ISAc1, ISBlo6, IST45 and ISL3. For information of the respective accession numbers and original host refer to Table 3.3. The D, D and E residues constituting the DDE motif is labeled and boxed. Other conserved motifs are labeled.
Additional well conserved motifs in the N-terminal region include the highly conserved G-S-R-F and the highly conserved P-V-H-D-T motifs located at positions 44 and 57 respectively. Other highly conserved residues are also evident from the alignment in Fig 3.3.
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**Figure 3.4:** Sequence alignment of the IRs of ISAtc1, ISAfe1, ISAe1, ISBlo6, IST445 and ISL3. For information of the respective accession numbers and original host refer to Table 3.3.
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**Figure 3.5:** Sequence alignment of the predicted HTH motifs of ISAtc1, ISAef1, ISAe1, ISBlo6, IST445 and ISL3. For information of the respective accession numbers and original host refer to Table 3.3.

### 3.3.4. Genomic distribution of ISAtc1 in six *At. caldus* strains

In order to ascertain whether ISAtc1 elements are as widespread amongst *At. caldus* strains as ISAfe1 is amongst *At. ferrooxidans* strains (Holmes *et al.*, 2001), we used the Southern hybridization technique. Genomic DNA was prepared from six *At caldus* strains, two of which originated from Europe, one from Australia and three from South Africa (Table 3.1). *BamHI* does not cut inside ISAtc1, thus Southern Hybridization was carried out in which *BamHI* digested genomic DNA was hybridized to a labeled probe prepared from ISAtc1. The result is shown in Fig 3.6. The three South African isolates of *At. caldus* gave positive signals for ISAtc1, but not the three foreign strains. Bands similar in size are apparent but clear differences
in banding patterns are also visible in the three South African isolates. Approximately 11-15 bands were obtained for each of the South African isolates, which suggest that multiple copies of ISAtc1-like sequences are present on the chromosome of these isolates. Because ISAtc1 harbor no internal BamHI restriction endonuclease sites, we estimate that there are about 11-16 copies of ISAtc1-like sequences present on the chromosome of these local isolates. However, this is not an accurate estimation because bands showing higher intensity hybridization signals may contain two (or more) copies of ISAtc1-like sequences on the same fragment. On the other hand, bands showing low intensity hybridization signals may contain truncated copies of ISAtc1-like sequences and thus may be an overestimation of ISAtc1-like sequence copy number. The three local strains are partly related as they have some common hybridization fragments but others that differ. This implies that these strains have a degree of restriction site conservation for BamHI. Bands not shared between these isolates may result from combinations of different transposition events, deletions of IS elements and recombination and/or of IS element containing pieces. Alternatively mutations in chromosomal restriction sites or the difference in the conservation of BamHI sites may explain why the position of ISAtc1 is not completely conserved amongst these three strains. Although IS elements have been viewed as parasitic they can contribute to the evolution and adaptation of a bacterial species through the various effects they have on the chromosome of bacteria. The absence of ISAtc1 from the three foreign strains may suggest that they have not been in close proximity to this element or ISAtc1 plays a specific role in the three local strains and therefore are not a necessary constituent of the genetic material of the three foreign strains. However, these foreign strains might contain IS elements un-related to ISAtc1.
3.3.5. Mobility of ISAtc\textsubscript{1} in \textit{At. caldus}

Through Southern hybridization experiments we wished to determine whether ISAtc\textsubscript{1} are mobile within the \textit{At. caldus} f chromosome. Genomic DNA was isolated from \textit{At. caldus} f after various generations of propagation in the laboratory. \textit{At. caldus} have been estimated to have a double time of approximately 9 hours and it was decided to grow \textit{At. caldus} cells for a period of five days after which an inoculum taken from this sample was introduced into fresh \textit{At. caldus} growth media and grown for a further five days. After each growth period genomic DNA was extracted and this procedure was repeated 5 times. The genomic DNA extracted was used in a Southern hybridization experiment using the labeled probe as mentioned above (section 3.3.4). The result is illustrated in Fig 3.7. The frequency of internal transposition of ISAtc\textsubscript{1} appears not be very high. From the 6 samples of genomic DNA isolated at various generations, only one sample showed a difference in banding pattern. Only in lane 3 could a clear difference be noted (indicated by the arrows in Fig 3.7). It appears that the transposition ISAtc\textsubscript{1} is strongly controlled within in \textit{At. caldus} f. It is however not known whether the difference in banding pattern is a result of a transposition process or whether it is mediated by chromosomal or plasmid (pTC-F14) mediated rearrangements.
Figure 3.7: Demonstration of the mobility of ISAtc1 through Southern hybridization analysis of the genomic DNA prepared from At. caldus at 5 day intervals (lanes 1-6). ISAtc1 was used as probe. The mobility of ISAtc1 is not extensive and only minor differences in hybridization signals (banding patterns) are evident in lane 3. Arrows indicate difference in banding sizes observed in lane 3 in comparison to the other lanes.

3.3.6. Transposition of ISAtc1 in E. coli

To determine the ability of ISAtc1 to transpose in an Escherichia coli S17.1 background we monitored its ability to generate replicon fusions. We constructed pUC19-ISAtc1 which contains the 2.8kb BamHI/EcoRI fragment of the accessory gene region of pTC-F14 (contains one intact copy of ISAtc1, Fig 3.1) cloned into the non-mobilizable plasmid pUC19. This ampicillin resistant (Ampr) pUC19-ISAtc1 construct served as the donor replicon. The chloramphenicol resistant (Cmr) mobilizable plasmid pSUP106, which is devoid of any transposable elements served as the IS element transposition “catcher” replicon. These plasmids were transformed into a streptomycin resistant (Strr) E. coli S17.1 donor strain that has an RP4 plasmid derivative integrated into the chromosome to provide the conjugative functions required for plasmid mobilization. Several transformants (Ampr, Strr, Cmr) from the transformation experiments in E. coli S17.1 were selected as potential donor strains for independent mating experiments with the nalidixic resistant (Nalr) E. coli CSH56 recipient strain. As negative controls E coli S17.1 was transformed with pUC19 and pSUP106 and spurious transfer of the Amp marker was selected for on LA medium supplemented with Amp and Cm.
To determine whether ISAtc1 could transpose from pUC19-ISAtc1 to pSUP106 we evaluated the ability of ISAtc1 to form cointegrates either during transposition or following transposition. These cointegrates would be mated from an *E. coli* S17.1 donor strain to an *E. coli* CSH56 recipient strain. Resolution of the cointegrate could occur in the recipient and the pSUP106 “catcher” plasmid could be digested with restriction enzymes to show that it had gained a copy of ISAtc1. A proposed schematic representation of the transposition experiment is given in Fig 3.8. The Str<sup>+</sup> *E. coli* S17.1 donor strains harboring pSUP106 and pUC19-ISAtc1 were conjugated with the Nal<sup>+</sup> *E. coli* CSH56 strains and transconjugants were selected for on LA media containing Nal, Amp and Cm. Selection was also done on Nal, Str, Amp and Cm LA plates to determine whether the S17.1 donor strains present in the plated out mating mixture gave false positive results by becoming Nal resistant overnight during incubation. The *E. coli* S17.1 strain containing pSUP106 and pUC19 which served as the donor strain in the negative control experiment, was conjugated with *E. coli* CSH56 and transconjugants selected for on Nal, Amp and Cm containing LA media as well as on Nal, Amp LA plates and Nal, Cm LA plates.

Transconjugants were obtained with pUC19-ISAtc1 but not with pUC19. In the negative control no colonies could be recovered either on LA plates containing Nal, Amp and Cm or on the LA Amp plates. This is consistent with pUC19 being a non-mobilizable plasmid. This also indicates that these two replicons have no homology which can serve as substrates for homologous recombination which can subsequently lead to cointegrate formation. Large amounts of colonies were detected when selection was performed on Nal Cm plates as expected since pSUP106 is a mobilizable plasmid which was mobilized by the RP4 plasmid of the *E. coli* S17.1 chromosome. Transconjugants (Amp<sup>+</sup> Cm<sup>+</sup> Nal<sup>+</sup>) were obtained with pUC19-SAtc1 which implies that the presence of ISAtc1 plays a role in the formation of the observed transconjugants in the conjugation experiments with pUC19-ISAtc1 and pSUP106. Since pUC19-ISAtc1 is a non-mobilizable plasmid, the only way the Amp resistance in the transconjugants could be explained is if a replicon fusion (cointegrate formation) occurred between pUC19-ISAtc1 and pSUP106. pSUP106 is mobilizable and when fused to pUC19-ISAtc1 followed by a subsequent conjugation event with a recipient strain would lead to the movement of both these plasmids to the recipient strain. Both the Cm and Amp resistance markers would then be observed in the recipient strain. There is no homology between the donor replicon (pUC19-ISAtc1) and the recipient replicon (pSUP106) which was confirmed by the negative control. One likely way that recombination, which leads to replicon fusion, could take place is after a transposition event in which ISAtc1 present on pUC19-ISAtc1 is
transposed to pSUP106 (Fig 3.8 ABD). These two copies, one on each plasmid, would serve as substrates for homologous recombination resulting in the formation of the fused replicons (cointegrates). It is important to note here that in this option the replicon fusions are formed after a transposition event which implies a nonreplicative process, i.e a cut-and-paste mechanism (Fig 3.8 ABD). In this case the cointegrates are formed between a donor replicon containing an intact copy of ISAtc1 and a recipient replicon to which an ISAtc1 element transposed to from another donor replicon. However, a second pathway for the formation of cointegrate-like structures can occur during a replicative transposition event. Here cointegrates are observed as an intermediate transposition product (Fig 3.8 ACD). In the former case cointegrates are a product of homologous recombination and in the latter is a product of replicative transposition, but the presence of fused replicons of two non-homologous replicons points to a transposition event.

Three single colonies from three independent transformations were used in three independent mating experiments. This was done to ensure that each successful experiment was the result of a unique transposition event. The Nal' Amp' Cm' transconjugants obtained after the conjugation experiments were structurally analysed through restriction endonuclease cleavage and Southern hybridization experiments. Transconjugants were restricted with EcoRV and compared with the EcoRV restriction patterns of pUC19-ISAtc1 and pSUP106. The result is shown in Fig 3.9A and a schematic illustration of the EcoRV restriction map of pUC19-ISAtc1 and pSUP106 as well as the possible cointegrate intermediates formed, are shown in Fig 3.10. ISAtc1 is 1,303 bps and contains only one internal EcoRV site. The construct pUC19-ISAtc1 is 5,243 bp and contains two EcoRV sites, one located within ISAtc1. EcoRV cleavage of pUC19-ISAtc1 yields two bands of more or less 300 bp and 5,000 bp (Fig 3.9A lane 2), which is consistent with the sequencing data. It should be noted that a third faint band can be seen from the gel photo in Fig 3.9A (lane 2) and which is also picked up in the Southern hybridization analysis. This band might be ascribed to being unrestricted nicked pUC19-ISAtc1 DNA since this band is not seen in all experiments. pSUP106 is 10,900 bp and yields three bands with EcoRV restriction with approximate sizes of 3,600; 4,500 and 2,800 bps (Fig 3.9 A, lane 3). In theory, if ISAtc1 transposed to pSUP106 with the subsequent formation of a cointegrate, pSUP106 should gain two extra EcoRV sites, so that on digestion with EcoRV, the sizes of two of the bands should stay the same (see doublet at 4.3-4.5 kb in Fig 3.9A lane 3 and Fig 3.9B lanes 2-5) and three different sized fragments would be produced. This is provided that ISAtc1 transpostion does not corrupt one of the EcoRV cleavage sites of pSUP106. Thus, a cointegrate formed between pSUP106 and pUC19-ISAtc1
Figure 3.8: Schematic illustration of the proposed transposition of ISAtc1 from pUC19-ISAtc1 to pSUP106. Two pathways for cointegrate formation are shown, i.e. through homologous recombination after a nonreplicative transposition event (ABD) and during a replicative transposition event (ACD) as a byproduct of transposition. This is followed by the conjugal transfer of the cointegrate from the *E. coli* S17.1 donor strain to the *E. coli* CSH56 recipient strain. The cointegrate is subsequently resolved in the recipient strain through a homologous recombination process. Cointegrates were resolved in *E. coli* DH5α.
should exhibit 6 bands on an electrophoresis gel. See Fig 3.10 for an illustration of the possible cointegrate intermediates and their resolved intermediate structures. Our result does not meet this criteria for cointegrate formation between these two replicons. Instead, five bands of different sizes are seen on the gel. It is clear from the gel that the transconjugant plasmids exhibit two bands of similar size to that in pSUP106 and two extra bands are formed. The presence of the 300 bp band, which is not clearly visible on the electrophoresis gel but picked up by the Southern Hybridization (Fig 3.9C), indicates that pUC19-ISAtc1 is present in the transconjugants which is also confirmed by the Amp resistance displayed by the transconjugants. Further analysis of banding pattern of the transconjugants plasmids revealed that they were approximately 1,300 bp shorter then expected. ISAtc1 is 1,303 bp long and it is thought that the transconjugant contains only one copy of ISAtc1. This was confirmed by comparing BglII restrictions of pUC19-ISAtc1, pSUP106 and the transconjugant plasmids. ISAtc1 has a unique BglII site in contrast with pSUP106 and pUC19 which harbours no BglII sites. BglII restriction linearized the transconjugants which confirms the presence of one copy of ISAtc1.

We performed an experiment as to determine if the transconjugant plasmids or cointegrate-like structures (Fig 3.10 C and D) have the ability to resolve in E. coli DH5α. This entailed the transformation of the transconjugant plasmids into E. coli DH5α and then selecting first for Cm and then Amp resistant colonies. The Cm' colonies that have no Amp resistance are evidence for the plasmid being resolved into the two individual plasmids, pUC19-ISAtc1 and pSUP106, and hence the Amp marker being lost. However, our results were not as expected, as only Amp sensitive colonies could be detected but no Cm sensitive colonies. EcoRV restriction analyses of the Amp sensitive colonies did not display a banding pattern more or less similar to that for pSUP106 (results not shown). We expected that the Amp sensitive colonies should display at least two bands similar to that for pSUP106 with two different bands appearing if transposition occurred from pUC19-ISAtc1 to pSUP106.
Figure 3.9: Results of the transposition of ISAtc1 in *E. coli*. **A:** Gel electrophoresis photo showing the *Eco*RV restriction banding patterns of pUC19-ISAtc1 (lane 2) and pSUP106 (lane 3). *PstI* digested lambda DNA was used as marker DNA. **B:** Gel photo illustrating the banding patterns of *Eco*RV digested transconjugants obtained after the conjugation experiments (lanes 2-5). **C:** Southern hybridization analysis of the transconjugants. Transconjugants are shown in lanes 2-4 and pUC19-ISAtc1 included as a positive control is shown in lane 1. The arrows indicate the banding sizes of the transconjugants yielding positive signals.

An experiment similar to that carried out in *At. caldus* f (section 3.3.5), was done in *E. coli* DH5α to determine whether ISAtc1 has the ability to transpose into the chromosome of *E. coli*. A strain of *E. coli* DH5α harbouring pTC-F14, which contains ISAtc1, was passaged through several cycles of plating. Genomic DNA was extracted after various cycles of platings and was used in Southern Hybridization experiments using the labelled ISAtc1 as a probe. No signals consistent with the transposition of ISAtc1 into the chromosome of *E. coli* DH5α were detected. The higher order organization of chromosomal DNA to that of plasmid DNA and might explain why ISAtc1 does not transpose readily into the *E. coli* DH5α chromosome.
Figure 3.10: Schematic illustration of the donor and recipient replicons as well as the possible cointegrate intermediates and their resolved structures. A. pUC19-ISAtc1. B. pSUP106. C. Cointegrate like structure containing only one copy of ISAtc1. D. Cointegrate-like structure containing two copies of ISAtc1.
**3.4. Discussion**

In this study an insertion element, ISAtc1, was detected in the pTC-F14 plasmid of *At. caldus*. A BLASTP analysis of both the GenBank-EMBL and the general IS Database has revealed that ISAtc1 is a member of the ISL3 family and that it displays typical features of members of the family. It has a length of 1,303bp which is in the range of sizes described for other members of this family (1,300-1,550 bp) (Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). It has imperfectly conserved 26 bp terminal inverted repeats which share clear similarities with IRs of other members of the ISL3 family. The IRs of ISAtc1 ends with the GG dinucleotide which is a characteristic of this family. No obvious direct target repeats could be detected upstream and downstream of ISAtc1. The absence of direct target repeats (DR) could be the result of inter- or intra-molecular recombination events between two ISAtc1 elements, each with a different DR sequence (Chapter 1). Putative promoter regions were identified through visual inspection and by using web-based promoter identification software trained on *E. coli* σ70 promoter sites. A putative outwardly directed -35 promoter sites was identified within the right terminal inverted repeat. These outwardly directed promoters have been shown to be involved in the control of the expression of genes downstream to the insertion point, provided that an appropriately located -10 promoter site is present on the target DNA allowing for a hybrid promoter to be formed. ISAtc1 has a G+C content of 56% compared to the 63% G+C content of *At. caldus*. This implies that the acquisition of ISAtc1 is a recent event. The high extent of identity of ISAtc1 to ISAfe1 from *At. ferrooxidans*, and other IS elements found in a range of prokaryotes observed through sequence comparisons, indicate that these organisms may have plasmids or other horizontal gene transfer elements (onto which these IS elements can hitchhike) and can that move between their ecological niches. Through these processes these IS elements can become established in a wide variety of hosts and co-evolve with its respective host.

Analysis of the deduced amino acid sequence of the Tpase ORF of ISAtc1 revealed that it is a basic protein which is consistent with its ability to bind DNA specifically during the transposition process. The multiple alignment of the deduced amino acid sequence of ISAtc1 Tpase as well as its IRs with Tpases and IRs of ISAfe1, ISAe1, ISBlo6, IST445 and ISL3 revealed homologies that may possibly indicate a conserved function or a common transposition mechanism and a possible common evolutionary origin. Our data are also consistent with the Tpase being composed of an N-terminal domain containing the sequence-specific DNA binding determinants and the C-terminal region which contains most of the catalytic residues involved in catalysis. Through sequence analysis we detected a putative HTH
motif in the N-terminal region of ISAtc1 which shows relatively weak homology to HTH motifs of other ISL3 family elements. No leucine zipper or zinc finger motifs could be detected. The HTH motif provides sequence-specific binding to the inverted repeats of these elements and the divergence in the nucleotide sequence of the IRs of these elements may explain the weak similarity in amino acid sequence of the HTH motifs of the IS elements compared. We have shown that the three acidic amino acids D161, D237 and E364 constitute the DDE motif of ISAtc1 and are seen in all Tpases compared except for IST445. This motif has been previously documented to be conserved in various integrases and recombinases. Based on this it has been proposed that these Tpases, together with RNaseH and RuvC, forms part of a superfamily of phosphoryltransferases (reviewed in Chandler and Mahillon, 2002). Several additional highly conserved residues surrounding the DDE motif present on the majority of ISL3 family members are also present on ISAtc1 which is consistent with observations made with recombinases, integrases and various IS elements.

The mobile character of IS elements allows it to be transferred from the chromosome of bacteria to resident plasmids of that bacterium. Transmissible plasmids in turn can transport the IS elements to bacteria of the same or different species through a horizontal transfer process which can then transpose to the chromosome of that bacterium. The association of IS elements with bacteriophages can also contribute to its distribution in a wide range of bacteria. Therefore, bacteria of different species may contain the same IS element or bacteria of the same species may contain variable numbers of copies of a particular IS element.

IS elements provide potential sites for the plasmids to integrate into the chromosome and increases the level of plasticity of the chromosome. Since pTC-F14 is a broad host range plasmid with a copy of ISAtc1 this allows the potential for the integration of plasmid pTC-F14 into the chromosome of organisms harboring copies of ISAtc1 or ISAtc1-like sequences. Accordingly, a number of integrated plasmids may excise from the chromosome carrying additional chromosomal DNA (prime plasmid formation) which can subsequently be transferred to other bacterial cells through conjugation (Merlin et al., 2001). Through this process chromosomal genes can become available in the horizontal gene pool and IS elements have been associated with the acquisition of accessory genes. This plasticity could be provided by other elements in the non-South African strains. These sequences may be purely parasitical or may have been become an integral part of the chromosome of these strains by performing a specific function. It has been previously reported that transposable elements play an intimate role in genome evolution (Kidwell and Lisch, 2001). It is therefore possible that the
transposition of ISAtc1 and other IS elements present in the *At. caldus* strains may provide a driving force behind genome plasticity and variation. It would be interesting to discover whether the behavior of IS elements, e.g. ISAtc1, have contributed to the adaptation of *At. caldus* to the extreme low pH, inorganic biomining environments The foreign strains that do not contain ISAtc1-likes sequences could possibly not have been in contact with ISAtc1-like elements since they are from geographically different regions. This does not imply that there are no IS elements present on the chromosomes of these strains.

We have shown that ISAtc1 is functional within its native *At. caldus* f host. It is however, not known what mechanism of transposition is employed by ISAtc1 or whether the difference in banding patterns observed in the Southern hybridization experiment is caused by homologous recombination. The activity of ISAtc1 within the chromosome of the host is not as extensive as seen for its close relative ISAfe1 in *At. ferrooxidans*. This extent of the transposition is possibly controlled or induced by different factors within these bacteria, i.e. these IS elements might play slightly different roles and are controlled according to the physiological state of the bacterium and the surrounding environmental conditions. It has been proposed that the movement of ISAfe1 is responsible for the phenomenon of phenotypic switching (phase variation) in *At. ferrooxidans* between wild-type state in which both ferrous iron and reduced sulphur compounds can be oxidized and a mutant state during which the ability to oxidize ferrous iron is lost but the ability to oxidize reduced sulphur is retained (Cabrejos *et al.*, 1999). ISAfe1 has been shown to insert within the resB gene which encodes for a putative cytochrome c-type biogenesis protein. It is proposed that this insertion results in the loss of activity of this c-type cytochrome which is thought to be required for ferrous iron but not sulphur oxidation. It is at present not known whether the mobility of ISAtc1 in *At. caldus* has a similar role to that of ISAfe1, i.e. to regulate the expression of biochemical pathways by moving in and out of specific regions of the chromosome.

Two major modes of transposition exist for bacterial transposable elements. In the conservative or nonreplicative mode (cut-and-paste) mechanism the Tpase cuts both DNA strands at the terminal ends and the excised elements are transferred to target DNA. During replicative transposition only the 3´ ends of the terminal ends are cleaved which is transferred to the target DNA. This leads to cointegrate formation where the donor and target molecules are fused and the element is duplicated as a result of DNA repair and replication by the host cellular enzymes. In this case the cointegrate-like structure is an intermediate structure (product) of the replicative transposition pathway. Subsequent recombination between the two copies of the
elements can resolve the cointegrate with the donor and target molecule each containing a copy of the element. Cointegrate structures can also be formed after a nonreplicative transposition event. Here a cointegrate structure can be formed through homologous recombination between a donor replicon, which did not undergo a cut-and-paste transposition process and thus containing an intact copy of the IS element, and a recipient replicon into which an IS element transposed into. The results of the experiments to determine the transposition ability of ISAtc1 presented here is unique in the sense that a cointegrate structure must have been formed but has only one copy of ISA tc1 (Fig 3.10C). This has been confirmed through EcoRV and BglII restriction endonuclease analyses. The presence of the Amp marker in the transconjugants can only be explained if the nonmobilizable plasmid pUC19-ISA tc1 was fused to the mobilizable plasmid pSUP106 prior to conjugation. In the replicative transposition mode only cleavage of the 3’ ends of the IS elements occurs which are transferred to the target molecule. However, at this stage the process can proceed in two ways. Replication and gap repair by the host cellular enzymes results in the formation of a cointegrate-like structure. Additional cleavage of the 5’ end of the IS element would result in a cut-and-paste mechanism (Chapter 1). The latter case is a possible explanation for our results. It has been reported that the bacterial transposon Tn7 displays an interesting preference for plasmid DNA undergoing conjugal replication and transposes to plasmids undergoing conjugation (reviewed in Craig, 1997). Plasmid extractions from old cultures of E. coli S17.1 harboring both pSUP106 and pUC19-ISA tc1 were done and then re-transformed into E. coli DH5α and selection was done on Amp Cm LA plates. Extracted plasmid DNA was restricted with EcoRV and compared to the individual EcoRV restriction patterns of these two plasmids as well as with the transconjugants obtained. The results showed that the banding patterns of the re-transformed DNA displayed an identical banding pattern to the individual plasmids, implying that no transposition event has occurred. This lead to the assumption that ISA tc1 might display a preference for plasmid DNA undergoing conjugation. Based on the current results, it is difficult to ascertain as to why and how only one copy of ISA tc1 is observed in the cointegrates (transconjugants). In this respect the result is unique, in contrast to cointegrate-like structures normally carrying two copies of an IS element and further work is needed to establish whether this is a new transposition mechanism.
Chapter 4: General Discussion and Perspectives
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4.1. General Introduction
As result of a continuously changing environment caused by environmental or man-made stresses, the individuals of any bacterial population are forced to adapt to these changes to ensure their own survivability and proliferation. For any living organism a high fidelity of DNA replication is indispensable but point mutations generated during this process contribute to the adaptation of microbes to changing environmental conditions. It is widely documented that plasmids and other mobile elements such as transposons, insertion sequences and bacteriophages play a crucial role in the adaptation of microbes to hostile environments. Plasmids are tremendously diverse, self-replicating extrachromosomal mobile genetic elements. Plasmids are mosaic in structure encoding essential genes involved in plasmid replication, stable maintenance and transfer (conjugation) functions. These functions constitute what is known as the plasmid backbone. In addition to these essential genes plasmids also carry with them accessory genes (non essential functions) that confer a selective advantage to the host under certain conditions that would otherwise not be needed. These phenotypic traits conferred by plasmids are selected by the host’s immediate environment and thus provides the host with a means to survive certain conditions of environmental stress. Plasmids are dependent upon hosts for their survival. Plasmids enhance host competitiveness and survivability in cases of selective pressure but may be dispensable in the absence of these environmental stress conditions. Plasmids impose an energetic drain on its hosts in terms of protein synthesis but are seen as desirable elements for host cells in situations of unfavorable environmental conditions. In contrast, plasmids have also been viewed as purely parasitic or selfish DNA molecules.

The types of phenotypic traits discovered on plasmids have been mentioned in Chapter 2. The mobile character of transmissible plasmids accounts for the plasmid-mediated dissemination of genetic material (phenotypic traits) between the same or different species. It is therefore that plasmids have been considered as the key to the evolution and adaptation of bacterial populations by being the major role players in the horizontal transfer of genetic material. As plasmids move between the same or different species new genetic traits are gathered from the gene pool of the greater bacterial population and are spread between members of this population. The accessory gene regions of plasmids are often associated with transposons and insertion sequences. These mobile elements contribute to moving DNA between bacteria often integrating them into the chromosome, or play a role in the movement of DNA from the chromosome to plasmid. Bacteriophages also play an important role in this respect. Much of the knowledge on plasmids comes from the intensively studied plasmids isolated from a clinical environment. Accessory genes found on these plasmids have been shown to code for
antibiotic resistance and pathogenicity determinants. Although plasmids from environmental samples have been shown to code for resistance to heavy metals, antibiotics and codes for degradative genes and bacteriocins, the knowledge on the diversity of plasmids from non-clinical environment remains limited (Smalla et al., 2000). This might be due to the fact few efficient cultivating techniques are available to culture these newly discovered species from other ecological niches. We study bacteria in the laboratory environments which are very unnatural environments, e.g. pure cultures and stable growth conditions in comparison to its natural continuously changing environment. These conditions may place environmental stresses on these microbes who respond by forming viable but nonculturable cells (Roszak and Colwell, 1987). The study of the accessory functions are of great importance to elucidate the understanding of plasmid spread and the ecological role played by plasmids. Our study focused the accessory gene region of a plasmid, pTC-F14, isolated from a relatively unexplored environment in terms of its biology and genetics.

4.2. Plasmid pTC-F14 in perspective
As mentioned before, pTC-F14 is a 14.2-kb broad host range mobilizable IncQ-like plasmid isolated from the acidophilic bacterium, Acidithiobacillus caldus f. At. caldus f is a moderately thermophilic, sulphur oxidizing bacterium which inhabits a highly specialized ecological niche, the low pH, largely inorganic mineral-rich environments. The sequencing of pTC-F14 has recently been completed and has been shown to consist of four distinct regions (Fig 4.1): a replicon region; a region between the repB and repA genes containing the pasAB genes which constitute the plasmid addiction stability (pas) system (post-segregational killing system); a mobilization region and an accessory gene region. The replication region, the pas system and mobilization regions has been studied in detail by researchers from this laboratory (Gardner et al., 2001; Deane and Rawlings, 2004 and van Zyl et al., 2003). The focus of this study was on the accessory gene region but the other regions are mentioned as to provide a more global view of the biological nature of pTC-F14.

Plasmid pTC-F14 was shown to have an IncQ-like replicon that was closely related to, but compatible with the12.2-kb broad-host range plasmid, pTC-FC2 (Fig 4.1). This plasmid has been isolated from a different but related biomining bacterium, Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans.
Figure 4.1: Genetic maps of pTC-FC2 and pTC-F14 comparing the replicon regions, the mobilization regions and the accessory gene regions.
Plasmids forming part of the *Escherichia coli* incompatibility group Q have a very broad host range and are capable of replication in a wide variety of both gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria (reviewed and referenced in Rawlings and Tietze, 2001). These plasmids are not self-transmissible but are they are highly mobilizable by IncPα and IncPβ plasmids. Their mobile character as well as their ability to replicate within a wide range of hosts makes them highly promiscuous plasmids and thus have been acquired by microbes inhabiting very different environments. Examples of other well studied IncQ plasmids isolated from different environments include RSF1010, R1162 and R300B (Rawlings and Tietze, 2001).

The *mob* genes constituting the mobilization region of pTC-F14, like pTC-FC2, have been shown to be of the IncP type. pTC-FC2 and pTC-F14 inhabit the same environment and because of their promiscuous nature it is likely that these two plasmids will come in contact with each other. In spite of the close relationship between these plasmids, it was surprising that the *mob* genes of pTC-FC2 were more closely related to the *mob* genes of plasmid pRAS3.1 isolated from the neutrophilic Norwegian salmon pathogen, *Aeromonas salmonicida* (van Zyl *et al*, 2003). This finding emphasizes the promiscuous nature of the IncQ plasmid family.

Not much detail will be given on the *pas* system of pTC-F14. It consists of two genes, *pasA* (anti-toxin) and *pasB* (toxin) which enhance the plasmid stability through the post-segregational killing (PSK) of plasmid-free daughter cells. Protein-type PSK systems usually consist of two genes, one encoding a highly expressed but short-lived anti-toxin (*pasA*) and poorly expressed toxin with a longer half-life (Deane and Rawlings, 2004). Because of the nature of the toxin and anti-toxin proteins, daughter cells that fail to inherit the plasmid will be killed as amounts of the short-lived anti-toxin will be insufficient to neutralize the more stable toxin present in daughter cells. This will be returned to later. Plasmid pTC-FC2 has been shown to have a PSK stability system that consists of three genes, *pasA* (anti-toxin), *pasB* (toxin) and *pasC* (regulatory protein).

The aim of this study was to discover what accessory genes are carried on pTC-F14. As mentioned before our findings were rather disappointing in the sense that no genes have been detected that confer a phenotype that is known to provide a selective advantage to the host (Chapter 2). Biochemical, genetic and structural studies are usually done on individual proteins as to identify the possible functions of these proteins. Sequence similarity searches of the freely accessible nucleotide and protein sequences using BLAST programs has been applied in this study to extend our knowledge on the open reading frames (ORFs) detected in the accessory
gene region. Except for the resolvase gene and the insertion sequence, ISAtc1, detected, no possible functions could be assigned to the other ORFs. It should be noted however that these ORFs, ORF13, ORF33.2 and ORF17.4, may encode functions that are advantageous to the host, but are at present unknown. There is currently a burst in the output of nucleotide sequences as a result of an increase in the number of genomic sequencing projects of various microbes that are being pursued. Biomining has been well established as an industrial fermentation process and in view of improving the technology of the biomining process its biotechnology will need attention. It is therefore likely that the homologues of the protein products of ORFs 13, 33.2 and 17.4 will be discovered in the near future. Based on the results of the similarity searches of ORFs 20.8, 17.4 and ORF33.2 it is evident that horizontal transfer events occurred between At. caldus and other soil bacteria. This view is strengthened by the observation of the high homology of ISAtc1 to insertion sequences isolated from other soil bacteria (Chapter 3). The interesting question is whether these very different ecological habitats are somehow microbiologically connected? Do the biomining bacteria share a gene pool with bacteria from other environments? Not enough studies have been done on the genetics of microbes from this environment to address this question. Because of the promiscuous nature of pTC-F14 and possible discovery of other IncQ-like plasmids from these biomining environments, it would not be surprising if these biomining microbes share a common gene pool or a subset of genes with other soil bacteria. The average G+C content of the accessory gene region of pTC-F14 is 50% in comparison to the reported 59.3% G+C content of the plasmid backbone (Rawlings and Tietze, 2001), which implies that the addition of the accessory gene region to the pTC-F14 is a recent event.

At present pTC-F14 remains a cryptic plasmid and the question of whether it is purely parasitic in nature or whether it does contain genes coding for local adaptations, remains unanswered. A plasmid may accumulate a set of genes that are beneficial under specific circumstances, and it may be that some of the plasmids that appear to be cryptic carry genes pertaining to a specific set of environmental conditions (Lilly et al, 2000). It is possible that one of these uncharacterized ORFs may encode for genes that relate to a certain set of environmental conditions, for which the phenotypic effect may be difficult to observe since we ultimately study bacteria and their genes in an unnatural laboratory environment. On the one hand, it has been argued that cryptic plasmids cannot be maintained unless they code for a selectively advantageous phenotype (Levin and Stewart, 1980; Caugant et al, 1981). On the other, whether cryptic or not, plasmid pTC-F14 contains a post-segregational killing system which is a tenacious parasitic trait. This ensures that the host cell contains a copy of the plasmid after cell
division. It could be this property rather than any beneficial effects that ensures pTC-F14 survival.

Future work will be to elucidate the function of the ORFs and possibly also the mechanism of the transposition of ISAtc1. One approach to finding the possible functions of these ORFs, in addition to regular database similarity searches or bioinformatic analyses, is to make individual mutations or knockouts of these ORFs and then selecting for a possible phenotype that may be coded for by the specific ORF. However, this task is difficult since these ORFs could contribute to or play a role in one of the hundreds of biochemical pathways present within microbes. For this purpose a well characterized host background is needed where the effect of the inactivation of the specific ORF, or the lack thereof, can be studied. In many cases proteins are expressed in a foreign host but this does not necessarily mean that the protein would be functional within the foreign host. This further complicates the aim of elucidating the possible phenotypic function of a putative protein whose sequence has just become available in the laboratory. In conclusion, this is a great task and requires much time and effort spend on research and it is therefore that so many hypothetical proteins are found in the current GenBank-EMBL database.
Appendix One: Annotated sequence of the accessory gene region

Shown below is the double stranded sequence of the accessory gene region of plasmid pTC-F14 isolated from *Acidithiobacillus caldus* strain f. pTC-F14#1 contained an insert of 5.772-kb and was thought to carry the accessory genes of the pTC-F14. After sequence analysis (DNA and Protein) of this region, it was revealed that an open reading starts 287-bp upstream from the starting point of the initial accessory gene region worked with. It is therefore that the sequence below is joined to 347-bp upstream from the *Sph*I site (initial starting point of the accessory gene area in pTC-F14#1; indicated here as position 347). The sequence of this 5.772-kb region as part of the complete sequence of pTC-F14 was deposited in the NCBI database: accession number NC_004734. The protein translations of the six open reading frames encoded on this region are shown below the DNA sequence and the start and end positions of the ORFs are indicated. Restriction endonuclease site are labeled and the corresponding sequence are shaded. Putative Ribosomal Binding Sites are indicated in bold italics and start and stop codons of the ORFs are indicated in bold. No further ORFs were detected when the BamHI site was joined to adjacent section of pTC-F14 and no meaningful ORFs can be detected when ISAtc1 is deleted.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Start of ORF13, 124aa; strong RBS, no meaningful homology} \\
\text{NcoI} \\
\text{SphI}
\end{align*}
\]
Stop of ORF13

Stop of invertase-like ORF, ORF20.8; 189aa

Start of invertase-like ORF, ORF20.8; 189aa
1861 GCCTCTGGCTA7GCCCTGGGCTACAGGCTGATGGCACCAGTAAACCTGGGCGGTAAGG
CGAGACCAGTACGGGACCAGTACGTCCTAAGCTGCTGCCATTCTCGCCCACTGCTGCTGCTCCTCTG

1981 CGTCTCGCCCTCAGCAGACCAAGGGTGCTTCTCAAGGGCTTCTCAACTTTCTGGAAGGGCACC
GCCAGACCAGGATGCGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG

2161 GCCACATATCCAGATACGCTAGGCAGATGCTAGACGGCGCCCTCACCAGA
CGGTGAATAGTGGTCTAGTCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG

2461 ACGTGAACCAAGAAGAATTCTATCCGCTCCTCGT CGTACAGCAGCAGATTCTTCAGGCAATACAGGC
TGACTAGCTAGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG

Stop of aminotransferase-like ORF33.2; 286aa

EcoRI

Y G L P T L E P E I F Q T I E V K H K

HindIII

K I G S Y F S V S I F K S F I E N E A L

StuI
AGCAGAACCATTGATTCCTCCATGAGACGAGCGAGCGAGAGCGCTTCGCTCTCGGCGCTTTCCCTCCGGCCGTTTTTGTAGACAGAG

**EcoRI**

TTACGGTGAACATGGTCATTTCCACACCGAATCCCCGAATTCACCGTATAGAAGACCTGA

**DraI** Direct repeat of IS element

GTTGAAGAATATTGACTTTTTTTTAAAAAACAGTTAGGCTCTTCGACGTT

**NcoI**

AGCCTCAGATCCGCTTCCAGCGTCTGACGATAGGCGGCAGATCGCTGGTTCTGGCGTTTTCCAACCAGGCTTTCATCCGCTGGGACTGCTATCCGCCGTCTAGCGACCAAGACCGCAAAAGGTTGGTCCGAAAG

Y A V R V I P P L D S T R A N E L W A K

133
4201  StuI
AACTGGAAGGCTGCGGCTCTTGAGTTCTGAGCTTGTTCTGTCGACCGCTTTTCT
TTGACCCAGCGGAGCCTGAGAGAACATCTCTTCTGATGGAACAGCTTTTCT
F Q Y A Q A T K L N Q D K L L E Q L K

4261  PstI
TTCTGCTCTATTTTGAAGTTGCAATCGCTCTTAGCCGGCTCTGACGAGATTTG
AAGACGAGAGAAAATCTCAAGTCGAGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCT
K Q K M K L N C D N K L W L W R T K K L

4321  NcoI
TTTGGCTGGGTGGAGGACTTCCCCCTTGCGCACGTCGTCTACGGCCTCGTTGACGAGCTTC
AAACCGACCCACCTCTGGAAGGCTGACGGTACACGCTGACGGTACACGCTGACGGTAC
Q F A P S L D N S V D T I A E A S G G H

4381  BglII
ATGAGGTGAAAACGATCGAAAGTGATCTCCGCATTGGGCAGGTGCTCGGCAGCCCCTTTC
TACTCCACTTTTTTGTAGTTTCTACTAGAGGCCGTACCCGTACCCGTACCCGTACCCGTAC
M L H F R D F I E A N P L H E A A G K

4441  NcoI
TGGAAGGCCGCCGGAAGGTCATCTCGCCATTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG
ACCTTTCCGCCGCTCTCTCCGACTACCTACGAGATGCTAGCCACTACGAGATGCTAGCCAC
Q F A P S L D N S V D T I A E A S G G H

4501  BglII
GCCCTGAGACTCGCCGCCGAGAAGTCTGCTTGCCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG
CGGACATCTCCAGGCAAGCTCTTTAACAGAGAGCTCTTCTGCGCAACAGCAAGCTCTTCTGCG
A Q L D G S F K E F T K A D K G P T A F

4561  BglII
AAGAGTCGCCGGGATTAGATCCGGAGAATTTCTCAAAGGTCTTGGCATCCTTGCCGGGAGTAGCGAAC
CGGACTTCCGCGCTCTCCGACTACCCATACGAGATGCTAGCCACTACGAGATGCTAGCCACT
L L R R A N L D V F V T Y D H G R S

4621  EcoRV
CTGGTCTCATCGAGCCGGACCGGAGATGCTCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG
GCCGAGTACCCAGGCCTCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG

4681  EcoRV
GGCACATAATGGTCAATCACTACGCGCCACGGCATTTGGTGCTACCCGACCATCGGAGCT
CCGCTGATATACCGGCTCAGGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG
P V Y H D I V R W L L K D T E G V M R A

4741  EcoRV
GGCGTCATAATCCGCATACTCGCGCCGCCCACCTTGACGCTACCCGACCATCGGAGCT
CCGCACTGATATCCGCTCAGGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG
A T L V P M E R V L T M I L A E F L L T

4801  EcoRV
AAACCCGCGAGCTTCCGCGCCGAGGAGCAAGATCTACGATGCACTACCCATGCTGCTGCTGCCAC
TTTGGCGGCTGAGGACCCCGGGCTTCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG
F R S G E R A W P V S I Q H V G E Q C

4861  EcoRV
TTCACACAGGATCATCCGACCAGGGATAGGTCATCACTACCCGACCATCGGAGCT
CCGCACTGATATCCGCTCAGGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTG
K V R P V R A H L Y A E H Q F F D M H R
5701  TTAGGGATGAAATCAAGAATCTACCTTCAGCTATTAGTAGGTCTTGCAGGAAGCTGCAAC
      AATCCCTACTTTAGTCTTAGCTATAGTGATATAGC
      L S S I L F R G E A I L D Q L F S C C

Start of 86aa ORF, no homology

5761  AATCTTCCCGGTTCGCAAGGAGTTCCAGAATGTCGGCGCAGACGATATAGT
      CATACGC
      D E R N G F T S W F T P A S S I T M

5821  AGCTTCTGAAAGATGAGATGCTCCCCGAATCGAGATTAGTGATGCTATACGAGGTCA
      TCAGAAGACTCAGACGGCTAGTTGGAAGTATTCAGTATTGCG
      D E R N G F T S W F T P A S S I T M

5881  TAGGAGGGTGCTGGCCGCTCTAGTTCAATGATGATGCGATCCACCATCCACGCAAGGAG
      ATCTCCGACAGCCGCAAGATCGGAACTACCTACCTACCGGATGCGGTTGCGTC

5941  TGCAAGACTTTACCTGCGTACCTCCCAACGCTGCTACACCACAAACCGTCCAGGACA
      ACCTGATGAAGGAGTCTTGACACGGATGGCTGGTTGTTGCGAGGGCTGTCTTG

6001  AGGCTGGGCGGCGAGATGCGGGCTCGGCGAACTTGGCAAGACTATCTGGGCTTGAGGATCT
      TCCGACGCGGACTTACGCGACCGCCGTTAGAAACGTTGATAGAAACGCGACTCTAGA

BamHI

6061  ATCGGGGGAGGATTATAAACAGTGCAGGCTATGCTACTACCTACGAGTCC
      TAGCCCTCTGCTATATTGGATACGCCCATACACCCTGACTAAGTCTAGCTCAGG
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